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ABSTRACT
Today, potato is grown commercially in almost all climates of the world, except in
tropical lowlands. The highest tuber yields are obtained in areas with temperate climates
in North-western Europe and the North-West of the United States. In tropical and
subtropical climates tuber yields are lower and less stable. To determine if this is due to
the lack of adaptation of potato to the conditions prevailing in the tropics, the effect of
climate on potential yield was examined. The study presented in this thesis explored the
potential and attainable yields of potato. It aimed to determine and quantify the effect of
climate on potential tuber dry matter production and to assess the genetic variation in the
sensitivity for this climate. Potential dry matter production in potato is governed by the
genetic characteristics of a cultivar and the climatic factors, radiation, temperature and
daylength. Hitherto, research into the effect of temperature and daylength on the potato
crophasbeen done in two types of studies.The tuber yield was either correlated directly
with these climate factors, or separate processes in the plant were related to temperature
anddaylength.
The general introduction demonstrates that to understand the behaviour of the crop and
the variation in tuber yields, the crop and its relations with the environment must be
studied as an integrated system. The subsequent chapters describe a study in which
experimental data are incorporated into a simulation model. In the experiments the
relationsoftheindividual cropcharacteristics totemperature anddaylengthwereobtained
and the model was used to calculate the consequences of variation in daylength and
temperature for tuber dry matter production. First a series of models constructed in the
Netherlands was tested with weather data from a series of years in Scotland (Chapter 2).
There appeared to be no difference in the ability of the models to simulate tuber dry
matter production after reparameterization. It was easier to parameterize for simple
modelsthancomplexmodelsbecausethelatterincludedmorecropprocesses.
To improve the model's general applicability, the key processes determining tuber dry
matter production had to be identified. In all previous models, dry matter allocation was
driven by a temperature-dependent development. This was an oversimplification for the
purposes ofthis study andtherefore anew relation describing drymatter allocation hadto
be developed. It was hypothesized that dry matter allocation is governed by a dominant
tubersinkandthatthisdrymatterallocation determinestheearliness andthustheyielding
ability ofapotatocrop.This hypothesis wasconfirmed inaseriesofexperiments onearly

and late cultivars in the Netherlands (Chapter 3).The difference in dry matter allocation
between cultivars however, was only partly explained by the differences in dry matter
production.Leaf longevity alsoplayedaroleinexplainingearlinessandyielding ability.
To assess theeffect of temperature, daylength and radiation on yield formation in potato,
field trialswerecarried outinRwanda (2altitudes),Tunisia (Spring,Autumn andWinter)
and the Netherlands. To study the interaction between environment and genotype, eight
cultivars differing in earliness when grown in the Netherlands were planted. Total dry
matter production and tuber yields were analysed in terms of light interception and light
useefficiency. Variationintotal andtuberdrymatterproduction wasmainly explainedby
the differences in light interception. Light interception was divided into average light
intensity, length of the growing period and in maximum proportion of light intercepted.
The light use efficiency was found to be inversely related to an increased radiation
intensity. Variation in length of the growing season was the most important factor
explaining thedifferences intotallightinterception. Shorterdaysatemergence andhigher
temperatures throughout the season resulted in a shorter growth cycle. The extent of the
response differed between cultivars and was mainly explained in terms of duration of
groundcover.
Toquantify therelation between tuberyield and theclimatic factors; (temperature,daylength and radiation) the growth cycle of the potato crop was divided into three phases
(Chapters 5).Byrelating thelength of eachphasetotemperature,daylength andradiation,
theinfluence of these factors oncrop growth anddevelopment processes was determined.
The variation in the length of all three phases contributed to the variation in the duration
of the growthcycle and thustothe variation in tuber yield. Both highertemperatures and
shorter daylengths hastened the development in the phase between emergence and tuber
initiation, and the degree of the change depended on the cultivar. In the second phase,
from start of tuber growth to end of leaf growth, temperature and daylength had similar
effects butthese werelessthan inphase 1.Thelastphase,from end of leaf growth toend
of crop growth was shortened by high temperatures and high radiation. The shift in sink
priorities between tubers and leaves in phase 1affected phases 2 and 3, so part of the
variation in these phases could be explained from the variation in phase 1. The
information obtained in theexperiments wascombined with data from literature to obtain
a complete overview of temperature and daylength reactions to the various growth and
developmental processes. These relations were introduced in the simulation model
developed inchapter 3.The model (LINTUL-POTATO described in Chapter 6) wasused
to explore different climate and temperature situations for a standard potato cultivar.
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Integrating the effects of temperature and daylength of the separate processes resulted in
simulated tuberdrymatterproduction levels that were agreeing withthose reported inthe
literature. It is shown that as daylength increases, potato can tolerate a broader range of
temperatures. In chapter 7 the model is verified against the set of experiments used to
build the model and validated against independent data. The model explains the
differences in observed tuber dry matter production between locations by incorporating
the effects of temperature and daylength. The differences between cultivars were smaller
than the differences between location and therefore explained less well. The values
observed in experiments carried out in climates that were most suitable for potato
production were simulated better than those from experiments carried out in less suitable
conditions.
Finally the yielding ability of a potato crop for a range of climates between the equator
and 60°N was evaluated. The potential total dry matter production, potential tuber dry
matter production and the ideotype were determined for each climate. The potential total
dry matter was dependent on the length of the growing season. Tuber dry matter
production was dependent on the length of the growing season and the length of the
growthcycle:tuberyieldswererestricted whenthegrowingseason wastooshorttofit the
growth cycle or when tuber initiation was too early and the conditions favoured tuber
growth attheexpense of leaf growth.Inchapter 8the advantages of the approach andthe
application of systems analysis in breeding and introduction of new cultivars are
discussed. Combining observations at the process level with the explanatory capacity of
the simulation model reveals how tuber dry matter production is affected by the climatic
factors temperature,daylengthandradiation.Temperatureanddaylengthtogether affected
thedevelopment before tuber initiation; further development was affected by temperature
only. Radiation was found to influence growth rate only. Integrating the effects revealed
that especially the period between emergence and tuber initiation were determinative for
further growth anddevelopment of thecrop.This insight canbe used to design ideotypes
inbreeding,toimprovetheefficiency of selection procedures andtoanalyseyield gapsin
potatoproduction.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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Chapter1

Potato was first cultivated in the Andean highlands in South America. At the end of the
16thcenturypotatoeswerebroughttoSpainandinthefollowing centuriesthecropspread
throughout Europe (Hawkes, 1992).Itdisseminated tomost otherparts of the world from
Europe, rather than directly from South America. Missionaries and colonists introduced
thecropintomanytropical and subtropical areas from the 17thcentury onwards,whereit
was mostly eaten by Europeans. However, food shortages often encouraged local people
toincludepotatoesintheirdiet(Horton, 1987).
Since theearlysixtiesofthepresentcentury theareacultivated withpotatointropical and
subtropical zones has increased by 70% and yields have doubled. This, in combination
with a declining production in temperate areas has meant that the relative importance of
tropical and subtropical areas in world potato production is increasing. Potato
consumption per capita is still low in developing countries and is expected to increase
onlyifthecosts of production arereduced (Horton, 1992),whichmeansreducing theunit
costs of production (Midmore, 1992).However, theclimate inthese developing countries
maybeunfavourable for attaining high yields and therefore aconstraint for the reduction
oftheproduction costs(Haverkort 1990).

POTATOANDCLIMATE
Today potato is grown commercially in almost all climates of the world, with the
exception of the tropical lowlands (Midmore and Rhoades, 1988). The highest tuber
yields are obtained in areas with temperate climates in North-western Europe and the
North-West of the United States (van der Zaag 1984; Stol et al. 1991). In tropical and
subtropical climates tuber yields are lower and less stable. There are various reasons for
theseloweryields.Intheseclimatesthepressureofpestsanddiseasesishigh,crops suffer
from nutrient deficiencies and adequate irrigation is often not possible because of the
absence of good quality irrigation water. But even under crop growth conditions not
limited by water or nutrients and in the absence of pests, diseases and weeds (henceforth
referred to as non-limiting conditions), theyields are still low in tropical climates. Under
such conditions he potential dry matter production is completely governed by the genetic
characteristics of a cultivar and the climatic factors, radiation, temperature and daylength
(De Wit, 1968).The highest tuber yields have been reported at temperatures between 18
and 21°C (Bodlaender, 1960; Borah and Milthorpe, 1962). At temperatures above and
below this, tuber dry matter production is lower. Short daylengths normally shorten the
growth cycle of a potato crop and therefore they reduce final tuber yields (Haverkort,
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1990) This sensitivity to daylength varies among cultivars (Menzel, 1985). Increased
radiation normally leads toincreased yields,but highradiation levels areoften associated
with high temperatures and high vapour pressure deficits, leading to low yields. The
interaction between potato and climate is complex and not constant over the growing
season. Therefore to understand how climatic factors influence potential tuber yield, the
crop-environment system must be analysed in away that integrates the effect of the three
crucialclimaticfactors ontheprocessesthatdeterminethisyield.

DRYMATTERPRODUCTIONINPOTATO
Potato can produce large amounts of dry matter because it partitions only a small partof
its production toparts that are not harvested. The harvest index of about 0.8 in potato is
highcompared tocereals (about0.5) andoil seedcrops (about 0.35).However, this same
feature may lead to lower yields since it may reduce the amount of foliage formed and
hence the amount of radiation intercepted. And since total crop dry matter production
results from the amount of intercepted radiation and its efficiency for dry matter
production (Monteith, 1969),tuberyieldswillbeloweraswell.
To obtain a maximum tuber yield, there must be optimal dry matter allocation to the
leaves (assuring light interception and thus total dry matter production) and to the tubers
(assuring that when the growth cycle is completed, most of the dry matter produced ends
upinthetubers).However, theproblemisthatthere many areinteracting processes inthe
plant, each influenced by a series of climatic variables. To assess the key processes and
howtheseprocessesareaffected bytheclimate,thecrophastobeanalysed stepbystepat
an increasing level of detail. By relating climatic variables to processes at each level of
detail the variation in tuber dry matter production between cultivars and sites can be
explained.
The explanation of the variation caused by the climate provides information about the
yield potential at a certain location. Comparing this information with the actual yields
obtained by farmers and in experiments should reveal if the lower yields in tropical and
subtropical areas aretheresult of climatic constraints or of sub-optimal management, and
from thisitshouldbepossibletoidentify waysofimprovingyields.
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APPROACHANDOBJECTIVES OFTHISSTUDY
The study presented in this thesis explores the potential yields of potato. It aimed to
determine and quantify the effect of climate on potential tuber dry matter production and
to assess the genetic variation in potatoes sensitivity to climate. To do this, field
experiments were combined with simulation models. The experiments were intended to
reveal which processes are influenced by temperature and daylength, when these
processes are influenced, to what extent, and the variation between cultivars.
Subsequently the influence of the environmental factors that determine potential dry
matter production were quantified for a series of cultivars. A simulation model was used
to integrate the effects of the individual crop processes and to explain the variation in
tuberdrymatterproduction.Finally themodelwasusedtoevaluatepotatoperformance in
different climates, with the aim of revealing influence the consequences of temperature,
radiationanddaylengthonproductionpotential underthevariousclimaticconditions.

OUTLINEOFTHESIS
Inchapter 2the state of the art in modelling potato growth and development is reviewed
and evaluated. Potato models originating from the Netherlands and differing in
complexity are parameterized for a Scottish location and tested against independent data
from a different year at the same location. The adjustments during the parameterization
and the ability of the different levels of complexity to predict dry matter production are
discussed.
Inchapter 3thedifference in earliness between cultivars in aseries of experiments in the
Netherlands is analysed with a simulation approach. The model hypothesises that tubers
areadominant sink oncethey start togrow.The various processes affecting earliness are
evaluated.
To assess theeffect of temperature, daylength and radiation on yield formation inpotato,
field trials were carried out at six different sites, chosen so that their climatic conditions
covered a broad range of the temperatures and daylengths in which potatoes are grown
(from the tropical to temperate climates). To study the interaction between environment
and genotype, eight cultivars differing in earliness when grown in the Netherlands were
included. First, total dry matter production and tuber yields are analysed in terms of light
interception and light use efficiency. Subsequently these yield components are divided
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intothe sub-components leaf areaduration, light intensity and harvest index to assess the
sources of variation between location and cultivars. These components and sub
componentsarethenrelatedtotemperature anddaylength (chapter4).
The growth cycle of the potato crop is discussed in chapter 5, using a classification into
three phases. These phases coincide with the crucial plant processes leaf growth,
competition between leaf growth and tuber growth and leaf senescence. By relating the
length of each phase to climatic factors the implications of these factors for crop growth
anddevelopment aredetermined.
Dataobtained inthe experiments were combined with data from the literature to obtain a
complete overview of temperature and daylength reactions to the various growth and
developmental processes. These relations are introduced in the simulation model
described chapter 3 and the interaction between daylength and temperature is evaluated
for astandardcultivarandtheconsequences ontotaltuberyield arestudied(chapter6).
In chapter 7 the model is verified against the set of experiments used to build it and is
validated against independent data. The constraints for tuber production in a range of
climate typesareexplored. Genetic characteristics andenvironmental conditions that may
determine tuber dry matter production are indicated and ideotypes with respect to
temperature anddaylength aregiven.
Thethesisconcludeswithageneraldiscussion (chapter 8)inwhichthemethodologyof
thestudy,scientific achievements anditsimplications for potatobreeding andproduction
areevaluated.
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CHAPTER2

ACOHERENT SET OFMODELS TO SIMULATE
POTATO GROWTH

P.L.KoomanandC.J.T.Spitters
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ABSTRACT
Simulation models are useful tools for predicting tuber yields and gaining insight into
crop growth processes. Which model to choose depends on the aim of a study. This
chapter presents a coherent set of models for simulating potato crop growth at different
levels of complexity. The models are first parameterized for Scottish conditions and
subsequently tested against independent data from the same site.Thelevel of complexity
does not influence the accuracy of predictions of tuber yields. The complex models
however, take more effort to parameterize than the simple models. The dry matter
allocation needed to be adjusted because the dry matter partitioning relations originally
used appeared to be cultivar- and site specific. The accuracy of the prediction of tuber
yieldswasalsoaffected bythedataobtainedfrom thecalibrationexperiments.

INTRODUCTION
Crop growth models areused topredict yields or to gain insight into the processes determining crop growth. When a model is used as a research tool, the aspect of acquiring
insight is the main objective of modelling and the accuracy of prediction is of secondary
importance. Since the aims in modelling studies may vary considerably, models
describing thedifferent processesatdifferent levelsofdetailhavetobeavailable.
If asingleuniversalmodeldescribingallaspectsof potatocrop growth and able to answer
any question were ever to be built, it would necessarily be very detailed. It would also
have thedisadvantage of an unpredictable errorbehaviour. Itwould have toomuch detail
for any single research question, would require substantial effort from the user and it
would be virtually impossible to parameterize for a particular condition. A more
promising approach wouldbetodevelopacoherent setofmodelssimulating the different
processesofplantproduction atdifferent levelsofdetail.

Objectives
The objective of the study described here was to compare and analyse the behaviour and
performance of models, defined at different levels of detail. This paper describes how
simulation atdifferent levels of complexity can be approached, using two examples. The
first example pertains to potential production of a potato crop under the prevailing
weather conditions; i.e. its dry matter accumulation under ample supply of water and

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
nutrients assuming absence of pests, diseases and weeds. Three major processes are then
distinguished: (i)lightinterception, (ii)lightutilization for drymatterproduction and (iii)
dry matter distribution. A wide range of model descriptions of the various processes is
availableforeachofthesemainprocesses.Alimited,butcoherent setispresentedhere.
More comprehensive models, that simulate the growth of single organs (Ng & Loomis,
1984) are available. However, they are to detailed to be used to illustrate the approach
involving a coherent set of models. Below the performance of the combination of the
coherent set of models is shown not only for the simulation of potential production, but
alsoincorporating astressfactor thatlimitsproduction. Inthiscasethestressisdrought.

Furtherdescription ofthemodel
The models presented here have partly been described as separate models in more detail
bySpitters (1987),Spitterset al.(1989),andSpitters (1990).Theywereoriginally applied
under Dutch conditions but are not limited to those conditions. For a flexible use these
models were placed in aFORTRAN shell that facilitated management and integration of
data(vanKraalingen &PenningdeVries,1990).

DESCRIPTIONOFTHEMODELS
Generalstructure
Inthesituationofpotential production thedaily drymatterincrement ismainly dependent
on: (i) incoming PAR (photosynthetically active radiation, between 400 and 700 nm),(ii)
the fraction of PAR intercepted by the foliage and (iii) the efficiency of its use for dry
matter production. The phenological development of the plant is mainly driven by accumulated temperature. The development stage of theplant determines the distribution pattern of dry matter and consequently, through leaf growth, the pattern of interception of
PAR. A suboptimal supply of water and nutrients and thepresence of pests and diseases
arereferred to as 'stress'.Inthepresenceof such stress factors, the growth rate is reduced
and the dry matter distribution pattern alters in relation to the severity of the stress.The
incidence and severity of stress is simulated in separate sub models. In this study an
example of drought stress is given. The list of variables of the coherent set of models is
giveninTable 2.1.
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Governingequations
Developmentofleafareaandinterception oflight
Interception of light by the foliage may be described at three levels of complexity
(Table2.2). The simplest approach is to describe the fractional interception of PAR as a
function of thephenological development stage.This development stageisdetermined by
the effective temperature sum starting at plant emergence. The increase of intercepted
PAR is described by a logistic function, with thermal time as the driving variable
(Eq.2.1).Thedecrease towards maturity is assumed to be linearly inversely proportional
to the increase in temperature sum (Eq.2.2). The actual interception of PAR is the
minimumofboth functions:

FTIMT=

NFne R|)t
D~,

Equation2.1

NF0eR»'+l-NF0

F

LINT=°- 5

—

Equation 2.2

In both models of the second and third levels of complexity (Table2.2) interception of
PAR is calculated from the increase in leaf area resulting from leaf growth and from its
decrease caused by ageing (Spitters et al., 1989).The increase in LAIis then the product
ofleafdrymatterincrement andthespecific leaf areaofthenewleaves:
SLAI=SLA*ÔWlv

Equation 2.3

Equation 2.3 assumes that the increase of leaf area is determined by the availability of
assimilates andconsequently bythelevelof daily solarradiation. Temperature ratherthan
radiation determines development during thejuvenile stage of leaf growth. The LAIcan
thencanbedescribed byanexponential function ofthetemperature sumfrom plantemergence:
LAI, =NL 0 e R | t

t<450

LAI<0.75

Equation 2.4

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
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The decrease in leaf area in this most detailed approach is obtained by multiplying the
amount of green leaf area by the relative death rate. Beyond a certain stage of development both the formation of new leaves and the death of old leaves contribute to the
change in LAI.Thedecrease in LAIdue todying of leaves in the most detailed model is
obtained by the product of green area and the relative death rate (RDR). Two factors
determining RDR are development stage (RDRjy see Table2.3) and self shading
(RDRsi,).Thedevelopment isquantified by thermal time, and leaves die after 810degree
days. (Table2.3). The leaves die due to self shading when the critical LAI (LAIC) is
exceeded (Table2.3). In the model is the actual death rate the maximum of RDRdv and
RDRsh(Eq.2.5).
RDR=max[RDRdv,RDRsh]

Equation 2.5

TheRDRisthenmultipliedwiththegreenLAItoobtainthechangeinLAI.
8LAI=LAI*RDR

Equation 2.6

The combination of Equations 3,4 and 6 results in the actual increase of LAI.The fractional PAR interception of thecanopy isthencalculated from the simulated LAI(Eq.2.7)
asisdoneatlevel2(Table2.2):
F

LINT=1- e" kL A I

Equation 2.7

Absorption ofPARmayalsobecalculated from alightprofile inthecanopy whichrelates
exponentially toLAIand is an extension of the approach used at the second level. Inthis
third, most detailed photosynthesis model, adistinction is alsomadebetween profiles for
the direct beam from the sun and for diffuse radiation (e.g.de Wit, 1965;Spitters, 1986;
Goudriaan,thisvolume).
TheuseofinterceptedPARfor drymatterproduction
Twomethods wereused tocalculate light utilization: asummary approach in whichdaily
growthiscalculated from theamountofintercepted PAR,andamoredetailed approachin
which the increase in dry matter is calculated from simulated rates of photosynthesis and
respiration.
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List of variables.

Variable Meaning

Units
(gC 0 2 nr 2 leaf h-1)

Am

thelight saturated photosynthesis rate

A

C 0 2 assimilation rate

(gnr 2 d_1)

C[

conversion efficiency

(gg-1 CH20)

D

daylength

(hd-1)

d

duration ofleafsenescence

E

soil evaporation

Er

evaporation from short grass intheNetherlands

(mmd"1)

F0

initial light interception capacity per plant

(MJ nr 2 )

Fsm2

factor reducing évapotranspiration becauseofdryingout of top2cm

F(t)

temperature function related torespiration

FCT

crop factor with avalue of1.1

FLINT

light interception

(°Cd)
(mmd_1)

(MJ nr 2 )

HI m

asymptoticmaximum harvest index

HIt

harvest indexattemperature sumt

I

=(l-g)Id/D the incident flux averaged overthedaylightperiod and

In

infiltration from precipitation and irrigation

(Jm^lr1)

corrected for canopy reflection
(mm d 1 )

i

timeofonset oftuber

k

extinction coefficient for PAR (Monsi & Saeki, 1953)

L0

initial leaf area atemergence

LAI

leaf areaindex

LAIC

critical leaf areaindexfor self shading

LAI(t)

LAI ontimet(indaydegrees after emergence)

In

natural logarithm

LUE

averagelight useefficiency

LUEtb

lightuseefficiency for tubergrowth

N

plantdensity

P

percolation tolayers below theroot zone

PAR

incoming photosynthetically activeradiation

Pi

partitioning factor for organ i

Plv

partitioning factor for leaves

P rt

partitioning factor for roots

filling

(°C d)
(m2 plant-')
(m2 nr 2 )
(m2 nr 2 )
(m2 nr 2 )
(gMJ -1 )
(gMJ1)
(nr 2 )
(mmd"1)
(MJnr 2 d"1)

A coherent set of models to simulate potato growth
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continueTable2.1.

Variable Meaning

Units

ps,

partitioning factor for stems

p.b

partitioning factor for tubers

Ro

initialrelativegrowth rate

(0C-id-i)

RDR

relativedeath rate

(°C1(H)

RDRdv

death ratedue todevelopment

(0C-id-i)

RDRsh

deathrateduetoself shading

(°C-id-i)

Ri

relativeleaf areagrowth rate

(°C-id-i)

Rm
s

maintenance respiration

(gCH20m-2d-i)

SLA

specific leaf area of anewleaf

(m2g-l)

SM

actual moisturecontentofthesoil

(cm3cm-3)

SMa

moisturecontent atair dryness

(cm3 cm-3)

SMf

moisture content atfield capacity

(cm3 cm-3)

t

thermal time

(°Cd)

T

crop transpiration

(mmd_1 )

tso

thermal timewhen 50%oftheleaves hasdied

(°Cd)

W

total dry matter

(gm-2)

Wj

organdry matter

(gm- 2 )

wlv

dry matter oftotal leaves

(gm-2)

Wi vc

dry matterof green leaves

(gm-2)

w„

dry matter of roots

(gm-2)

wtb

dry matter of tubers

(gm-2)

8LAI

daily incrementof LAI

(m2 m -2d-l)

SS

daily rateof change insoil moisture

(mmd"1)

ÔW

daily growth ofdry matter

(gm-2d-l)

8Wj

dry mattergrowth of organ i

(gm-2d-l)

8Wlv

dry matter growthof leaves

(gm-2d-l)

aw*

dry mattergrowth of tubers

(gm-2d-l)

e

initialefficiency for singleleaf

(gC02Jl)

initial slope ofharvestindex curve
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In the summary approach, total dry matter growth is calculated directly from the product
oftheincoming PAR,thefraction intercepted bythecanopy and anaveragelight use efficiency fordrymatterproduction(LUE):
5W=LUE*FLJNT*PAR

Equation 2.8

LUE changes with the development stage of the crop. Equation 2.8 is based on the
generally observed proportionality between the dry matter growth rate and the amount of
intercepted radiation (e.g.:Monteith, 1969;Gosseet al., 1986)and isused atlevels 2and
3(Table2.2).
Theincreaseoftuberdryweightmayalsobecalculated directlyfromtheamountof intercepted radiation (Haverkort & Harris, 1987).In this short cut an apparent light use efficiency isusedfor tuberdrymatterproduction:
8Wtb =LUEtb*FLJNT*PAR

Equation 2.9

In the second approach, as used at level 3 (Table2.2), dry matter increase is calculated
from photosynthesis and respiration. Rates of leaf photosynthesis are calculated at
different depths in the canopy from the photosynthesis response curve (Spitters et al.,
1989)andtheamount of radiation intercepted bythe separate leaf layers.The intensity of
exposure to radiation varies within a canopy and changes during the day. The daily crop
photosynthesis is calculated by integration of the photosynthesis of the individual leaves
overtheleaf layersandovertheday.
Some of the assimilates produced arethen used for maintenance of the standing biomass
and the remainder are converted into structural dry matter. The daily dry matter growth
rateisgivenby:
ÔW=C f ( — A - R M J

Equation 2.10

30/44 represents the ratio of the molecular weights of CH 2 0 and CO2 (McCree, 1970).
The conversion efficiency Cf accounts for growth respiration. It is not a constant but a
weighted mean, determined by relative allocations of incremental dry matter to componentplantparts: 1.46 units substrate arerequired perunit increment indryleaf dry matter;
likewise the units of substrate required by each unit of stem, root and tuber material are
1.51,1.44and 1.28unitsofsubstrate (Spittersetal., 1989).

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
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Characterization of themodels differing incomplexity anddetail (levels).
level1

Light interception

Light utilization

Dry matter distribution

level 2

level 3

Fractional

Based onLAI

Based onLAI and light profile

(Eq.2.1)

(Eq. 2.7)

(Eq. 2.7)

Efficiency

Efficiency

Photosynthesis and Respiration

(Eq. 2.8)

(Eq. 2.8)

(Eq. 2.9)

Harvest Index

Distribution pattern Distribution pattern

(Eq. 2.12)

(Eq. 2.13)

(Eq. 2.13)

A numerical approach is used in the more comprehensive model for the calculation of
daily crop photosynthesis. It consists of an asymptotic exponential function for the
momentary photosynthesis light response of the individual leaves. The photosynthesis
light response of individual leaves is characterized by its initial slope,the initial light use
efficiency (e)anditsasymptote:thelight saturated rateofphotosynthesis (Am)(Spitterset
al., 1989).Light exposure within a canopy is further refined by differentiating between a
shaded area that receives diffuse radiation only and a sunlit area that receives both direct
and diffuse radiation. The calculated instantaneous assimilation rates are integrated over
the daily sine wave of incident solar radiation in which the direct and diffuse radiation
fluxes are separated. This is discussed in detail by Spitters (1986), Spitters et al. (1986),
Goudriaan (1986),andSpittersetal.(1989)whogavealistingoftheprogram.
A distinction is made between respiration needed to maintain the existing biostructures
(maintenance respiration, Rm in Eq.2.10) and respiration related to the conversion of
assimilates into structural plant material (growth respiration 1-Cf, Equation 2.10)
(McCree, 1970).The maintenance respiration is calculated by multiplying the weightsof
theorgansbyaspecific factor, andallowingfor atemperature effect:
Wi

R M =(0.03W lv +0.015W st +0.015W RT+0.0045Wtb)F(t)—^SWlv

Equation2.11

Themaintenance respiration of thedifferent organsperunit drymatter is given for abase
temperature of25°C.Atothertemperatures respiration rates arecalculated using a QJQof
2, accounted for in the temperature function F(t).The respiration coefficients are derived
from Penning de Vries & van Laar (1982), but those for the tubers from Spitters et al.
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(1989).The ratio between green leaf weight and total leaf dry weight is included to take
into account the decrease of the metabolic activity of planttissuein olderplants (Spitters
etal., 1989).
Drymatterdistribution
In the simplest model for dry matter distribution, tuber yields equal the product of total
biomass produced and the harvest index (HI). The harvest index is a function of the
temperature sumfrom emergence (Spitters,1987):
(

-s(t-i)^

1-e

H t =Him
V

ffl

Equation 2.12

"
J

At levels 2and 3(Table2.2),the daily increase of dry matter 5Wis partitioned toleaves,
stems, tubers and roots according to partitioning coefficients which are functions of the
development stage of the crop. The growth rate of a particular organ is the result of the
productofthetotaldrymatterincreaseandthepartitioningcoefficient ofthisorgan.
SW;=Pj*8W

Equation2.13

Inmostexperiments theroot weight isnotdetermined, soinourcoherent set(levels 2and
3 (Table2.2)) the dry matter is initially distributed between the roots and the other plant
parts.Drymatternotpartitioned totheroots goestothetubers,stemsandleaves (Fig. 2.1,
Table2.3).
Theeffects of drought stress areaccounted for in themodel byrelating the lightinterception, the crop dry matter growth rate and the dry matter distribution to the availability of
water.The changes in the amount of available soil moisture in the rooted zone arethereforecalculated inasubmodel.
Cropgrowthunderwaterlimitation
WaterbalanceMany models are published which calculate the amount of available soil
water for the plant over time (Hanks et al., 1982). A simple method is used to model a
freely draining soil profile, based on the continuity equations. More detailed approaches
areeasily includedinthemodular structureofthemodel.

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
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0.00
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750

1000

Temperature sum (°Cd)
Figure 2.1.

Schematic representation of theproportional distribution of thedaily growth between tubers,
stemsandleavesinrelation tothethermal timeasused atlevels2and 3.

In this version of themodel themaximum rooting zone is regarded as onesoil layer, a
reservoir from which the crop receives water needed for growth and transpiration. The
rateofchangeofsoilmoistureinthissinglelayeriscalculatedas:
SS= I n - P - E - T

Equation2.14

The percolation rate is calculated from the amount of water in excess of field capacity.
Theevaporation rateiscalculatedas:
E= E r ( e ^ A I ) f S I

Equation2.15

where
ET=reference évapotranspirationaccordingtoMakkink (1957)
The factor/sm2 accounts forthedrying outof the top2cmofthe soil, andistaken from
van Keulen &Seligman (1987).Todetermine thevalue of/ sm 2, thesoil moisture within
the upper 2 cm is calculated separately (Spitters, 1989). Crop transpiration rate is
dependent on the LAI, using a reference transpiration when LAI equals 4. The rate
diminishesconcomitantly withtheavailability ofwater.
T - F F l - e ^ - 7 k L A I SM-SM a
i - t M W 1 _ e -0.7k4 S M f - S M a

Equation2.16
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Crop - water relations Drought stress influences crop growth through a reduced
transpiration rate resulting from closure of the stomata and consequently reduced
photosynthesis rates.Theratiobetween actual and potential rateof transpiration (T/T0)is
assumedtodecreaselinearlywithsoilmoisturesuction from unityatthecritical suction to
zero at the wilting point. (Feddes et al., 1978; Spitters et al., 1989). The ratio T/T0 is
applied to the growth rate. It influences the specific leaf area and accelerates leaf
senescence.
Inthe water-restricted versions of the model the dry matter distribution pattern alters and
increased drought stress favours the subterranean parts (Brouwer, 1983) as described by
vanKeulenetal.(1982).

Input andoutputofthemodel
The input parameters are summarized in Table2.4. The potential version of the model
required daily radiation and daily minimum and maximum temperature. The models with
inbuilt water relations also require the early morning vapour pressure and the daily
rainfall. The time step used during the simulation is 1day and the integration method is
Euler. The output of level 1is the total dry matter and tuber dry matter. On the other
levelseachstateorratevariableusedinthemodelisalsooutput.

PARAMETERIZATIONANDCALIBRATION
Originalparameterization andcalibration
The set of models was initially parameterized for potato cv. Bintje under Dutch
conditions. The data in Table2.3 which did not change, were estimated under these
conditions. Only the parameters dependent on variety and site had tobe re-estimated for
thepresentstudy.
Theexperimental data for there-estimation wereprovided bythe Scottish Crop Research
Institute. The different treatments in the experiments are summarized in Table2.5. The
240kgNtreatment in 1984andtheWETtreatment in 1986wereused toparameterize the
potential versions of the set. The WET and DRY treatments in 1986 were used to
parameterizetheversionsinwhichwaterrelationswereincluded.The240Ntreatmentsin
1985andtheWETandDRYtreatment in 1987weretobepredicted.

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
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Parameterization andcalibrationforScottishconditions
Firstly the light interception parameters were modified, since they are variety-specific
(Spitters, 1987).Compared toBintje, Maris Piper had aslower development of foliage in
the beginning of the season. This resulted in a lower value of ¥Q and RQ at level 1
(Eq.2.1) and a lower value of Rj at levels 2 and 3 (Eq.2.4). Maris Piper had a later
senescence compared to Bintje, so the t$Q at level 1(Eq.2.2) was raised and the RDRjy
function at levels 2 and 3 (Eq.2.5) had to start later and had to progress more slowly.
When the allocation of assimilates to the different plant organs was studied it was found
thatMaris Piperinitiated thetubers laterthanBintje. Inthebeginning of the season Maris
Piper allocates a smaller fraction of dry matter to the tubers. Therefore the slope and the
maximum of theharvest index function atlevel 1(Eq.2.12) were assigned alowervalue.
Newrelations had tobe derived from thedata for thepartitioning tothetubers and leaves
at levels 2 and 3. In the original model the partitioning of assimilates to tubers was a
linear function of the temperature sum (Spitters et al., 1989).This linear function is here
replaced by a negative exponential function (Table2.3) which results in the partitioning
patterngiveninFigure2.1andinabetterprediction ofyield.
Table2.4.

Model characteristics.

Language

Fortran

Shell

Fortran Simulation Environment.

Time step

IDay

Time scale

1 season

Input

Daily valuesof weather data

(FSE)

Radiation
Temperature

Vapour pressure

(kJm-2d-i)
MIN

(°C)

MAX

(°C)

(KPa)

Wind speed

(ms-l)

Rain

(mmd- 1 )

Acoherentsetofmodelstosimulatepotatogrowth
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Table2.5. Experimentsandtreatmentsusedinthisstudy.
Year

Treatment

Parameterization/Prediction

1984

OkgN
240kgN

Notused
Parameterization

1985

OkgN
240kgN

Notused
Prediction

1986

WET
DRY

Parameterization
Parameterization

1987

WET
DRY

Prediction
Prediction

Finally,theconversionfromlighttoassimilateswasevaluated. Atlevels 1 and2theLUE
was made sink-dependent (Table2.3) because the presence of tubers increases the
photosynthesis rate (Ng & Loomis, 1984). The parameters for this relation could be
derived from regression analysis. At level 3 the Am and 6 could not be derived directly
andwereobtained withanoptimization methodbased onthe algorithmof Price (1978) as
appliedincropgrowthmodelsbyKlepper&Rouse(1991).Intheoptimization procedure,
the valuestobeestimated were chosen atrandom within agiven range.After running the
modelwiththosevaluestheresultwascompared withtheexperimentaldata.Therunwith
the set of parameter values most closely approximating the experimental data was
assumed tobetheoptimum setand used in thepresent study.The agreement between the
modelsandtheexperimental dataisillustrated inFigures2a-c.
The difference between the simulations at the different levels is very small. The simulation of total dry matter and tuber dry matter in the year 1984 N4 treatment (Fig. 2a)
matchedtheobserved datawell,especiallyearlyintheseason.Atlevels2and3themodel
tended to underestimate the production towards the end of the season. At these levels (2
and 3), the leaf dry matter production was predicted well but the stem dry matter was
slightly underestimated (data not shown). The model with different levels of complexity
gavecomparable resultfor theWETtreatmentin 1986,buttheestimateswerenotasgood
as those for 1984.Figure2.2b (1986 WET treatment) shows that at the beginning of the
seasonthetuberdrymatterwasunderestimated whereasthetotaldrymatterwasestimated
ratherwell.The simulated tuberdry matteryields at theend of the season compared well
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with the measured data, but total dry matter simulations dropped below the measured
values.Moreassimilateswerepartitioned tothefoliage thanwasmeasured,resulting inan
overestimation of dry matter in leaves and stem (data not shown). The LAI is directly
related to the leaf dry matter, so overestimating the leaf dry matter led to an
overestimation of the light interception and subsequently to anoverestimation of the total
biomassattheendoftheseason,especially atlevels2and3.
In the DRY treatment of 1986 (Fig.2.2c) the effect of drought on total dry matter and
tuber dry matter was underestimated at thebeginning of the season. The simulated effect
of drought reduced the growth at the beginning of the season too much, while at the end
of the season the rate of senescence slowed down, which resulted in rather high light
interception andtoohighasimulatedtotalandtuberdrymatterproduction.

RESULTS
This section illustrates the performance of the models when challenged to predict dry
matter yields. Total crop dry weight as well as tuber dry weight simulations were in
general reasonably close tothe measured data for 1985N4 treatment (Fig.2.3a for levels
1, 2 and 3). The simulated deviations for level 1were mainly due to a underestimated
value for the light useefficiency. Figure2.4a shows alarge underestimation of simulated
stem dry weight but a good agreement between simulated and measured leaf dry weight
for levels2and3.
Themodelpredictions for the 1987WETtreatmentremainedbelow themeasured data for
both thetotal dryweight andtuber dryweight,as shown inFigure2.3b (levels 1,2and 3
without water balance and levels 2 and 3 with a water balance) as explained in Section
2.2.4., with model level 1 showing the largest deviations from the observations.
Figure2.4b shows a large simulated deviation (underestimation) of stem dry weight and
anequally largesimulated deviation (overestimation) ofleaf dryweightfor the 1987WET
treatment. In general, levels 2 and 3 with water, balance performed the same as levels 2
and3withoutwater,balance.
The 1987 DRY treatment was simulated with levels 2 and 3 with the water, balance.
There was good agreement between simulated and observed values for both the total dry
weight and tuber dry weight (Fig.2.3c), whereas leaf and stem dry weights were largely
overestimatedbythemodel(Fig.2.4c).
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DISCUSSION
Modelling acrophastwoimportant facets.Thefirstfacet isthemodel andits structure.In
the model structure, the basic assumptions about growth and development are summarized. The second facet of modelling a crop is the parameterization of the model for a
certain situation.
The model structure was varied in this study by using different levels of complexity for
themainprocesses which determine crop growth.Thelevel of complexity appeared tobe
unimportant for the prediction of dry matter production under conditions allowing
potential growth. The more complex models (levels 2 and 3) took more effort to
parameterizecompared tothemore simpleone(level 1).Thismodel (level 1)seemstobe
most suitable for predictions but the more complex models are needed when water
relationsareincluded.
Simulationof allocation ofassimilatestothedifferent plantorgansprovedtobelessaccurate. This is an important factor in the models because it influences the light interception
and total growth through the partitioning to the leaves. In the models used in this study,
partitioning is driven by development. Various authors have found that dry matter
allocation in a potato crop is also influenced by source-sink relations (Fishman et al.,
1984; Johnson et al., 1986) which when included in the models, may improve the
performance.
The second facet of modelling is the parameterization of the models. Not all the
parameters used in the models are independent of variety and site. In this study the
parameterswereestimated usingthe 1984and 1986datasets.Boththe 1984N4treatment
and the 1986WET treatment were thought to have been stress-free. However, when the
1986WET datawere studied closely this appeared not tobe the case, as atthe beginning
of season the partitioning to the tubers was high at the expense of leaf growth and total
production.Thetotalyieldattheendofthe 1986seasonwasalsobiased.Thisimpliesthat
there was stress at thebeginning of the season. The parameters estimated using the 1986
data resulted in an underestimation of crop dry matter production. Drought had a large
effect onthesimulated resultsof 1986,probably becauseof anover-simplistic description
of the soil waterbalance. Itwas assumed that there was afreely draining profile with no
capillary rise from the ground water. Nevertheless, the predictions for total and tuber dry
weightfor the 1987DRYtreatment were satisfactory.
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It can be concluded that this study illustrates the advantages of using a coherent set of
models for simulating potato crop growth and development for particular purposes.
Models using only afew parameters seemtobe most appropriate for prediction purposes
and more complicated models which describe individual crop growth processes in detail
areneededwhentheinfluence oftheenvironment oncropgrowthneedstobeexplained.
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ANANALYSIS OFTHE RELATION BETWEEN
DRYMATTER ALLOCATION TO THE TUBER
ANDEARLINESS OFAPOTATO CROP

P.L.Koomanand R.Rabbinge
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ABSTRACT
Compared with early cultivars, late potato cultivars allocate a larger part of the available
assimilatestothetubersearlyinthegrowingseason,leadingtoshortergrowingperiodsand
loweryields.Adynamicsimulationmodelintegratingtemperatureandsource-sinkrelations
ofthecropwasusedtoanalysethisrelation,usingdatafrom experiments conducted inthe
Netherlands infive years.Drymatterallocation tothetuberinthesefield experimentswas
simulatedwellwhenthetuberwasconsideredasadominantsinkthataffects earlinessofa
potato crop intwoways:early allocation of assimilates tothe tubers stops foliage growth
earlyintheseasonandreducesthelongevityofindividualleaves.Inasensitivityanalysisthe
influence of tuber initiation, leaf longevity and the relative tuber growth rate (rgrtb) on
assimilate allocation andcropearliness wasevaluated. Itwasfound that the relative tuber
growthratecaninfluencecropearlinessmorethantheothertwofactors,butwhenconditions
fortubergrowthareoptimal,theleaflongevityismostimportant.

INTRODUCTION
Potato contributes significantly to the quality and quantity of the diet because of its high
vitamin Candprotein content andit isgrownin various sitesandclimates throughout the
world (Haverkort, 1990). Potato is now being grown successfully in the tropical and
subtropical climates;potatoproduction hasdoubledintheseregions sincelate sixties(van
der Zaag and Horton, 1983). However, the crop is mainly grown in relatively cool
temperate ortropical highland climates and seemstobepoorly adaptedtowarmclimates.
Tuberyields in warm regions still vary widely (Haverkort, 1986).Thepoor adaptation of
potato may becaused by anunfavourable allocation of assimilates within the plant, since
temperatures above23°Cfavour allocation of drymattertothefoliage atthecostoftuber
growth (HaverkortandHarris,1987).
Differences in assimilate allocation in potato are often referred to as earliness, because a
difference in life span of the crop is observed in the field (Van Heemst, 1986, Spitters,
1987). Assimilate allocation results from the interaction of climatic conditions, cultural
practices and genotype. Bodlaender (1960) showed that short photoperiod and low
temperatures promote crop earliness. Van Heemst (1986) demonstrated that reduced
nitrogen application rates and larger seed size make a crop earlier and Perrenec and
Madec (1980) showed that older seed tubers have a similar effect. The cultivars in the
existing genepool exhibit agreat diversity of assimilate allocation patterns (van Heemst
1986).
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Assimilate allocation is the result of growth and development, which are mutually
dependent and are difficult to analyse separately in experiments. Lateral stems, for
example,willnotdevelopwhenthereisashortageof available carbohydrate, inthiscase,
development isrestricted bygrowth. Ontheotherhand, unless the appropriate conditions
havebeen met,tubers will notbeinitiated eventhough sufficient assimilates are available
fortubergrowth.Heregrowthisrestrictedby development.
A quantitative approach using a combination of models and experiments allows the
interaction between growth anddevelopment of thepotatocroptobe studied. Thegrowth
of the potato crop has been studied extensively, and various models are available to
describe orpredict the total biomass when environmental parameters are known (Ng and
Loomis 1984, Spitters 1987, Ingram and McCloud, 1984). However, the influence of
external factors and genotype on assimilate allocation and earliness in potato is being
investigated andistherefore notincluded inthesemodels.
The aim of the study described in this paper was to analyse the influence of assimilate
allocation on the earliness of potatoes grown in field experiments. This relation was
studied with a dynamic simulation model, integrating temperature and source-sink
relationsatthecroplevel.

MATERIALANDMETHODS
Somedefinitions
A daily leaf class is the amount of leaves (kg ha-1) formed in one day. Leaf longevity is
themaximum life span of adaily leaf class in °Cd and crop earliness isthe life span of a
crop(d).Tuberinitiationdateisdefined asthedateonwhich actualtuber growth starts.In
themodel aninitialvalue of 1.0 gm-2,estimated from tubergrowthcurves istaken asthe
starting point. The sink strength of the tuber (kg ha-1 d_1) is defined as the ability to
compete for assimilates compared toother organs. Assimilate allocation is thepart of the
dailyassimilateproduction allocatedtoaparticular organ.
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LUE

Figure 3.1.

Schematic representation of the crop growth model in which the main processes are light
interception, conversion todry matter andassimilate allocation.

Thedata
Experimental data sets to evaluate assimilate allocation should meet the following
prerequisites: the experiments must be carried out under conditions which do not limit
growth. There should be no shortage of water and fertilizer, as assimilate allocation is
influenced by water and nutrient shortage (Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990). Periodic
harvests should be carried out during the growing season to monitor dry matter
accumulation and allocation during the season. Cultivars of different maturity classes
should be included, sothat the influence of assimilate allocation on crop earliness can be
evaluated. Data from two such sets of experiments were available at the DLO Research
Institute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility; they have been extensively described by
GmeligMeyling andBodlaender (1981,Set 1)andCaesaretal.(1981,Set2).
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Both sets of data are from cultivar trials, carried out on a sandy soil with a high organic
matter content at Varsseveld (East Netherlands). Set 1is from trials carried out in 1968
and 1969 and involving the cultivars Alpha, Irene, Mentor, Pimpernel and Prudal. These
cultivars ranged from very early (Prudal) to very late (Pimpernel). Set 2 is from trials
carried out in 1971, 1972 and 1973with four cultivars: the early cultivars Rheinhort and
Ostara and the late Alpha and Condea. Nitrogen was applied at a rate of 200 kg ha-1
before planting and the planting density was 6plants per m2 in set 1and 4plants per m2
in set 2. The distance between the rows was 75 cm in both sets. Periodic harvests of
10plants were carried out at two-weekly intervals from May through September. Plants
were divided into 4 fractions: tubers, stems, leaves and underground parts, and the fresh
anddryweightsofeachfraction weredetermined separately.

Themodel
The model used in this study was relatively simple and focused on assimilate allocation,
regulated by a dominant tuber sink (Moorby 1970, Sale, 1973,Gawronska et al.,1984).
Thisledtothemodelassummarized inFigure 3.1,which isbasedonthemodel described
bySpitters and Schapendonk (1990).Crop/water relations werenotincluded andtheparts
dealing with dry matter allocation and leaf senescence were replaced by the equations
givenbelow.
Dry matter production was calculated from the amount of photosynthetically active
radiation intercepted by the canopy and its conversion efficiency for dry matter
production. Thelight-use efficiencies (Table 3.1) were estimated from field data with the
help of the model,by minimizing the sum of squared differences between measured and
calculated totalbiomassattheperiodicharvests(Klepper andRouse,1991).

Assimilateallocation
Themodelcalculations of the fraction of total drymatter produced, allocated tothe tuber
were based on the assumption that the tubers are the dominant sink in the potato crop.
Threephasesofdominanceofthetuberscanbedistinguished; theinitialphasewhentuber
growth is sink-limited, the second phase when there is competition for assimilates
between tubers and other organs, and the third phase when tubers are such a strong sink
thatallassimilates areallocated tothem.
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The potential sink strength of the tubers (Ptb) is described by their size (Wtb) and their
relative growth rate (rgrtb) which is influenced by the effect of temperature (Etb) as
describedbyequation3.1a.
P tb =Wtb*rgrtb*E tb

t>TI

Equation3.1a

The effective temperature function for tubers is taken from Van Heemst (1986) and
normalized between 0 and 1.In the initial phase when tubers are still small and where
growth is sink-limited, the growth rate of tubers (AWtb) is equal to its potential sink
strength.
AWtb =P tb

Equation 3.lb

The fraction of total assimilates allocated to the tubers (ftb) is the daily tuber growth
dividedbythedailytotalgrowth(AW).
AWg^Jk.
AW AW

f

Equation3.1c

Thesecondphaseoftuber growthischaracterized bycompetition forassimilates between
tubers and the rest of the plant. Tubers in this phase are not strong enough a sink to
acquireallassimilates,butthesource (availability ofassimilates) istoosmalltoenableall
organstogrowattheirpotentialrate.Ifitisassumedthatthecompetition increaseswithincreased potential sink strength of thetuber, the allocation can be described by equation
3.Id.
fth =— 5 ^
tb
AW+P tb

Equation 3.Id

Whenequation 3.1aissubstituted inequation 3.Idequation 3.leisobtained.
=

Wlb*rgrlb*Elb
AW+Wtb*rgrtb*E,b

on3 le

The result is 1 equation which describes allphases ofdrymatter allocation tothetubers.
Initially P tb is very small compared to AW and tuber growth approaches exponential
growth. Gradually W tb increases, resulting in a greater sink strength and competition
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between tubers andfoliage. Finally whenWtbbecomes verylargeft|,approaches 1 andall
assimilatesareallocatedtothetubers.
Themaximumrelativegrowthratefor tubersuseinthisstudy (0.37gg"1d"1)wasderived
by Ingram and McCloud(1984) from experiments in Florida , USA. The value they
reported is slightly higher than the highest values of whole plants of wild plant species
andcropsasreported byPoorter andRemkes(1990)andPotterandJones (1977).Theuse
of the relatively high value of 0.37 g g-1 d"1isjustified by the fact that tubers consist of
compoundswithamorefavourable conversion coefficient compared towholeplants.
Assimilates notpartitioned tothetuberareallocated tothe shoot anddivided between the
leaves and stems (Eq. 2. to Eq. 4.). In the model, root biomass is ignored because root
measurementsinthefield experiments werenotsufficiently accurate.
fsh =1- %

Equation 3.2

f

lv =(flv0- (fsl*ftb»*fsh

Equation 3.3

f

st =(1- flv)*fsh

Equation 3.4

Where fisthe fraction of total dailygrowth allocated toanorganand the subscripts lv,sh
and st represent leaves, shoot and stems respectively. f]vo is the initial partitioning to the
leaves andfs| is theslope of thepartitioning within the shoot.Based on the 1968datathe
valueoffjvo wassetat0.75 andthevalueoffs[wassetat0.5.

Lightinterception, criticalLAI andmaximum leaflongevity
Light interception was calculated from the leaf area index, calculated as the product of
leaf dry weight and its specific leaf area (Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990).The moment
atwhichleavessenescedwasdependent ontemperature andself-shading (Eq.5).

It lv>i >T lv
AWld=W1Vji
^LAI-LAIcr „
LAIcr

_
Equation 3.5
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WhereAWyisthedailyincreaseofdeadleaves;W[vjtheweightofleavesformed onday
i,henceforth referred toasdailyleafclass;tiv;(°C)effective temperature for thedailyleaf
class i; t[v the leaf longevity in °Cd; LAI the leaf area index; LAIcr the critical leaf area
indexandR^ (d_1)therelativedeathrateduetoshading.
When the temperature sum of adaily leaf class exceeded the leaf longevity, the leaves in
that leaf class were considered dead. When the LAI exceeds the critical LAI the oldest
leaves die after 10to20days,dependent onthe actual LAI(Eq. 5).This critical LAIwas
set at 7.5 on the basis of the 1968data. Leaf longevity was derived with the help of the
simulation model. The leaf longevity values given in Table 3.1 were acquired by first
calculating the light interception over the growing season from the measured amount of
leaf dry matter and the specific leaf area. Subsequently the leaf longevity was set at the
value that minimized the difference between the calculated and measured duration of the
light interception.

RESULTS
Parameterestimation
The Julian day numbers at plant emergence and tuber initiation were estimated from the
growth curves of the field experiments of set 1 and set 2. The emergence date varied
between day 128and 139(Table 3.1).Thetimeof tuberinitiation alsovariedbetween the
years.Thedifference between 1968and 1969was 10daysinset 1 andinset2therewasa
maximum difference of 11 days (Table 3.1). The time between emergence and tuber
initiationdiffered markedlybetweenyears.InSet 1 thetimebetweenemergence andtuber
initiation was longer in 1968than in 1969and in Set 2this time was longer in 1972than
in 1971or 1973.Inallexperiments,cultivaisclassified asearlyintheNetherlands Listof
Recommended Cultivars (1968-1976) alsoshowedtheearliesttuberinitiation.
Thelight-use efficiencies differed between years andcultivars.Inagreement with Spitters
(1987), it was found that the difference in light-use efficiency between years was larger
than between cultivars within a given year. This may be partly attributable to the
differences inrainfall,resultinginarelativelylowlight-useefficiency inthedryyears 1973
and1969.
Leaf longevity wascultivar-dependent and systematically shorter (upto700 °Cd) in early
cultivarsthaninlatecultivars.
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Light-useefficiency (LUE;gMJ 1 ), emergence day (d),tuber initiation day (d),days between
emergence and tuber initiation (d) and leaf duration(°Cd) as estimated from the experiments
for thevarieties used inthetwo setsof experiments.
LUEgMJ"1

Setl 1968

Prudal
Mentor
Alpha
Irene
Pimpernel

1969

Prudal
Mentor
Alpha
Irene
Pimpernel

Average Prudal
Mentor
Alpha
Irene
Pimpernel
Set2 1971

Ostara
Rheinhort
Alpha
Condea

1972

1973

Ostara

3.2
3.5
3.4
3.1

Emergence
day
128
128
130
129

Tuber initiation Emergence- Leaf longevity
day
Tuber initiation
°Cd
148
150
156

20
22

1100
1400

26

1500

31
34

1200
1500

3.2

131

160
165

2.4
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1

125
126
128
126
128

140
147
149
149
154

15
21
21
23
26

1100
1500
1600
1400
1600

2.8
3.0
2.9
2.7
2.7

126.5
127
129
127.5
129.5

144

17.5
21.5
23.5
27
30

1100
1450
1550
1300
1550

2.5
2.5
2.6
2.3

134

15
17
23
27

1200
1200
1600
1500

25
26

1000
1000

33
36

1500
1600

15
17

1000
1000

148.5
152.5
154.5
159.5
149
149

132
136
135

159
162

128

153

133
135
133

159
168
169

Rheinhort

2.5
2.4

Alpha
Condea

2.5
2.2

Ostara
Rheinhort

1.9
1.9
2

135

150

136
139

153
158

1.8

136

161

19
25

1700
1600

2.3
2.3
2.4
2.1

132
134
137
135

151
154
162
164

18
20
25
29

1067
1067
1600
1567

Alpha
Condea
Average Ostara
Rheinhort
Alpha
Condea
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Figure 3.2.

Time(d)

Fraction of the daily assimilate production allocated to the tubers in 1968 (a) and 1972 (b).
Observed values for an early variety (A) (1968, Prudal and 1972, Ostara) a late variety (A)
(Alpha) andthesimulated values for early (

)and late(—) varieties.

Performanceofthemodel
Thetotal dry matter production part of the model had been validated in previous studies,
(e.g.Spitters, 1987.,Spitters et al., 1989).Thedrymatterdistribution andleaf senescence
sections were new in the model and investigated for the first time in the present study.
There were many experiment-cultivar combinations in this study and therefore only a
selection is shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Data on an early and a late cultivar of both
experimental sets are given. Theearly cultivar in Set 1was Prudal (1968) and in Set 2 it
wasOstara(1972),thelatecultivarinbothsetswasAlpha(1968,1972).
Figure 3.2 shows the comparison of the observed fraction of dry matter produced
allocated to the tubers between two consecutive harvests, and the simulated daily
allocation. The simulation of early and late cultivars in both set 1(Fig. 3.2a) and set 2
(Fig. 3.2b) corresponded well with the measured values andjustifies the conclusion that
therelation giveninEquation 3.leperformed wellfor thegivenconditions.
Figs. 3.3a and 3.3b show the comparison of the observed light interception and the
simulated values for Set 1and Set 2. The simulation of leaf growth and LAI increase
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Light interception duringthe season in 1968(a)and 1972(b).
Observed values for an early variety (A)(1968,Prudal and 1972,Ostara)a latevariety (A)
(Alpha) andthesimulated values for early (

)and late(—) varieties.

apparently agreed well with theexperimental data.Foreach cultivar aconstant valuewas
taken for the leaf longevity, and no distinction was made between leaves formed early or
lateintheseason.Fortheearlycultivars thisconstantvalue simulated thedecreaseofLAI
well (data not shown).For the late cultivars, however, the longevity of individual leaves
differed considerably, leading to the LAI at the end of the season being overestimated.
This did not influence the total production, because the time of crop senescence matched
wellandlightinterception mainlytakesplaceintheuppermost four leaf layers (Haverkort
etal. 1991).

Sensitivityanalysis
Theinfluence of themaximum leaf longevity,tuberinitiation dayandrelative growthrate
of tubers (rgrt(,) on crop earliness were evaluated by varying them in the model for a
standard early and a standard late cultivar. The early cultivar was defined by tuber
initiation at day 144 and a leaf longevity of 1100°Cd. For the late cultivar these values
wereday 160and 1500°Cd.Weatherdatawerethedaily averagevalues of solar radiation,
minimumandmaximum temperatures atWageningen from 1960to 1990.Theemergence
date of the crop was set to be 10 May and the season lasted until the fraction of light
intercepted was reduced to zero or until 31 December at the latest. The light-use
efficiency wassetat2.7gMJ 1 andplantdensity was4plantsperm2.
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The effect of tuber initiation date (4a), leaf longevity (4b) and relative tuber growth rate (4c)
on the day that 90 % of the daily assimilate production is allocated to the tubers (D90) in a
) and a late (

) variety and on the day that the light interception is

reduced to50%(D 50 ) inanearly (

standard early (

)and a late(—) variety.Values for thestandard early

(O)and late (D)variety aregiven inthe figures.
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For the evaluation, crop earliness was divided intotwocomponents; leaf growth and leaf
senescence. Leaf growth occurs in the period between emergence and the moment when
leaf growth stops, defined here as the day on which 90% of the daily assimilate
production is allocated to the tubers (DÇQ). After this day no substantial leaf growth
occurs.Thetiming of leaf senescence canbe evaluated bythe moment whencrop growth
stops,defined asthemoment atwhich the fraction light intercepted isreduced to 50%of
full lightinterception (D50);after thisdaynomarkedproduction takesplace.
Tuber initiation and leaf longevity were varied between the minimum and maximum
values in the experiments (Table 3.1.) The relative tuber growth rate in the experiment
was constant, although when growing conditions are less optimal this is not necessarily
thecase.Thisparameterwasvariedbetween0.1and0.6 gg-1d_1toascertain its effect.
Theresults of thesensitivity analysisfor tuberinitiation aregiven inFigure 3.4a, withthe
value of the parameter on the abscissa and the Julian day number of D90and D50on the
ordinate .Figure 3.4b showsthe effect of leaf longevity, and Figure 3.4c showsthe effect
ofrelativegrowthrate.
When tuber initiation was delayed, leaf growth was prolonged, resulting in a later crop
(Fig.3.4a.).Thetuberinitiation datesstudied ranged from day 140today 169.Thisrange
of 29 days was also found again in D 9 Q and D50. The early and late cultivars reacted
similarly, indicating that with a fixed leaf longevity a delay of one day in tuber initiation
dateresultsinadelayofonedayincropsenescencedate.
Leaf longevity (Fig.3.4b) didnot affect leaf growth,resulting in ahorizontal line forD90
in both the early and the late cultivar, with a difference of 16 days caused by the
difference in tuber initiation. The influence of leaf longevity on D 5 0 is large. When leaf
longevity is increased from 1000to 1700 °Cd there was a shift in D 5 0 of 65days for the
early cultivar and of 68 days for the late cultivar. The additional 3days for late cultivars
resultedfrom itsgrowinglaterintheseasonunderlowertemperatures.
Therelativetubergrowthratecaninfluence cropearlinessmorethanthe othertwo factors
(Fig.3.4c).Moreover, thenatureof thereaction is different. With tuber initiation andleaf
longevity the reaction isconstant and has an equal sensitivity overthe whole range. Crop
earliness is sensitive to achange in rgrt|,when rgrtb lies between 0.1 and 0.3, and is less
sensitive at values of rgrtb above 0.4. The small values are found when growing
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conditions for tubers are sub optimal. The rgrtb mainly affects leaf growth which even
continueduntiltheendoftheseason atrgrtbvaluesbelow0.2gg-1d"1.

DISCUSSION
Thesimplicity of themodelused herehasthe advantage that allprocesses canbe verified
easily andthatinformation inthemodelisaccessibletothereader(Spitters 1990).Despite
its simplicity, the model presented here enabled the central processes such as light
interception and assimilate allocation to be studied in relation to each other and to the
environmental factors. Crop earliness can be divided into two components. The first
component, leaf growth, is the result of crop growth and the allocation of assimilates to
the leaves. The second component is the longevity of the formed leaves. It appears that
factors which influence the strength of thetuber sink affect both assimilate allocation and
theleaflongevity.

Assimilateallocation
The tuber sink strength in the initial growth phase is determined by the weight of the
tubers, a result of their time of initiation, initial weight and relative growth rate. (Engels
and Marschner, 1986). The growing conditions were nearly optimal and therefore the
relative growth rate was set at a constant maximum value. The initial weight was also
assumed to be constant in this study. The change in assimilate allocation is therefore
determined by the time of initiation only, which on its own is a relatively insensitive
parameter with respect to assimilate allocation and consequently to crop earliness
(Fig.3.4a). On the other hand, the relative growth rate has a large influence on the
assimilate allocation of a crop, especially when a crop is grown under sub optimal
conditionsandthevalueofrgrt(,islow (Fig.3.4c).Thisisprobably whycropswithamild
water stress at the beginning of the growing season persist longer (van Loon, 1981) or
why a mulched crop under above-optimal temperatures dies sooner than an unmulched
crop(Midmore, 1988).

Leaflongevity
The simulation of assimilate allocation could explain part of the variation in crop
earliness. The rest of the variation was the result of a systematic extension of leaf
longevity,upto700°Cd(Table 3.1) oflatecultivars.Thisexplained mostofthe variation
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in crop earliness; a small part was explained by the change in tuber initiation date and
tuber growth in the sink-limited phase (i.e. the phase before D90). In the sensitivity
analysis, D50was shifted 29 days for a standard cultivar by changing the tuber initiation
date.However, when theleaf longevity waslengthened from 1000 °Cdto 1700 °Cd, D 50
was 65 days later for an early cultivar and 68 days for a late cultivar, so the change in
longevity seems moreimportant. The differences in crop earliness found here correspond
with experimental data for early cultivars that senesced in mid-August and for very late
cultivars that senesced at the end of October. Latecultivars had a leaf longevity of about
1500to 1700°Cd, or about 110days.Vos and Biemond (1992) found similar values in a
greenhouse experiment with the mid-late cultivar Bintje well supplied with nitrogen.
When leavesdonot attain themaximum longevity, factors otherthan temperature shorten
their life span. The relation between crop earliness and leaf longevity suggests that the
sinkstrengthofthetubersnotonlylimitstheproduction of leavesbutalsotheirlongevity.
Harris (1983) postulated that in the internal competition between the different organ
groupsofthecropthetuberisthedominant sinkandthatroots arethefirsttobe subjected
to this competition, causing root growth to decrease, which results in a concomitant
reduction in the uptake of nutrients, especially nitrogen. A shortage of nitrogen is
involved in the senescence of the crop. Considerable reallocation of carbon (Moorby
1970) and nitrogen (Millard et al. 1989) from the foliage to the tubers at the end of the
growing season has been found under experimental conditions. It is assumed that at the
end of the season, when the rooted soil is depleted, tubers withdraw nitrogen from the
foliage. This reallocation will exhaust the nitrogen pool in the foliage faster in an early
cultivar with a smaller amount of foliage than in a late cultivar with a larger amount of
foliage. Inearlycultivars this will result in ashorter leaf longevity. Such aprocess,called
selfdestruction,hasalsobeendescribed bySinclairandDeWit (1976)insoybean.
This study supports the self destruction hypothesis in several ways. Firstly, because we
found that early cultivars have a shorter leaf longevity than late cultivars, secondly
because of the variability in the individual leaf longevity in late cultivars. The lower
leaves in the canopy of late cultivars senesce faster than simulated with the model in
which leaves have a fixed longevity and it is precisely these lower leaves that are
influenced first by reallocation. Both phenomena can be attributed to redistribution of
nitrogen to the tuber. A third argument in favour of the hypothesis is that fast growing
cropshaveashorterleaf longevity than slower growing crops (Table 3.1). Infast growing
crops tubers grow faster and therefore need more nitrogen at the expense of leaves, thus
reducingtheleaf longevity.
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In conclusion, the tuber initiation date in itself is not the only factor determining crop
earliness. In this study the effect of tuber sink strength on leaf longevity was more
important to crop earliness. This suggests that more study is needed of the relation
betweennitrogenuptakeanddistribution andtheearlinessof apotatocrop.
Appendix:

Listof symbols

Meaning

units

AW

Daily total growth

kg ha-'d"1

AWld

Increaseof weightofdead leaves

kg ha^d"1

AWlv

Leaf growth rate

kgha-M"1

fi

Fraction allocated toorgan j

flv

Fraction allocated toleaves.

fsh

Fraction allocated tothe shoot.

fs«

Fraction allocated tostems.

f.b
LAI

Fraction of totaldry matterpartitioned tothe tubers

LAIcr

CriticalLAIfor self shading.

•"^tb

Relative growth rateof tubers.

kgkg'd1

R

Death rate of leavesduetoself shading.

d"1

<lv
tlvmax

Effective shoot temperature.

<tb

Effective tuber temperature.

°C
°C
°C

w, Vii

Weightof daily leaf class i.

kgha"1

sh

Leaf area index

Maximum leaf longevity for adaily leafclass.
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ABSTRACT
Thepotential and actual dry matterproduction of potato crops intropical and subtropical
environments werefound tobe lowerthan in atemperate climate. Inelevenfieldtrials in
Rwanda, Tunisia and the Netherlands, the total dry matter production and tuber yield of
eight cultivars were analysed. The light-use efficiency correlated negatively with light
intensity. Variation in length of the growing season appeared to be the most important
factor explaining the differences in both total and tuber yield. The harvest index was of
minorimportance.Thevariationinlengthofthegrowingseasonbetween siteswasrelated
todaylength andtemperature suchthat shorterdaysatemergence and higher temperatures
throughout the season resulted in a shorter growth cycle. The extent of these effects
differed between cultivars and could partly be explained in terms of ground cover
duration,lengthofthegrowing season andaverageseasonalweatherdata.

INTRODUCTION
Potatoes are grown in a wide range of environments (Haverkort, 1990). The highest
potential and actual tuber yields are obtained in areas with temperate climates in Northwestern Europe and the North-west of the United States (van der Zaag 1984, Stol et al.
1991), thanks to long growing seasons combined with adequate cropping practices. The
potential production and the ratio between actual and potential production are lower in
tropical and subtropical climates. Part of this difference originates from the use of
cultivars that arehighyielding in temperate regions but arenot adequately adapted to the
hightemperatures and short daylength in tropical and subtropical climates. Another cause
of theloweryields maybethe shortergrowth cycles duetounsuitable weather conditions
intheseclimates.
Theyielding ability of cultivars indifferent climates canbe assessed in various ways.Tai
andYoung (1989) analysedtuberyields statistically in awide rangeofenvironments with
stepwise regression. Their approach enabled yield levels in various climates to be
approximated. It did not explain, however, how potato dry matter production is
determinedbyclimaticvariablessuchassolarradiation,photoperiod andtemperature.
More explanatory in nature were the various approaches of Van der Zaag and Doornbos
(1987), Haverkort and Harris (1987), Fahem and Haverkort(1988) and Spitters (1987),
whoanalysedtheyieldofpotatocropsbasedoninterceptedradiation, theefficiency ofthe

Genotype-environmentinteraction inpotato 1:
use of this radiation for dry matter production, and the harvest index. They based their
studies on data from one climatic zone or on data from experiments carried out
differently. Under crop growth conditions without limiting water or nutrients and in the
absence of pests diseases and weeds, they found that the differences between cultivars
could be explained primarily by the difference in light interception. Light use efficiency
wasconsidered tobeasecondexplanatory factor.
Thispaperreportstheresultsofelevenfieldtrials,with8cultivarscarriedoutatsixsitesin
the Netherlands, Tunisia and Rwanda in 1991and 1992,to analyse the variation in tuber
dry matter production between sites and cultivars.The objective of this study was to find
the sources of variation in tuber dry matter production and to ascertain how the
climatological parameterstemperature,photoperiod andradiationintensity influence these
sources.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The eleven field trials were carried out in two years at six different sites: in Rwanda at
Kinigi (2350m) and Rubona (1650m),in Tunisia (three different growing season attwo
locations, spring and autumn in Saida and winter in Monastir) and in the Netherlands
(Wageningen, summer). The details of the sites and growing seasons are given in
Table4.1. Except for the Tunisian winter trial all trials were carried out twice. The trials
had tworeplicates in Tunisia and three replicates atthe other sites.The siteswerechosen
torepresent thewiderange oftemperature anddaylengthconditions inwhichpotatoes are
grown.Theeightcultivarsusedherewerechosen becauseof theirdifference inlatenessin
the Netherlands. They ranged from early (Première) to very late (Producent, Table 4.2).
The seed potatoes used in the trials were in the 35 to 45mm grade class, certified class
"A"andoriginated from the 'Noord-Oost polder'intheNetherlands,with theexceptionof
the seed tubers used in the Tunisian autumn and winter seasons, which were multiplied
locally inspring.After harvestinJunethelocalTunisian seedwasstored inacold storeat
4 °C.Before plantinginthefield, seedtuberswerepresprouted andthenumberandlength
of sprouts was recorded. In the spring crops no differences in sprouting between sites
werefound but for theTunisian autumn cropsprouting variedbetweencultivars.Theseed
wasplantedinrows0.75mapart andat0.30mdistance within therow.The management
ofthecropateach sitewasaimed atmaximum tuberyields.Thecrops inthe Netherlands
andinTunisia wereirrigated whenneeded. Thecrops in Rwandaweregrown intherainy
season,withamplesupply ofwater.
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Weatherdata
Daily values of global radiation, minimum and maximum temperature were recorded at
the experimental site or at nearby weather stations. Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(PAR, 400-700 nm) was calculated as 0.5 times the global radiation. PAR, the daily
averagetemperature(henceforth referred toas'temperature') andthedaylengthateachsite
andfor eachgrowing season aregiveninfigure 4.1.

Sitesandgrowingseasons
TheNetherlands
In the Netherlands the potato crop is grown in summer, from April to October.
Wageningen hasatemperatemaritimeclimatewithacoolsummer.Thegrowingseasonis
limitedbyfrost inspringandautumn.
The trials were planted mid April to avoid the risk of night frost. The earliest cultivars
were harvested at the end of August and the latest cultivars at the beginning of October.
The average temperature during the growing season ranged from about 5°C in April to
17°CinJuly.Thedayswerelong (14- 17.5h) andthedaily amount of PAR varied from
2MJnr 2 d_1onanovercastdayto 13 MJnr 2 d 1 onaclearsummerday(Fig.4.1a).
Rwanda
In Rwanda, potatoes are usually grown above 2000 m, and in two growing seasons per
year corresponding the two rainy seasons (Haverkort, 1986). The growing season in
Kinigi (in northern Rwanda) was determined by the rainy season which started early
March and lasted until early June. The crop was planted just before the rain started.
During the rainy season, soil moisture did not limit potato growth. Kinigi is located at
2350m above sea level and is relatively cool with temperatures of about 17°C and little
variation in the growing season (Fig.4.1b). The daylength was 12 hours and the daily
amountofPARrangedfrom 2to 15 MJm 2 d 1 dependingonthecloudiness.
Rubona (Fig.4.1c)inthesouthof Rwandahasclimaticconditions similarto Kinigibutas
it is lower (1650m above sea level) the temperatures are higher (21°C) and due to less
cloudiness PAR is higher (about 20 MJ nr 2 ). In some years the rainy season starts later
thaninKinigi andthecropemergencecanthenbedelayedbylackofmoisture.
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Tunisia
Potato crops in Tunisia are mainly grown in two seasons; in spring and in autumn. An
additional crop may be grown in winter in the coastal area. Potatoes cannot be grown in
summer in the lowlands because of high temperatures nor in the winter in continental
areasduetoriskoffrost (FahemandHaverkort, 1988).
TheTunisian spring season at Saida (near Tunis) is limited bynight frosts until February
andby temperatures above 30°Cfrom theend ofJune onwards.The growing season had
low temperatures (12°C) and short days (11 h) at the beginning and high temperatures
(27°C) and relatively long days (14 h) at the end (Fig.4.1d). The daily PAR increased
towardstheendoftheseasonandvariedfrom4to 15MJnr 2 d"1.
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Figure 4.1.

The daily amount of photosynthetically active radiation in MI d"' (- - - - ), daily average
temperature in °C (

) and the daylength in hours (

) of Wageningen (A), Kinigi (B),

Rubona (C), Tunisia spring (D), Tunisia autumn (E) and Tunisia winter (F).

The autumn crop wasplanted in September at Saida when temperatures were sufficiently
low (below 30°C) to allow potato production. The season lasted until the first half of
December when crop growth ceased due to night frosts and low radiation. In the first
week of September thetemperature was about 26°C (Fig.4.l e ) , the daylength was about
12.5h and the amount of PAR was about 15MJ nr 2 d 1 . In December these values had
decreased torespectively 8°C,9.5hand4MJnr 2d_1.
The winter crop in Tunisia was grown at Monastir near the Mediterranean Sea. The
influence of the seaminimizes the risk of night frost, sopotato crops can be grown from
September until June. The crop was planted in November and harvested in March. This
growing season was characterized by low temperatures (11°C), short days (about 10h)
andlowlevelsof solarradiation (5MJnr 2 d_1 PAR)(Fig.4.If).

Datacollection.
The proportion of the ground covered with green foliage was recorded with the aid of a
metal grid divided into 100 rectangles, viewed directly from above (Haverkort et al.
1990). The dimensions of the frame were a multiple of the planting pattern: 0.75 m x
0.90m. Observations were carried out at least once every 10days. Three to six periodic
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harvestswerecarried outpergrowingseason (Table4.1).IntheTunisian spring seasonof
1991 only three periodic harvests were carried out because this growing season was
relatively shortduetolateemergenceofthecrop.AtKinigi 1992,andtheTunisian winter
season 5 harvests out and in the 1992 Tunisian spring and autumn seasons 6 periodic
harvestswerecarriedout.
IntheNetherlands twice asmany plants were lifted per harvest than at the other sites (12
plantsversus6plants,and,atthefinal harvest,24versus 12plants).Inthemajor partofthe
trialstheplantmaterialwasdividedintofoliage andtubersorintoleaves,stems,tubersand
an underground part (Table 4.1).In the Netherlands 1992,Tunisian autumn 1992and the
Tunisian winter trials the crop was separated into either tubers, foliage and underground
parts,orintotubersandtherest.Thefresh anddryweightof eachorganwere determined.
Dryweightwasdeterminedbydryingsamplesoftheplantsfor24hoursat 105°C.

Dataanalysis
The amount of PAR intercepted by the canopy was calculated as the product of the
fraction soil cover and the daily amount of PAR. Subsequently the average light-use
efficiency (LUE) was determined by linear regression of the cumulative intercepted PAR
and total dry weight. For the calculations during the period when the amount of foliage
decreased themaximumamountoffoliagerecorded wastakenastotalfoliage production.
Therelation developed by Spitters (1987, 1990)(Fig.4.2,Eq 1)was used to describe the
courseofthelightinterception duringthegrowingseason
F, =

F0M

5—
F 0+(M-F 0 )e- R o t

Equation la

Where F t is the fraction of soil covered with green foliage, FQ the initial fraction of light
intercepted at crop emergence, RQ ("Cd"1) the relative increase rate for light interception
and t (°Cd) the thermal time with a base temperature of 2°C. The decline of light
interception was assumed to be linear. (Eq. lb, Fig.4.2) This is the simplest way to
describethisdeclineand isadequate for useinthis study.Amorecomplex function, such
asalogisticdecreaseimprovestheprecisionslightlybutrequiresmoreparameters.
Ft = 0 . 5 - ^ — ^ -

Equation lb
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t5o(°Cd) is the moment when the fraction of light intercepted is reduced to 50 per cent
(Fig.4.2),aparameter easily observed in thefield,and d (°Cd) istwice the duration from
t5ountilcessationoflightinterception.
This function allows us to quantify the light interception over the season and to analyse
thelightinterception intermsofthefunction parameters.Spitters(1990)distinguished two
phases in the growing season: firstly the increase of light interception capacity towards
maximum ground cover and secondly the decline of light interception. He described the
first phase of light interception as a logistic function of thermal time, starting at
emergence, and since potato crops in the Netherlands usually reach full ground cover, a
maximum value (M) of 1. This situation is represented by line a in Figure 2. In other
climatological conditions full ground cover is not always reached, hence ground cover
may develop according to line b (Fig.4.2). Therefore the maximum of 1was replaced
withavariablemaximumMintherelation (Equation la.)

t
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t(°Cd) - >

Figure4.2.

The development of the fraction of the ground covered with green leaves (F) during the
growing season when thecrop reachesfull ground cover (a) and when thecrop does not reach
full ground cover, (b) RQ is the relative increase rate for light interception, M the maximum
groundcoverandt5Qthetimewhentheground cover isreduced to50%offull ground cover.
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Table 2.

Observed values oftotaldry matter production inkgm"^,tuber dry matter production kgm"%
harvest index, cumulative intercepted PAR (PARINT in MJ m"2),Ground cover duration
(GCD in days),Ground cover duration (GCT in degree days) and days from planting to
emergence (PL-EM indays).

Site

Cultivar

Dry matter Tuber dry
matter
(kgm"2)

production
(kgnr 2 )
Netherlands Alpha
Bintje
Désirée
Diamant
Escort
Première
Producent
Spunta

1.68
1.52

Rwanda
Kinigi

1.11
0.65
0.86

Alpha
Bintje
Désirée
Diamant
Escort

1.55
1.64
1.76
1.34
1.99
1.41

1.09
0.98
0.80

Première
Producent 1.03
Spunta
0.86
Rwanda
Rubona

Alpha
Bintje
Désirée
Diamant
Escort
Première

1.02
0.76
0.87
0.91
0.94

Harvest
index

1.29
1.22
1.21
1.30
1.44
1.02
1.63
1.07

0.77
0.81

0.90
0.54
0.70
0.88
0.80
0.67
0.85
0.68
0.74
0.60
0.64

PARINT
(MJm"2)

732
611
630

0.78
0.79
0.82

666
664

0.77
0.82
0.77

548
758
622

0.81
0.83

386
298
364
391
362
326

0.81
0.81
0.81
0.85
0.83
0.79

383
383

GCD
(d)

GCT
(»Cd)

PL-EM
(d)

26.5
27.5

93
83
79
84
81
65
100
77

1385
1128
1178
1253

65
54
64

870
728
853
889
837
789

18.5

879
883

14.5
15

871
642
855

24
28
20.5
22
26
23.5
22

66
62
59
65
66

17.5
16.5
16
17
13

0.79
0.81
0.76
0.76
0.78
0.83

431
308
414

396
396

54

760
909
710
909

50

867

23.5

112
153

31

334

39
50
50

476
597
591

37
35.13
36
36

0.79

0.69
0.73
0.55

Producent 1.02
Spunta
0.88

0.85
0.66

0.82

Alpha

0.38
0.41

0.62

0.78

385
384
339

50
37
49
44

1230
983
1459
1156

24.5
27.5
27.5
27
25.5
24

56
41

Tunisia
autumn

Bintje
Désirée
Diamant

0.39
0.55
0.72
0.75

0.40
0.33

0.51
0.54
0.60

201
198
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continueTable4.2.
Site

Tunisia

Tunisia
spring

Cultivar

matter

(kgm- 2 )

(kgm-2)

Harvest

PARINT

GCD

GCT

PL-EM

index

(MJ m-2)

(d)

(°Cd)

(d)

Escort
0.88
Première 0.56
Producent 0.64
Spunta
0.54

0.51
0.36
0.38
0.36

0.64
0.61
0.57
0.63

263
230
227

57
49
54

158

39

Alpha

0.87
0.97

0.71

0.82
0.84

476
462

45

0.81

Désirée
Diamant
Escort
Première
Producent
Spunta

0.98
0.92

0.81
0.75
0.76
0.74
0.74

469
437
431
399

0.71

0.82
0.82
0.85
0.83
0.88
0.85

439

45
44
38
36
43

Alpha
Bintje
Désirée

0.36
0.76
0.62
0.77

0.24
0.50
0.46

0.66
0.65
0.74

233
193
201

66
55
87

0.45
0.42

0.61
0.67
0.64

228
219
194

80
70
57

0.70
0.71

169
228

70
98

478
586
817

27
28
27

Bintje

Tunisia
winter

Drymatter Tuberdry
production

Diamant
Escort

0.90
0.91
0.84
0.84

0.63
Première 0.60
Producent 0.38
Spunta
0.72

0.38
0.27
0.51

501

45
47

723
624
649
460

29
24
29
35

743
717

32
27

759
720
701
620
591
686

26.5
27.5
30
28

542
431
728
656
558

29

29
25
42
29
28
37

LSD5%
Cultivarsbetween
locations

0.36

0.33

0.14

121

19

238

12

Cultivarsbetween
locationswithTunisian
winterand autumn

0.44

0.47

0.20

148

24

291

27

Cultivarswithin location 0.22
Cultivarswithin
0.31

0.20
0.34

0.06
0.10

53

7
9

88
124

6
8

Tunisian winterand
autumn

75

60
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When the curve is fitted to the observed data with non-linear regression the light
interception over the growing season is described by only three parameters, RQ as a
measurefor initial growth,Masameasure for maximumlightinterception andt 50 forthe
length of the growing period. Neither the duration of senescence (d) nor the initial light
interception (F0)wereconsidered.At50% emergencethelightinterception didnot differ
in the experiments so F 0 was assumed to be constant. When the light interception has
fallen to 50%of full light interception no substantial production takes place any more,
and therefore the length of the growth period could be described well by using t 50 only.
An analysis of variance was done on the total dry matter production, tuber dry matter
production, harvest index,total amount of intercepted radiation, ground cover duration in
days and cumulated thermal time,the days from planting toemergence, estimates of RQ,
M, t 50 , D 50 (days from emergence to t50) and the light-use efficiency (Table4.3). The
trialswereanalysed asasplitplotexperiment withthe sitesinthemainplots,thecultivars
in the subplots and years as replicates. The Genstat statistical package (Genstat 5
committee, 1987)wasused for theanalysisofvarianceandtheregressions.

RESULTS
The results of the trials are represented in the tables 4.2 and 4.4. Table4.2 gives the
observed values of total dry matter production, intercepted photosynthetically active
radiation, ground cover duration in days (GCD), ground cover duration in thermal time
(GCT)andthenumberof daysfrom planting toemergence.Table4.4givesthecalculated
values of thelight interception curve (RQ,M,t 50 ), thetime in daysuntil t 50 (D50)andthe
light-use efficiency for dry matter production (LUE). The values are the averages over
1991and 1992perlocationpercultivar.The 1991Tunisian autumn season wasexcluded
from statistical analysis since the emergence, and subsequent crop growth was irregular,
probably because the seed used at this location was physiologically too young, therefore
only the values for Tunisian autumn 1992 are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.4. The trial in
Tunisian winter wascarried out once only, sothe values presented are for the 1991-1992
season.TheLSD'sfor thedifferent comparisons aregiven atthebottomofthetables.
The sites could be divided into three groups on the basis of total dry matter production;
the first group contained Wageningen, the second group Kinigi,Rubona and the Tunisian
spring season andthethird groupTunisian autumn andwinter seasons.Within the groups
theyieldsofaparticularcultivar didnotdiffer statistically significant between sites.Total
dry matter production was always highest in Wageningen, ranging from 1.34 kg m 2 for
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Première to 1.99 kg nr 2 for Producent (Table4.2). The difference between Wageningen
and the other sites was statistically significant for all cultivars. In the second group the
total dry matter production ranged from 0.76 kg nr 2 to 1.11 kg nr 2 except for Bintje
producing only 0.65 kg nr 2 at Kinigi. The third group produced less dry matter than the
second group (0.36-0.88 kg nr 2 ), although the difference was not statistically significant
for allcultivars.
The harvest index varied between 0.51 in Tunisian autumn and 0.85 in Kinigi. In the
Tunisian autumn experiment the harvest differed statistically significant from the other
sites. No statistically significant difference was found between these sites (Table4.2).
Tuber yield wastheresult of total yield and harvest index. Since no difference in harvest
Table4.3

Significance in analysis of variance for the following parameters: total dry matter production,
tuberdry matterproduction, harvestindex,cumulative amountofintercepted PAR (PARINT),
ground cover duration in days (GCD) and in thermal time (GCT), time from planting to
emergence (PL-EM), initial increase rate of light interception (R0), maximum interception
(M), Days (D50) and thermal time (T 50 ) until the ground cover has fallen to 50 % of full
ground coverand light-useefficiency (LUE).

Site *Cultivar

Site

Cultivar

**

**

*

**
*
**

**

**

ns

ns

**

**

ns

GCT(°Cd)

*
*
**

**
**

**
**
**

RoCC-'d- 1 )

ns

ns

ns

M0

ns

ns

ns

TjoCCd)

ns

D 5 0 (d)

*

**
**

PL-EM (d)

ns

**
**
*

Tuberdrymatter production

(kgm -2)

Totaldry matter production (kgm" 2)
Harvest Index
PARINT (MJm

2

-)

LUE(g MJ 1 )
GCD (d)

**=P<0.01,*= P<0.05,ns=not significant.

ns
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index was found, tuber yield showed the same trends as total yields. Here Wageningen
had the highest production, between 1.02 kg nr 2 for Première and 1.63 kg nr 2 for
Producent. The lowest production occurred in the Tunisian autumn and winter seasons.
Total production was low and the harvest index was also at the lower end of the range
found inthetrials.
Nosinglecultivar gavethehighesttuberortotaldrymatterproduction atalllocations and
the order with respect to dry matter production differed per location. Producent was the
highest yielding cultivar in Wageningen, whereas in the Tunisian spring and winter trials
Producent ranked among the lowest producing cultivars (Table4.2). The stability of the
cultivars is best analysed by examining the relative dry matter production with
Wageningen as reference. Première and Désirée were relatively stableand produced
between 40 and 65 percent of their Wageningen production Rwanda and Tunisia. Alpha
and Producent had a much larger variation, ranging between 20 and 65 percent of their
production atWageningen.
The light-use efficiency was not constant when the different sites were compared. In
Wageningen, Rubona and Kinigi the efficiency was about 2.5 g MJ-1 , in the Tunisian
autumn and Tunisian winter trials high LUE values were found, respectively 2.96 and
3.20 g MJ 1 average. In the Tunisian spring trial the LUE was low: 1.95 g MJ 1 .
Statistically significant differences were found between Tunisian spring and Tunisian
autumn andwinterseason,exceptinfor PremièreandProducent,whichhadrelatively low
values intheTunisian winter andautumn trials.Diamant had veryhighLUEvalues inthe
winter andautumn seasons which differed statistically significant from those found inthe
Dutch and Rwandese locations. Within the locations, statistically significant differences
between cultivars were only found in Tunisian winter and autumn. In these seasons the
variationinLUEbetweencultivarslargehighcomparedtotheotherlocations.
The cumulative amount of intercepted light proved to be more important for dry matter
production than the LUE (Tables 4.2 and 4.4). The amount of intercepted light was
highest in Wageningen, ranging from 548 MJ nr 2 for the early cultivar Première up to
758 MJ nr 2 for the late cultivar Producent. At the other locations the crops intercepted
substantially less radiation. The Tunisian spring season ranked second for all cultivars,
with 399 MJ nr 2 for Producent to 501 MJ nr 2 for Désirée. The Tunisian spring was
followed directly by Rubona and Kinigi, except that Diamant intercepted more radiation
at Kinigi. The differences between Rubona, Kinigi and Tunisian spring were small and
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only statistically significant in Bintje. Least radiation was intercepted by the Tunisian
winterandautumncrops:about 225MJnr 2 only.
The differences in light interception between sites are attributable to the combined result
of the differences in light intensity and differences in ground cover duration. Differences
between cultivars at a site solely caused by the ground cover duration. Figure 4.1 shows
that a part of the difference in light interception was explained by the intensity and the
course of the solar radiation at the different sites. The highest intensity was found in the
Tunisian spring, especially towards the end of the growing season. Wageningen and
Rubona followed close behind with Kinigi somewhat later. In the Tunisian winter the
entire growing season had a low level of light intensity whereas in the Tunisian autumn
thebeginning of the season had asimilar intensity asWageningen and Rubona, but atthe
endofthegrowingseasontheintensityhadfallen tolowlevels.
Figure 4.3 shows the time course of ground cover of the cultivars with the highest and
lowestgroundcoverdurationfor Wageningen andtheTunisian spring season.Theground
cover duration in°Cd (GCT) is represented by the area under the ground cover curves.
Wageningen always had the longest ground cover duration, Kinigi was always second,
followed by Rubona, Tunisian spring and Tunisian autumn and Tunisian winter
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Observed and fitted ground cover for the best (— —, A) and worst ( - • - - , +) performing
cultivar inWageningen(a) andTunisian spring(b).
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Calculated values of initial increase rate of light interception (RQ), maximum interception
(M), days (D 50 ) and thermal time (T 50 ) until the ground cover has fallen to 50 % of full
ground coverand light-useefficiency (LUE).

Site

cultivar

Ro

M

T50

Dso

LUE

(°Cd)

(d)

(gMJ"1)

0.97

1707

119

2.31

2

(10- "C^d-D
Netherlands

Alpha

1.09

Bintje

1.09

0.98

1418

97

2.60

Désirée

1.03

0.95

1502

105

2.47

Diamant

1.17

0.97

1530

105

2.50

Escort

1.29

0.98

1490

101

2.68

Première

1.36

0.98

1221

84

2.52

Producent

1.07

0.98

1794

127

2.67

Spunta

1.16

0.96

1441

101

2.28

Rwanda

Alpha

1.49

1.00

1087

81

2.77

Kinigi

Bintje

1.37

0.91

1014

76

2.13

Désirée

1.46

0.97

1095

81

2.30

Diamant

1.56

0.99

1092

81

2.75

Escort

1.63

0.94

1098

82

2.55

Première

1.57

0.90

1047

78

2.31

Producent

1.47

0.98

1105

82

2.59

Spunta

1.44

0.96

1121

84

2.18

Rwanda

Alpha

1.35

1.02

1101

63

2.41

Rubona

Bintje

1.99

0.93

873

50

2.45

Désirée

1.12

0.99

1129

65

2.32

Diamant

0.89

1.00

1107

64

2.52

Escort

1.10

1.00

1296

75

2.66

Première

1.38

0.91

990

57

2.45

Producent

0.90

1.00

1283

74

2.56

Spunta

1.88

0.96

1118

64

2.43
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ContinueTable4.4
Site

cultivar

Ro
(10- ' C ' d - ' )

M

2

T50

D50

LUE

(°Cd)

(d)

(gMJ 1 )

891

73

3.52
3.06

Alpha

0.75

0.74

Bintje

1.11

0.95

860

68

Désirée

1.16

1.05

914

74

3.35

Diamant

1.12

1.01

914

74

3.36

Escort

1.06

1.01

1055

81

2.69

Première

0.69

1.05

1163

86

2.21

Producent

1.21

0.99

938

76

2.51

Spunta

0.87

0.88

938

75

2.98

Alpha

1.14

0.83

1141

67

1.77

Bintje

1.12

0.77

1195

72

2.04

Désirée

1.13

0.83

1169

70

2.00

Diamant

1.12

0.76

1200

72

1.85

Escort

1.02

0.76

1187

71

1.97

Première

0.91

0.74

1159

69

2.00

Producent

0.81

0.72

1185

59

2.13

Spunta

1.14

0.74

1170

70

1.88

Alpha

1.62

0.93

821

102

1.54

Bintje

1.40

0.96

655

67

4.40

Désirée

1.35

0.81

793

97

3.46

Diamant

1.32

0.92

799

116

3.63

Escort

1.73

0.93

739

83

3.27

Première

1.17

0.78

804

98

3.33

Producent

1.75

0.61

799

98

2.49

1.31

0.93

799

98

3.53

Cultivars between locations

331

25

0.59

Cultivars between locations with Tunisian

406

30

0.73

Cultivarswithin location

146

12

0.41

Cultivars within Tunisian winterand autumn

206

16

0.58

Tunisia autumn

Tunisia spring

Tunisia winter

Spunta
LSD5%

winterand autumn
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depending on the cultivar. The difference between cultivars was largest in Wageningen
(Fig.4.3a) about 476°Cd or 35 days. In the Tunisian spring the difference in GCT
between cultivars was smallest (Fig.4.3b) 168°Cd or 11days only, and not statistically
significant. Whenthegroundcoverduration wasexpressed indaystheoverall picturewas
less clear. Thehighest values of ground cover duration were again found in Wageningen
followed by the Tunisian winter and Kinigi. Tunisian spring had the lowest values but
onlydiffered statistically significant from theTunisianwinterandWageningen.
Ground cover duration is the integral of the ground cover over time. Variation in ground
cover duration can therefore be explained in variation of the parameters which describe
the light interception curve (Eq. 1).From these parameters only the length of the growth
cycle varied significantly. Linear regression analysis showed that D50 accounted for 74
percent (Fig.4.4) of the variation in ground cover duration, whereas M and RQ each
accounted for less than 10 %. Although the maximum ground cover (M) and rate of
ground cover increase (RQ) did not differ statistically significantly, they did influence the
groundcover duration.

100

Time(days)

>
T

80

+

y %r

60

+

40

70

90

Time(days)
Figure4.4

Therelationbetween lengthofthegrowingseason andgroundcover duration.Wageningen(V),
Kinigi (A),Rubona (•), Tunisia autumn (•), Tunisia spring ( • ) and Tunisia winter (+).The
open symbols arevalues for 1991,theclosed for 1992.
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DISCUSSION
Exceptfor theTunisian autumn seasontherewasnodifference inthephysiological ageof
the seed potatoes that might have influenced the crop growth in the trials. The seed was
homogeneous and no statistically significant difference was found in sprout length
between locations. The period between emergence and planting differed statistically
significant betweenthecultivarsintheTunisian autumnonly.
The Tunisian winter crop may have been damaged slightly by a night frost in early
January. The 1991 Tunisian spring season and the 1992 crop in Rubona had a delayed
emergence.TheTunisian springcrophad adelayed planting and subsequently emergence
because conditions were too wet. The Rubona crop had too dry conditions just after
planting,retarding emergence.No statistically significant effects were found although the
moisture stress may have influenced the value of D50, which might have been higher if
conditionshadbeenoptimal.
In the Netherlands and Rwanda the last harvest took place when the vines were dead. In
Tunisia the crops were harvested before complete senescence, sothe value for D50could
not alwaysbe assessed. In practice the last harvest represents D50, since the crop growth
ceased very quickly after this date. In the Tunisian summer season this would happen
becauseofhightemperatures andintheTunisian autumn seasonproduction almostceased
after this date, because of the low radiation; therefore for these seasons the last harvest
wastaken asD 50 .
Of all the experiments, only the harvest index of the Tunisian autumn trial was
statistically significantly lower and no difference was found between the other sites. We
attributed this to the fact that at all sites except Tunisian autumn the growth cycle of the
cropwascompleted.InTunisian autumn theradiation levelsdroppedquickly attheendof
the growing season and tuber bulking stopped, resulting in the low harvest indices. The
low harvest index found in Tunisian autumn agrees with the results obtained by Fahem
and Haverkort (1988).When agrowth cycle is completed, tuber dry matter production is
mainlydeterminedbythetotaldrymatterproduction.
Variationintotaldrymatterproductionofthecropcouldwellbeexpressedintermsoflight
interception and light-use efficiency. Thelight-useefficiency at thedifferent siteswasnot
constant but thevalues found were similar tothose found byothers.Haverkort and Harris
(1987)found valuesfor Rwandarangingfrom 2.29 gMJ"1to3.06 gMJ_1 ,atRubona and
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Kinigiwefoundrespectively 2.44and2.47gMJ_1.InTunisianspringthesamevalues(1.9
g MJ"1) were found as recorded by Fahem and Haverkort (1988) and Fahem (1991),
whereasinTunisianautumnthevalueswerehigher(about 3.1gMJ-1comparedwith2.2g
MJ"1forbothFahemandHaverkort(1988)andFahem(1991)).Thevaluesofabout2.45in
Wageningen wereinlinewiththevalues found byvanderZaag andDoornbos (1987) and
Spitters(1987)for different trialsintheNetherlands.Therefore thevalues for thelight-use
efficiency found in this study are representative for the sites. Differences were causedby
differences inenvironmentalconditionsattheexperimentalsites.
Light-useefficiency correlates negatively withtemperature,radiation intensity and vapour
pressure deficit (Manrique et al. 1991, Haverkort and Harris, 1987). In this study no
relation was found between average seasonal temperature and light-use efficiency. In
Fig.4.5 the light-use efficiency for 88 combinations of year x cultivar x site are plotted
against the average seasonal light intensity expressed per hour, to correct for daylength.
ThevaluesofTunisian autumn 1991aregiveninFig.4.5 (•) butwerenotincluded inthe
regressionline.
Light-use efficiency correlated negatively with the light intensity, similar to the findings
of Haverkort and Harris (1987) and Manrique et al. (1991).This negative correlation can
beexplainedbyalargerpartofthefoliagebeinglightsaturated andtherefore less efficient
during a larger part of the season under high light intensities. The correlation we found

LUE(gMJ2)
•

°s%
•
~~--$ ft _ * g
+

0.4

0.6

0.8

Lightintenstity(MJnr2 h'1)
Figure4.5

The relation between average light intensity during the growing season and the light-use
efficiency, (symbols asinFig.4.4)
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was rather weak. There are various possible explanations for this. Firstly the largest
variation in light-use efficiency was found at low radiation levels. At these levels the
distribution between directanddiffuse radiation changes moreduringthegrowing season,
thuscreating amore variable growing environment for thecrop.Experimental errors also
have alarger effect atlow radiation levels;at4MJ nr 2 an overestimation of thetotaldry
matter production has three times the effect it has at 12MJ nr 2 . Secondly, for this study,
average seasonal values for light intensity were used and those values had a different
history at every location, with its consequences for crop growth. For example,
Wageningen and Tunisian autumn did not differ much in average light intensity
(Table4.1) but the length of the growing season and the development during the season
were completely different (Fig.4.1). In Wageningen the highest values of light intensity
were found in the middle of the growing season and diminished towards the end. In the
Tunisianautumnhowever,theintensity fell sharplyduringthegrowing season.
The differences in light interception were the result of differences in light intensity
betweenthesites(Fig.4.1)andthegroundcoverduration whichwasaffected bybothsite
andcultivar. Light intensity correlated negatively withlight-useefficiency sotheeffect of
these two parameters on dry matter production was reduced this way correspondingly.
This leaves the ground cover duration as the major parameter explaining total dry matter
production. Similarresults werefound byVanderZaagandDoornbos (1987)and Spitters
(1987). In Fig.4.4 we saw that the ground cover duration was determined mainly by the
length of thegrowing season.Temperature alone could notexplain the variation in length
of the growing season. When the growth duration was expressed in thermal time, the
individual cultivarsdiffered statistically significantly between sites .Notonly temperature
but also daylength influences the duration of growth (e.g. Bodlaender,1960,
Haverkort,1990). Table4.5 shows the results of linear regression between length of the
growth cycle in °Cd (150)and the daylength at emergence for the 8cultivars. The general
picture is of a growth period becoming shorter at a shorter daylength. The regression
parameters show a large difference in sensitivity to daylength between cultivars.
Producent appeared tobesensitive andPremièreinsensitive, suggesting that late cultivars
aremore sensitive to daylength than early cultivars. (Bodlaender, 1968)The relation was
notequally strongforeverycultivar. PremièreandBintje especially hadlowR-values.
Weconcluded that themain factor determining yield wasthelength of thegrowth period.
When cultivars weretransported from oneclimate to anotherthey all reacted in a similar
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Table4.5

Regression parameters (n=l1) of the relation between daylength at emergence and length of
thegrowing season in °Cd.

constant

slope
1

coefficient of determination

("Cd)

("Cd h" )

r

Alpha

-597

142

0.93

Bintje

-879

151

0.68

Désirée

-318

118

0.94

Diamant

-508

132

0.89

Escort

-148

107

0.81

Première

271

63

0.70

Producent

-934

174

0.92

Spunta

-123

102

0.93

way. Both a higher average temperature during the growing season and a shorter
daylength at emergence resulted in a shorter duration of growth. However, the extent of
these effects differed between cultivars, affecting the stability for total dry matter
production, andthustuberproduction between sites.Thesedifferences inreaction maybe
important in plant breeding. Breeding for high yields at one location does not guarantee
highyields atotherlocations.Weeven found theopposite;in our study,the late cultivars
inWageningen seemedtobemoresensitivethantheearlycultivars.
By analysing the crop in terms of cumulative light interception and average light-use
efficiency a major part of the variation in yield between the cultivars and between sites
couldbeexplained andrelatedtodaylength andtemperature.Growthduration istheresult
of underlying processes as crop growth, dry matter allocation and leaf senescence
(Chapter 2).Insightintothebackground oftheserelationsenablesbestcultivar for agiven
environment to be selected rationally or crop management to be directed in such a way
thatlessadaptedcultivarsgivehigheryields.
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ABSTRACT
The total growth and tuber dry matter production of apotato crop are mainly determined
by the duration of its growth cycle. This in turn depends on climate, cultivar and crop
management. Theinfluence of the climate factors defining crop growth and the timing of
this influence were analysed by dividing the growth cycle into three phases and relating
these phases to temperature, daylength and radiation. The variation in the length of all
threephasescontributed tothevariation inthedurationofthegrowthcycleandthustothe
variation in tuber yield. The variation in the first phase (between emergence and tuber
initiation) was best explained by the meteorological variables observed. Both higher
temperatures and shorter daylengths hastened the development in this phase. The
magnitude of the change depended on the cultivar. In the second phase, from tuber
initiation to end of leaf growth, temperature and daylength had similar effects but they
werelessclear andthevariation intheduration of phase 2could notbeexplained aswell
asthe variation in phase 1.Thelast phase from end of leaf growth toend of crop growth
was shortened by high temperatures and radiation levels. A small part of the variation in
the duration of this phase was explained. At this level of crop analysis, the effect of
climate on crop development was explained best for the first phase, which is the most
important phase. Quantitative understanding of the processes involved is required to be
abletoexplaintheeffect of-climateduringthevariousphasesofthegrowthcycle.

INTRODUCTION
The dry matter production of potato crops is mainly determined by the length of their
growthcycles (Spitters 1987;Molletal. 1987;Allen andScott 1980).Thevariation inthe
duration of the growth cycle depends on site and cultivar (Kooman et al., chapter 4).
Under non-limiting growth conditions, temperature and daylength determine the
differences between sites. Short daylengths reduce the duration of the growth cycle
(Haverkort 1990;Menzel 1985a; Kooman et al., chapter 4).High temperatures (> 25 °C)
may have two effects. One is to extend the period of leaf growth and hence prolong the
growth cycle (Marinus and Bodlaender, 1975). But high temperatures also increase the
leaf senescence rate (Menzel 1985a) and through this they shorten the growth cycle of a
crop. Thus depending on the relative importance of both processes, higher temperatures
either prolong or curtail the growth cycle. The period of leaf growth varies among
cultivars, and so does the influence of daylength and temperature on their vegetative
growth (Spitters 1987;Koomanetal.,chapter4).

Genotype-environmentinteraction inpotato2:
Leafgrowthistheresultofdailydrymatteraccumulationbythecropandtheallocationof
this dry matter to the leaves. Figure 5.1a shows the pattern of dry matter allocation of a
standard potato cropinthe Netherlands (after van Heemst, 1986).Roots are not included
because accurate data are seldomly available. Three phases in the allocation of daily
accumulated dry matter can be distinguished. Initially, dry matter is divided between
stemsandleaves.Inthesecondphase,which startsattuberinitiation, anincreasing partis
allocated to the tubers and a decreasing fraction to the leaves. In the third phase all
assimilatesareallocatedtothetubers.Thenleaf growth stops,andthelightinterceptionof
thecropwillceasebecauseof leafsenescence.
Environmental factors influence allthreephases inthedevelopment of apotatocrop.The
duration of the first phase, between emergence and tuber initiation is shortened by short
days (Ewing and Struik, 1992; Wheeler and Tibbits, 1987; Gregory, 1956; Haverkort
1990)andattemperatures under20°C,tuberinitiation isfaster than attemperatures above
20 °C (Bodlaender, 1960; Gregory, 1956; Ewing, 1981;Ewing and Struik, 1992). The
length of the second phase, between tuber initiation and allocation of all accumulated
daily dry matter tothe tubers,is influenced bytemperature, with an optimum between 16
and 18°C(vanHeemst, 1986)or 14and 22 °C(Ingram andMccloud, 1984)andby solar
radiation. The third and last phase of crop senescence is shortened by high temperatures,
especiallytemperatures above30°C(Midmore, 1990;FahemandHaverkort, 1988).
The objective of this study was to establish the relationship between the duration of the
3phases and temperature, daylength and global radiation. This information may explain
the variation between tuber yields of different cultivars under different climatological
conditions andgivequantitativeinformation tobeusedinapotatogrowthmodel.

MATERIALANDMETHODS
Eleven field trials were carried out in two years at six sites. The sites were chosen such
that their climatic conditions covered a broad range of temperature and daylength
conditions in which potatoes are produced (Table 4.1,Kooman et al., chapter 4). Eight
cultivarswereplanted ateachsite.Thesecultivarswerechosenbecauseoftheir difference
in lateness in the Netherlands, ranging from early (Première) to very late (Producent)
(Table5.1).Exceptfor theTunisianwintertrial,alltrialswerecarriedouttwice.
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A

Fraction light intercepted
1.0 -

time (°Cd)

Yield (kgha' )

Partitioning to the tubers

time (d)

Figure5.1

time(d)

time (d)

(A) Relationship between dry matter partitioning between tubers, leaves and stems and
thermal time (°Cd) for a potato crop in the Netherlands. (After van Heemst 1986). The
fractional light interception with time of a potato crop during the growing season (B, EM is
moment of emergence, t 50 is moment that light interception has decreased to 50 %). The dry
matter production of potato tubers during the growing season, described by an expolinear
relation (C,TI is moment of tuber initiation).The dry matter partitioning to the tubers against
time,described bya negativeexponential function (D, DQQis moment that 90% of assimilates
ispartitioned tothetubers).

Inallexperiments seedpotatoes wereplanted inrows 0.75 mapart and at0.30 m spacing
withintherow.Themanagementofthecropateachsitewasaimed atmaximaltuberyields
The crops in the Netherlands and in Tunisia were irrigated. The crops in Rwanda were
grown in the rainy season, with ample supply of water. The trials had two replicates in
Tunisiaandthreereplicatesattheothersites.

Genotype-environmentinteraction inpotato2:

Datacollection
Thedurationofthegrowthcyclewasmeasuredbyusingagrid torecordtheproportionof
ground covered with green leaves (Haverkort 1990; Kooman et al. chapter 4).
Observations were carried out about once every 10 days. Three to six periodic harvests
were carried out per growing season (Table 4.1). In the Tunisian spring season of 1991
only three periodic harvests were carried out, because this growing season was extremely
short asaresult of thelate cropemergence.At Kinigi in 1992,and inthe Tunisian winter
season,fiveharvestswerecarriedout.Inthe 1992Tunisian springandautumnseasonssix
periodic harvests were carried out. In the Netherlands 12 plants were lifted at each
periodic harvest and at the final harvest 24 plants were lifted. At the other sites, 6 plants
werelifted attheperiodicharvestsand 12atthefinalharvest.Inmosttrials,plant material
was divided into leaves, stems, tubers and other underground parts. In the Netherlands
1992, Tunisian autumn 1992 and the Tunisian winter trials, the crop was separated into
tubers, foliage and underground parts. The fresh and dry weight of each plant fraction
weredetermined. Dryweight wasdetermined bydryingsamplesoftheplantsfor 24hours
at 105 °C.

Dataanalysis
Four characteristic points in the growth cycle were determined for each combination of
site andcultivar :emergence, tuber initiation, end of leaf growth and end of crop growth.
Emergence was defined as the daybywhich 50%of theplants had emerged. The end of
cropgrowthwas defined as the day when the ground cover was reduced to 50%of total
ground cover, after which little or notuber production takes place.(Fig. 5.1b). Ifthe crop
was harvested before this day, the last harvest was defined as the end of crop growth.
Tuberinitiationwas estimated from the growth curve of the tubers using the following
procedure.Whentuberdrymatterisplottedagainsttime,thefirst phase oftubergrowthis
exponential and later in the season the tuber growth is linear. These two phases together
were described with an expolinear function (Fig. 5.1c) (Goudriaan and Monteith, 1990).
The relative growth rate in the exponential stage was taken from Ingram
and McCloud (1984) at the value of 0.37 g g-1 nr 2 d_1. The other parameters were
estimated through nonlinear regression. The calculated moment when the tuber dry mass
was equal to 1g nr 2 was defined as the tuber initiation. A negative exponential relation
bestdescribedthedrymatterdistributionbetweentubersandfoliage withtime (Fig.5.Id).
When 90%of thedrymatterisallocated tothetubers,leaf growth haspractically ceased,
therefore thismomentwasdefined astheendofleafgrowth.
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Table 5.1

The duration of the period, from emergence to tuber initiation, from tuber initiation to end of
leaf growth andfrom end of leaf growth toend ofcropgrowth (days)

Location

Cultivar

Emergence-tuber Tuber initiation initiation (d)

end leaf growth
(<J)

Wageningen

Kinigi

Rubona

End of leaf
growth-end of
cropgrowth (d)

s Alpha

25

43

50

Bintje

21

30

49

Désirée

22

31

53

Diamant

24

35

49

Escort

21

26

50

Première

19

28

38

Producent

21

40

65

Spunta

26

34

44

Alpha

18

27

38

Bintje

13

25

38

Désirée

15

32

35

Diamant

15

29

37

Escort

13

27

42

Première

14

15

50

Producent

13

28

42

Spunta

18

32

32

Alpha

12

24

28

Bintje

12

24

15

Désirée

9

26

30

Diamant

9

16

40

Escort

11

17

58

Première

6

33

29

Producent

11

22

42

Spunta

11

23

30
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ContinueTable 5.1

Location

Cultivar

Emergence-tuberTuberinitiationinitiation (d)

Tunisiaautumn

Tunisiaspring

TunisiaWinter

Endof leaf

end leaf growth

growth-endof

(d)

cropgrowth (d)

Alpha

25

31

28

Bintje

17

40

25

Désirée

16

49

8

Diamant

7

38

19

Escort

13

35

30

Première

14

33

28

Producent

13

36

11

Spunta

17

31

27

Alpha

15

27

21

Bintje

15

26

26

Désirée

19

35

16

Diamant

18

31

24

Escort

15

29

28

Première

24

24

22

Producent

21

21

35

Spunta

20

28

21

Alpha

42

14

46

Bintje

14

16

38

Désirée

26

29

42

Diamant

26

24

66

Escort

19

34

31

Première

27

18

47

Producent

22

23

51

Spunta

26

25

47
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The development rate (d"1) during phase 1, from emergence to tuber initiation against
temperature (°C) for Alpha (+),Bintje (A),Désirée(O), Diamant(A), Escort(»), Première(V),
Producent (0)and Spunta (D) attwodaylengths.

Forthefirstandthethirdphases(betweenemergenceandtuberinitiation,andbetweenend
ofleaf growthandendcropof growth)thedevelopmentratewascalculated astheinverse
of itsduration.For the second phase (between tuber initiation andend of leaf growth)the
initialslopeofthecurveinFig.5.Idwastakenasthedevelopmentrate(d_1)

Relationbetween lengthofphasesandclimaticfactors
Thedevelopment rateofeachphasewasrelatedtotheclimatic factors thatdeterminecrop
growth and development under non-limiting conditions. The climatic factors tested were
radiation intensity, temperature and daylength. Temperature and radiation were averaged
over each phase and daylength was taken at the start of each phase. For each day, the
average radiation intensity was calculated by dividing the total daily radiation by the
lengthofthephotoperiod.
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Significance of the effect of Temperature (T), daylength at emergence (D) and Radiation
intensity (R) on the rate of development during phase 1: from emergence to the tuber
initiation. (** P< 1%, *P< 5%,-not significant)

Cultivar

T

D

R

Alpha

*

**

*

Bintje

*

-

*

Désirée

**

**

Diamant

*

**

Escort

*

*

Première

*

Producent

*

Spunta

Table5.2b

-

**

Regression parameters of the effect of Temperature (T), daylength at emergence (D) on the
rate of development during phase 1: from emergence to the tuber initiation.
(1/duration=development rate=C+ aT+bD)

Cultivar

c

a
(°C-1 * 10- )

b
(h -1 * 10-3)

3

f2

adj

Alpha

0.106

0.47

-4.59

98.3

Bintje

0.125

0.86

-5.69

30.3

Désirée

0.092

2.07

-4.73

92.1

Diamant

0.110

2.45

-6.68

95.8

Escort

0.088

3.23

-5.59

78.7

Première

0.013

5.77

-2.59

44.2

Producent

0.142

1.66

-7.60

66.0

Spunta

0.119

0.62

-5.78

88.8
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Thedevelopment rate (d"1)during phase 2, from tuber initiation toend of leaf growth against
temperature (°C)for Alpha (+),Bintje (A),Désirée(O), Diamant(A), Escort(#), Première(V),
Producent (0)and Spunta(D) attwodaylengths.

First, a multiple regression equation was derived by selecting the combination of
explanatory factors with the highest R2, adjusted for degrees of freedom. Secondly, the
significance of the various factors was expressed as the t-value for their contribution to
the multiple regression equation. In this analysis the experiments of the Tunisian autumn
and winter were excluded because of the different physiological age of the seed tubers.
Rubona 1992wasexcluded because of an irregular emergence of the crop as aresult of a
dry spell.Thepremiseofundisturbed growthwasnotfulfilled inthesetrials.

RESULTS
Phase 1:Emergencetotuberinitiation
In the Netherlands, the phase between emergence and the tuber initiation lasted about 22
days.IntheTunisian spring,phase 1 wasalittleshorter,about20daysandintheTunisian
winter the average duration of this phase was 25 days. At Kinigi and in the Tunisian
autumn this phase lasted respectively 13 and 14 days and the duration in
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Significance of the effect of Temperature (T), daylength at emergence (D) and Radiation
intensity (R)ontherateof development duringphase 2:fromthetuber initiation toend of leaf
growth. (** P < 1 % , * P < 5 % , - not significant)

Cultivar

T

D

Alpha

-

**

Bintje

-

*

Désirée

*

*

Diamant

*

-

**
-

Escort

*

-

Première

-

*

Producent

-

*

Spunta

*

Table5.3b

R

*

Regression parameters of the effect of Temperature (T) and daylength at tuber initiation (D)
on therate of development during phase 2:fromthe tuber initiation to the end of leaf growth.
(l/duration= development rate=C+ aT+bD)

c

Cultivar

a

b
3

(°C •' * 10" )

r2

adj

3

( h - i * 10" )

Alpha

0.0822

0.29

-3.86

Bintje

0.0614

0.29

-1.99

36.0

Désirée

0.0078

1.80

-2.91

41.0

Diamant

-0.1050

3.10

-5.02

27.0

Escort

-0.0432

5.17

-1.73

90.0

Première

0.163

1.03

-6.97

-

Producent

0.0810

0.67

-4.09

54.1

Spunta

0.0212

2.00

-1.44

45.4

65.6
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The development rate (d"1) during phase 3, from end of leaf growth to end of crop growth
against temperature (°C) for Alpha (+), Bintje (A), Désirée(O), Diamant(A), Escort(#),
Première(V), Producent (0)and Spunta (D) attwo light intensities.

Rubona 1991was about 10days.Table 5.2a shows that the length of the period between
emergence and tuber initiation in most of the cultivars was affected by temperature and
daylengthbutnotbyradiation.Thelowestcoefficients ofdetermination occurred in Bintje
and Première, which were the earliest cultivars in the Netherlands. In the other cultivars,
morethan 70%of thevariation inphase 1 wasexplained by the influence of temperature
anddaylength.
Figure 5.2 shows the fitted relations between the rate of development and temperature at
respectively 11 and 17 hours daylength for the eight cultivars. Higher temperatures
shortened the duration of phase 1 in all cultivars. Least sensitive to temperature were
Alpha, Spunta and Bintje (Table 5.2b, Fig. 5.2). For these cultivars the largest difference
in development rate found was about 0.006 d_1 between the highest and lowest
temperatures. When thetemperature rose from 10to 21°Cthe development rate between
emergence and tuber initiation of Première increased tenfold compared to that of Alpha,
SpuntaandBintje.
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Significance of the effect of Temperature (T), daylength at emergence (D) and Radiation
intensity (R) on the rate of development during phase 3: from end of leaf growth to end of
cropgrowth. (** P< 1%, *P< 5 %,-not significant)

Cultivar

Alpha
Bintje
Désirée
Diamant
Escort
Première
Producent
Spunta

Table 5.4b

Regression parameters of the effect of Temperature (T) and radiation intensity (R) on the rate
of development during phase 3: from the end of leaf growth to the end of crop growth.
(l/duration= development rate=C+ aT+bR)

a

Cultivar

(o C -l * 10 -3)

b
( M J - i h -i

adi

* 1 0 -2)

Alpha

-0.0165

2.30

1.19

35.3

Bintje

-0.1217

9.39

-1.16

31.5

Désirée

0.0285

-0.66

2.27

70.7

Diamant

0.0296

-0.64

1.48

49.5

0.0572

-2.91

2.71

82.9

Première

-0.0250

-2.85

0.83

38.6

Producent

0.04894

-2.28

2.12

74.0

0.0049

1.14

1.52

67.2

Escort

Spunta
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Longerdaysretardedtuberinitiation. Thecultivarsdiffered lessindaylengthreaction than
in temperature reaction. Inthis experiment, where daylength varied from 11to 17hours,
the largest effect of daylength ontheduration of phase 1 was0.046 d"1for Producent and
thesmallest for Première (0.015d_1).Theratesof development between cultivars differed
leastbetween 12and 16°Candmostathightemperatures incombination withlongdays

Phase2:Tuberinitiation toendofleafgrowth
Phase2waslongerthanphase 1.Itranged from about 37daysintheTunisian autumn, 33
daysinWageningen, about28daysintheTunisianspring andKinigi,to22and24daysin
Rubona andTunisian winter. Thevariation waslargest intheTunisian winter (Table 5.1).
On average, this phase was longest for Désirée and shortest for Première. Higher
temperatures increased the development rate during phase 2 statistically significantly in
four of the eight cultivars (Table 5.3a). For daylength, the increase in development rate
during this phase was statistically significant in five of the eight cultivars. Radiation
intensity had a statistically significant effect on the development rate in phase 2 in
Diamant and Producent only. Based on these data we conclude that daylength and
temperature are the major factors influencing development rate in this phase. The
percentage of variation accounted for was lower in the second phase than in the first
phase.Onaverageitwas45%,with0%forPremièreand90%for Escortasextremes.
As in phase 1, high temperatures and short days shortened the length of phase 2
(Table 5.3b, Fig. 5.3). The effects of daylength and temperature were in the same order.
The cultivars in which temperature had no statistically significantly effect had low
coefficients for thisfactor (Table5.3b) andthuswererelatively insensitive totemperature.
Thelargestincreaseindevelopment ratewasfound inEscort, 0.06d"1between 10and21
°C. The effect of daylength showed less variation between cultivars than the effect of
temperature. The largest increase due to short days was found in Première and the
smallest inSpunta andEscort.Duringphase 2thedifference indevelopment ratebetween
cultivarswaslargerundershortdaysthanunderlongdays.

Phase3:End ofleafgrowthtoendofcropgrowth
The duration of the third phase of the growth cycle showed more variation between sites
and cultivars than phases 1 and 2. In the Netherlands, Phase 3 lasted about 50 days,
compared withonly about 23daysintheTunisian spring and autumn seasons (Table 5.1).

Genotype-environmentinteraction inpotato2:
On average this phase was longest for Escort and shortest for Désirée. Phase 3 was
affected by both temperature and radiation intensity but not by daylength (Table 5.4a).
Theeffect of temperature wasnot asclearastheeffect ofradiation intensity. Infivecases
thetemperature effect wasnegative,indicating that senescence slowed down underhigher
temperatures. Only Bintje showed an acceleration of senescence at higher temperatures.
High radiation levels hastened senescence in all cultivars except for Bintje. The rate of
development during phase 3increased by 0.012 d~l for Première to 0.038 d~l for Escort
whentheaveragehourly lightintensityincreased from0.1to 1.5MJh~l (Fig.5.4).

DISCUSSION
In an earlier paper (Kooman et al., chapter 4) it was demonstrated that the major factor
determining tuber yield was the length of the growth period. The division of this period
into three phases enables the timing and magnitude of temperature and daylength effects
ontuberyieldtobeanalysed.
Phase 1 was the shortest phase, with an average duration of 17 days, and its direct
influence onthelengthof thegrowthcyclewasrelatively small.Within therange studied,
both highertemperatures and shorterdayshastened tuber initiation and thus shortened the
duration of phase 1. The relation between the length of phase 1 and temperature and
daylength explained the largest part of the variation in the duration of this phase.
Therefore the relation between the duration of this phase and temperature and daylength
could be better quantified than the following phases. The relation found in this phase
coincided well with results found by others in previous studies. Development rate
increases with higher temperatures, and maximum development rates have been reported
between 14 and 22°C (Driver and Hawkes, 1943; Yamaguchi et al, 1964). This wide
range can be narrowed down to values between 18 and 21°C (Marinus and Bodlaender
1975; Sands et al, 1979;Manrique, 1992).When the temperature exceeds the optimum,
the development rate slows down and no tuber initiation takes place above temperatures
between 23and 30°C. (e.g.,Bodlaender, 1963;Epstein, 1966;Menzel, 1985b;Manrique,
1992). Most of the trials in the present study were executed below or near the optimum
temperature. This explains why development rate was found to increase with higher
temperatures.
Theeffect of daylength found in this study corresponds with the hastened tuber initiation
atshorterdaysfound byGregory (1956)orpostponed tuberinitiation atlongerdays found
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by Ewing and Struik (1992). Differences in daylength sensitivity between cultivars were
reported by Ewing (1981) and Menzel (1985b). They expressed this as a difference in
critical photoperiod (i.e. the photoperiod that still permits tuber initiation). In contrast
withthisconcept, thedatainthepresentstudyindicate agradualeffect of daylength. Note
that the Wageningen experiments exert a relative large influence on the sensitivity for
daylength because here the days were much longer than at the other locations
(17compared with 10.5to 13 h).
Thesecondphaselasted about29daysonaveragewith,aminimumof 14andamaximum
of 49 days (Table 4.1, Fig.5.3). Theeffects of temperature anddaylength on the duration
of phase 2could explain less of the variation between cultivars and locations than in the
first phase. This means that the temperature and daylength have a minor influence on
allocation of assimilates tothe tubers once tuber growth isestablished, given therangein
temperature anddaylengthintheexperiments.
Temperature affects dry matter allocation, but its effect is strongest at high temperatures
(around 30 °C)( Ben Khedher and Ewing, 1985; Kraus and Marschner, 1984; Ng and
Loomis, 1984) and low temperatures (below 10 °C)( Spitters et al., 1989; Van Heemst
1986).Near the optimum temperature, reported tobe 18°C(Van Heemst 1986) or21°C
(Sandsetal., 1979;Sale, 1979),little variation in allocation tothetubers isfound. Ingram
andMcCloud (1984)found littlereaction of tubergrowth ratebetween 12and 25°C.The
small effects in the present study, where the temperature ranged between 10and 21°C,
agree with these data. The effect of daylength in this phase may be the result of the
promoted tuberinitiation atshorterdays.
The length of the third and last phase in the growth cycle showed the greatest variation
between sites and cultivars. In the Netherlands, where temperatures and radiation levels
were low during Phase 3and the crop senesced slowly, it took about 50 days on average
for thecrop todie completely. In theTunisian autumn similar conditions were found and
here the crop was harvested when the crop growth ceased in response to radiation levels,
although the leaves were still green. In this case, the phase was shortened artificially by
harvesting. In the Tunisian spring and at Rubona at the end of the growing season the
temperatures and the radiation intensity were high and the crop senesced quickly. Fahem
and Haverkort (1988) also found this for the Tunisian spring season. In our study we
found contradictory effects of temperature on the duration of phase 3. This may be
explainedbythefact thathightemperaturescanhavetwoeffects onthepotatocropinthis
phase.The first effect is that the sink strength of the tubers is less at higher temperatures
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resultinginaslowerleaf senescencerateandaprolonging ofphase 3.Thesecondeffect is
that the leaf senescence is hastened by higher temperatures (Marinus and Bodlaender,
1975) and phase 3 is shortened. An analysis at process level is needed to reveal these
effects.
Higher light intensities tended to hasten crop senescence. It may well be, however, that
crop transpiration rates increase at higher light intensities, as they tend to be associated
with higher temperatures and greater vapour pressure deficits. Senescence is then
accelerated because of higher leaf temperatures and the exhaustion of the amount of soil
moistureavailabletothecrop.
The effects of temperature and daylength on the duration of the phases after tuber
initiation arelessclear than on thephase before tuber initiation and seemtobe overruled
by other factors such as the availability of water and nutrients. Shortages of water and
nutrients become increasingly important later in the growing season because the crop
reacts by increasing the allocation to the tubers (Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990) and
accelerating senescence (Devaux and Haverkort, 1987).During phases 2 and 3the effect
of shortages will exert more influence on the phase duration than in phase 1. It will
therefore bemoredifficult torevealrelationswithclimatic factors atthislevelofanalysis.
From this study we conclude that temperature and daylength exert the greatest influence
on the duration of the crop growth cycle (and thus on final yields), mainly through their
effect on theperiod between emergence andtuber initiation. Theduration of thisphase is

durationphase2+3(day)

10

20

30

duration phase 1 (day)
Figure5.5

The duration of phase 1 against the joined duration of phase 2 and 3 for all cultivar
xlocationcombinations intheexperiments.
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of crucial importance for the total duration of the growth cycle.Figure 5.5 shows that an
increase of phase 1results in atwice aslarge increase in phases 2 and 3combined. This
can be explained by the fact that the early tuber initiation results in less foliage biomass
production.Plantswithasmall amount offoliage biomassdistribute relatively moreofthe
assimilatestothetuber,thusphase 2is shortened, and senescence isaccelerated, resulting
inashorteningofphase3.(Koomanchapter2;Sale, 1973a;Sale,1973b;Moorby,1978).
The results of this analysis of crop growth and development divided into three crucial
phases will be used in the model described in chapter 5.This model is used to calculate
potential yieldsfor agivengrowing season andtoindicatethecultivarcharacteristics with
regardtoresponsestotemperature anddaylengthnecessarytoachievesuchyields.

CHAPTER6

MODELLING DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
OFTHE POTATO CROPINFLUENCED BY
TEMPERATURE ANDDAYLENGTH:
LINTUL-POTATO

P.L.KoomanandA.J.Haverkort
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ABSTRACT
A model "LINTUL-POTATO" is described which bases total dry matter production on
light-use efficiency of intercepted light by a potato crop. The course of light interception
bygreen leavesinitially istemperature-sum dependent andisalsosteered byinfluences of
daylength andtemperature on assimilate partitioning. Drymatter allocation tothe foliage,
whichdetermines thefinallength of thegrowingperiod,isdeterminedbyadaylength and
temperature dependent period between emergence and tuber initiation and subsequent
partitioning of drymatter tothetubers. Oncethe tuber daily growth rate equals total crop
drymatter accumulation, nomorefoliage is formed andthecrop senesces faster athigher
temperatures. The aim of thispaper is toexplain effects of temperature and daylength on
total tuber production from the effects of these environmental factors on the underlying
processes. The relative effect of temperature on rates of emergence, light-use efficiency,
tuber initiation and tuber growth, and, the effect of daylength on development rate until
tuber initiation are represented quantitatively. Potential tuber production at some
temperature and daylength regimes is calculated exploratively and compared with results
from the literature. The model can be used to simulate tuber dry matter production in
specific environments and to select cultivars for such environments with suitable
temperature anddaylengthreactions ontuberinitiation anddrymatterpartitioning soasto
maximiseyields.

INTRODUCTION
The model LINTUL-POTATO is described in this chapter. This model simulates the
Light INTerception and UtiLisation, temperature and daylength reactions of POTATO
crops grown in different climates. The model is based on the light interception and
utilisation model described by Spitters (1987) and Spitters and Schapendonk (1990) and
adds temperature and daylength relations. A number of models simulating development
andyieldofpotatohavebeendescribed,which allperform relatively wellunder temperate
long day conditions (Kabat et al., 1994). Such models, however, do not perform well in
(sub)tropical conditions. In such climates, high temperatures during part of the year in
lowland areas make the period or area unsuitable for potato growth. In addition to high
temperatures, the prevailing short days, sometimes shorter than 11h, also strongly affect
the development of the crop, and often lead to inadequate yields (Haverkort, 1990).
Models developed under tropical conditions (e.g. Haverkort and Harris, 1987) cannot be
used under temperate conditions for similar reasons. There is a need for a model that
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includes crop reactions to temperature and daylength on those crucial processes that
determine the length of the growth cycle and therefore the yield of the crop (chapters 4
and 5; Allen and Scott, 1980). Exploration of the yielding ability of crops in different
agro-ecological zones (van Keulen and Stol, 1995) can then be carried out more
accurately. Such a model may also offer breeders the scope to breed for cultivars which
make the most effective use of a given environment described in terms of the yielddefining factors daylength,temperature and solarradiation which cannot be altered bythe
grower. Growers can affect yield limiting factors through irrigation and fertilisation and
they can affect yield reducing factors through crop protection measures. The effect of
yieldlimitingandyieldreducingfactors oncropgrowth anddevelopment arenotincluded
inLINTUL-POTATO.
Inchapter4 and 5theeffect oftemperature anddaylengthongrowth and development of
8cultivarsindifferent environments intheNetherlands,TunisiaandRwandais described.
Temperature anddaylength affected cropproduction indifferent ways(seealsoStruik and
Ewing, 1995).Temperatureinfluences drymatterproduction directly throughits influence
on daily growth rate. Temperature and daylength influence production indirectly through
their influence on development, thus limiting the duration of the growth cycle and

Autumn

Figure6.1

PotentialtotalcropdrymatterproductionintheNetherlands(

)andTunisia(— —)
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yielding ability of the crop. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 with long-term temperature
and solar radiation data from Tunisia and the Netherlands. One single season in the
Netherlands and two distinct growing seasons in Tunisia occur, assuming that no potato
cropgrowth ispossiblebelow 2°Candabove 30°C(van Keulen and Stol, 1995).During
winter, minimum daily temperatures in the Netherlands are constantly below 2 °C and
below 28 °C in summer allowing a single, relatively long growing season of about six
months.Thereisroughly onemonth periodwithtemperatures that aretoolow and athree
monthperiodwithmeandailymaximumtemperatures above28°C,leadingtotwoannual
seasons suitable for potatoproduction.With apotential light-use efficiency of 2.5 gMJ_1
based on PAR. Figure 6.1illustrates that potential dry matter production in the Tunisian
spring is higher than in the temperate summer, that such a dry matter production can be
achieved in much less time and that, in the Mediterranean area, potential yields in the
autumn season are about half those in the spring season as was found by Fahem and
Haverkort (1988). UNTUL-POTATO simulates potential dry matter production in
different environments through the relative effect of temperature on rates of emergence,
light-use efficiency, tuber initiation and tuber growth. Moreover, the effect of daylength
on development rate until tuber initiation is quantitatively represented and potential tuber
dry matter production is calculated exploratively under some regimes of temperature and
daylength.
An analysis of the system of tuber yield formation enables an approach that may beused
in areas with widely varying temperature and daylength regimes. Total crop dry matter
production is determined by the length of the growth cycle which is divided into four
phaseseachstarting andendingbyacharacteristic stageof development. Phase 0startsat
planting and ends at emergence. Phase 1, when only foliar growth takes place, is from
emergence totuber initiation. Phase 2is from tuber initiation until theend of leaf growth
(defined as the moment when 90 % of the assimilates which are produced daily, are
partitioned to the tubers). In this Phase 2 there is competition for assimilates between
tubers and foliage. Phase 3,finally, is from the end of leaf growth until the end of crop
growth. In Phase 3 all assimilates are partitioned to the tubers. The development of
radiation interception and of the daily partitioning of dry matter to the tubers is
represented schematically inFigure 6.2. The system is conveniently divided into the four
phases, each with its own key processes described by variables and parameters with
valuesdependingontemperatureand/ordaylength:
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- Phase0between planting andemergence (when 50%oftheplants have emerged)the
duration of which is determined by the sprout growth rate which depends on
temperature;
- Phase 1between emergence and tuber initiation (also defined as the start of tuber
growth)thedurationofwhichdependsonthedevelopment rateuntiltuberinitiation.In
the Phases 1through 3thecrop growth rate iscalculated using foliar expansion rate,
whilethelight-useefficiency determinesthetotalamountofdrymatterproduced;
- Phase 2 between tuber initiation and the moment when 90 % of the daily acquired
assimilates are partitioned to the tubers. This value is arbitrarily chosen as 100%
partitioning is only reached asymptotically and, as such, cannot be determined
precisely. The length of Phase 2 depends on the relative tuber growth rate which
determinespartitioningofdrymatterbetweenthetubersandtherestoftheplant;
- Phase 3 lasts until the end of crop growth. The length of the period of Phase 3 is
determinedbytheleaf senescencerate.
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LINTUL-POTATO explains the effect of temperature and daylength on final tuber dry
matterproduction through thequantification andintegration of temperature and daylength
effects on the major growth and development processes described in the Phases 0-3.The
model is also aimed at simulating tuber dry matter production in specific environments
and to select cultivars for such environments with suitable temperature and daylength
reactionsontuberinitiation anddrymatterpartitioningtomaximiseyields.

TemperatureanddaylengthrelationsinLINTUL-POTATO
Phase 0
Rate of emergence: temperature relations Under temperate conditions with low
temperatures limiting potato growth in spring, the date of emergence may be calculated
from planting depth, initial sprout length, soil temperature (often not available so in
LINTUL-POTATO weusethemeandailyairtemperature) andthesproutgrowth rateof1
mmper °Cdaboveabasetemperature of2°C(MacKerron andWaister, 1985).Daylength
does not influence the sprout growth rate. At sub -optimal temperatures, whether low
(Klemke andMoll, 1990)or high (Sale, 1979;Midmore, 1984 and 1988,Vander Zaag et
al., 1986) sprout growth rate is reduced. Figure 6.3a shows the relative effect of
temperature on the sprout growth rate compounded from the data collected by these
authors:atarelativerateof 1.0, thesproutgrowthrateis 1 mmper°Cd.
Phase 1
Rateoffoliar expansion: relationtodaylengthDaylength is reported to influence aboveground behaviour of potato plants and crops. Menzel (1985a), Ewing and Struik (1992)
and Lorenzen and Ewing (1990) reported that short days reduce stem length, branching
and weight, the number and weight of leaves and to increase the size of the leaflets and
the leaf/stem weight ratio. Haverkort (1990) showed that shorter days reduce the
vegetative growth and lead to earlier crop senescence. These observations agree with
those of Demagante and Vander Zaag (1988) who observed that lengthening the
photoperiod from 11.5to 16h increased branching, flowering and secondary growth. At
the crop level, no clear influence on light interception and leaf growth was found in
chapter 4 between the various climates and cultivars tested. Since the final maximum
amount of foliage differed at the various locations, It can be concluded that the
observationsresultfrom ashift intuberinitiation:shorterdaysincreasethetuberinitiation
rate,thusreducing thelength ofphase 1 inFigure 6.2 andbringing forward phase 2and3
leading to an earlier crop. LINTUL-POTATO, therefore, has no relation linking foliar
developmenttodaylength.
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Rate of foliar expansion: relation to temperature Marinus and Bodlaender (1975)
observed that foliar growth increased with temperature atlow temperatures and Midmore
(1984) and Vander Zaag et al. (1986) observed that foliar growth decreased with
temperature at high temperatures. MacKerron andWaister (1985) linearly correlated leaf
expansion from emergence to temperature above a base temperature of 2.4 °C, Spitters
(1987) and Spitters and Schapendonk (1990) used a similar approach with a base
temperature of 2 °C. Often minimum ( 0 - 7 °C), optimum (20 - 28 °C) and maximum
temperatures for leaf growth havebeen recorded (e.g.Borah andMilthorpe, 1962;Benoit
et al, 1983; Manrique, 1992). Maximum temperatures for leaf expansion have been
reported as 30 °Cby Ingram and McCloud (1984),40 °Cby Ng and Loomis (1984) and
35°CbyBenoit et al.(1983).Weconclude from these literaturedatathat at temperatures
below24°Cfoliar expansionislinearlycorrelatedtotemperatureandthatitiszeroagainat
35°C,assuchitissimulatedinLEMTUL-POTATOwithoptimumrateshowninTable6.2.
Development rate until tuber initiation: relation to daylength Shorter days have been
reported to increase the development rate until tuber initiation defined as the inverse of
the number of days between emergence and the start of tuber growth. Some authors
(e.g.Regel andSands, 1983)reportedtheexistenceof a'criticalphotoperiod' of 14.1h for
cv. Sebago and 15.5h for cv. Kennebec above which tuber formation is retarded. Others
(e.g. Lorenzen and Ewing, 1990 and Struik et al., 1988) reported that a shift from long
(16- 18h)toshort (10- 12)daysincreased thedevelopment rateuntil tuberinitiation and
that short days compared to long days lead to earlier tuber initiation (Snyder and Ewing,
1989; Wolf et al., 1990a and Ewing and Struik, 1992). This was confirmed under field
conditions in chapter 5, where a negative relation between development rate until tuber
initiation and the photoperiod prevailing at emergence of the crop was reported. The
relative effect of daylength (example of 11h and 17 h) on development rate until tuber
initiation as it is included in LINTUL-POTATO is shown in Figure 6.3c with optimum
rateshowninTable6.2.
Development rate until tuber initiation: relation to temperature Under temperate
conditions higher temperatures increase the tuberisation rate (Menzel, 1983 and Hay and
Allen, 1978)sothatthermal timefrom planting with abasetemperature of 0 °Cdescribes
the tuberisation rate well (Jefferies and MacKerron, 1987). There is, however, an
optimum asmanyreportsontherelationbetweentuberinitiation andtemperature concern
the observation that high temperatures retard tuber initiation under tropical conditions
(Sands et al., 1979, Manrique and Hodges, 1989; Struik et al., 1989a,b, Reynolds and
Ewing, 1989) Minimum (0-7 °C), optimum (15 to 20 °C) and maximum (25-30 °C)
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temperatures for tuber initiation rates have been reported by Borah and Milthorpe, 1962,
Sale, 1979;Manrique and Hodges, 1989 and by Ingram and McCloud (1984). The effect
of photoperiod was found by Struik and Ewing (1992) to be more pronounced at higher
temperatures. This was corroborated in chapter 5, where a decrease of the length of the
period of Phase 1 between emergence andtuberinitiation (i.e.increased development rate
until tuber initiation) at temperatures between 10 and 21 °C was found. Depending on
cultivar and location, thisperiod lasted between 8and40 days.These observations allow
us to simulate the relative effect of temperature on development rate until tuber initiation
in LINTUL-POTATO as shown in Figure 6.3c with an optimum rate as given in
Table6.2.
Phase2
Tubergrowth rate: daylength relation Photoperiod hasbeenreported tohave an influence
on the amount of dry matter allocated to the tuber after tuber initiation. Experimental
results are often interpreted as "short days favouring the partitioning of dry matter to the
tubers"(e.g.Lorenzen andEwing, 1990;Ewing andStruik, 1992;Menzel, 1985b;Haynes
et al, 1988). A shorter duration of Phase 2 under short days than under long days was
found in chapter 5. This was attributed to an earlier tuber initiation (Phase 1) leading to
highertubergrowthrates (not relative tubergrowthrates)earlyintheseason.This finding
agrees with Wheeler and Tibbits (1987) as they reported similar dry matter allocation of
tubers growing at 12and 24 h daylength. No effect of daylength on tuber growth rate is
includedinLINTUL-POTATO.
Tubergrowthrate:temperature relationInLINTUL-POTATO, therelative tuber growth
rateis only dependent ontemperature.Aswith thedevelopment rateuntil tuber initiation,
there are reports on the decrease of tuber growth rate at high temperatures leading to a
shift in assimilate allocation from the tubers to the foliage, e.g. Krauss and Marschner,
1984;Menzel, 1985b;Epstein 1966;Randeni and Caesar, 1986Aswithdevelopment rate
until tuberinitiation, sominimum (0-4.4 °C),optimum (15-22 °C)and maximum (2535 °C) temperatures have been observed for tuber growth rates (Borah and Milthorpe,
1962; Yandell et al., 1988;Manrique, 1992) The last, for instance assumed a maximum
tuber growthratebetween 16and24 °C.At 10and 30°Cthe growth rate washalf ofthat
atoptimum and at4and 35 °Cthetuber growth rates were0.Ashorterduration of Phase
2 with increasing temperature, up to the temperature of about 22 °C was reported in
chapter 5.Based on these observations we simulate the relative effect of temperature on
the relative tuber growth rate in LINTUL-POTATO as shown in Figure 6.3d with
maximumrateshowninTable6.2.
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Figure6.3

The relative effect of temperature in LINTUL-POTATO on the rates of sprout growth (A),
light-use efficiency (B), tuber initiation (C,
tubergrowth (D),and leaf senescence (E)

at 11 h and

at 18 h daylength) and
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Phase3

Crop senescence rate: relation to temperature.Crop senescence takes place earlier at
higher temperatures (Menzel, 1985a) although the total length of the growing period may
last longer because the total period of leaf formation may increase (Marinus and
Bodlaender, 1975).Leaf longevity has been recorded to last between 1440 and 1760°Cd
(Vos andOyarzun, 1987).Aleaf formed wasestimated tobe functional for about 23days
at20°Cand 12daysat30°CbyIngramandMcCloud (1984)underconditions inFlorida.
In chapter 3, leaf longevity was estimated under conditions in the Netherlands to be
between 1000 and 1700 °Cd, depending on cultivar. In LINTUL-POTATO we
incorporated the effect of temperature as shown in Figure 6.3e: doubling the effective
temperature for leaf senescence rate from 30 °C onward, adequately accommodates the
reductionsobserved infoliar development athightemperatures.
Phases1,2and3
Light-useefficiency: temperaturerelationsDaily crop growth per unit leaf area or unit
soil covered by green foliage results from photosynthesis and respiration both of which
are temperature dependent. Minimum (between 0 and 7 °C),optimum (16to 25 °C)and
maximum (40 °C) temperatures for photosynthesis in potato crops havebeen reported by
Ku et al. (1977); Dwelle (1985); Manrique (1992); Midmore (1992) and Hammes and
Jager (1990).Thehighest total dailycropgrowth arereported between temperatures of 15
and 23 °C (Ben Kheder and Ewing, 1985; Nishibe et al., 1988). A strong increase of
respiration with temperature, especially above about 25 °C (e.g. Sale, 1974; Midmore
1992)could contribute tothedifference between optimum for photosynthesis andfor crop
growth rate and to the often observed reduction of the light-use efficiency at increasing
temperatures. Haverkort and Harris, (1987) and Manrique et al.(1991) presented linear
correlations between the observed reduction of crop light-use efficiencies and
temperatures above 20 °C, with a slope of about -0.02 g MJ"1 °C_1. Combining the
various evidence, in LINTUL-POTATO we simulate the effect of temperature on the
light-use efficiency as shown in Figure 6.3b with the optimum rate of 2.5 g MJ"1. We
assumethat there is noinfluence of daylength onlight-use efficiency. Rather than using a
negative linear relation between light-use efficiency and total daily radiation to
accommodate for light saturationofthecanopy,LINTUL-POTATO onlyusesdailyvalues
uptoamaximumof 12MJnr 2 (chapter4),disregardingradiation inexcessofthisvalue.
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Modelstructureof UNTUL-POTATO
LINTUL-POTATO is partly based on models describing dry matter accumulation as a
function of light interception and light-use efficiency (Spitters, 1990; Chapter 2 and
Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990) and the dry matter allocation governed by a dominant
tuber sink (Chapter 3).Part of themodel was described in chapter 3and the complete set
of equations is given here in Table6.1 with Table6.2 describing the meaning of the
acronymsandthe(initialoroptimum) valuesofthevariables andparameters used.
The development of the crop starts at planting. The planting depth and the effective
temperature (Fig.6.3a) determine thetimebetween planting andemergence (Eq 1).Inthe
early stages of crop growth, temperatures rather than assimilates determine leaf area
expansion and is therefore modelled according to Eq. 6.2. When the temperature sum
from emergence exceeds450 °Cdorthe leaf areaindex exceeds 0.75,theincrease ofleaf
areaisdetermined bytheavailability of assimilates andiscalculated astheproduct ofleaf
dry weight and specific leaf area (Eq. 6.3 from Spitters, 1990 and Spitters and
Schapendonk, 1990).Leaves aredivided intoclassesbased onthedayin which the leaves
are formed in. These daily classes senesce when the temperature sum integrated by the
class exceeds the leaf longevity or when the leaf area above the leaf layer is such that
shading is too strong (Eq. 6.15 and Eq. 6.19). The leaf longevity is also influenced by
tuber growth suchthat fast growing tubers reduce leaf longevity (Eq. 6.17). Crop growth
ceaseswhentheleavesinthelatestclasshavesenesced.
The daily amount of dry matter produced is calculated from the amount of
photosynthetically activeradiation intercepted bythecanopy calculated from theleaf area
index (LAI, Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.4) and its conversion efficiency for dry matter production
(Eq 6.5,Fig. 6.3b).Thegrowth of the different plant parts iscalculated from thetotal dry
matterproduction andthepartition coefficients totheparts (Eqs.6.6-6.11,6.13 and 6.14).
To obtain the cumulative amount of dry matter produced, the daily growth is integrated
overthegrowingperiod (Eqs.6.16-6.21).
After emergence the development rate until tuber initiation is determined by temperature
anddaylength (Eq.6.12 andFig.6.3d).Assimilate allocationtothetubersreceivespriority
after tuber initiation: TI in Figure 6.2. Initially, tuber growth is sink-limited and results
fromtheproductoftherelativegrowthrateandthetuberweight.Thereafter, tubersbecome
an increasing sink as they become larger, however, in this phase the source is not large
enough to deliver all assimilates needed to maintain simultaneously exponential tuber
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growth andleaf growth,resulting inanincreasing partof thedaily assimilates allocatedto
the tubers.Finally, tuber growth becomes source-limited and all assimilates produced go
to the tubers. This course of tuber growth is described by Equation 6.17 and the relative
effect oftemperature ontherelativetubergrowthrateisgiven inFigure 6.3d. Assimilates
not allocated to the tubers are allocated to the shoot and divided between the leaves and
stems (Eq. 6.7 to 6.11). Root biomass is not taken into account as precise experimental
measurementsofrootsinthefield experiments arerare.

Simulationoftemperatureanddaylengthresponses with
UNTUL-POTATO
LINTUL-POTATO, asitispresented here,canbeusedfor twomainpurposes.
Firstly,thevaluesof variables andparameters inLINTUL-POTATO asthey arepresented
here (Fig. 6.3 and Table 6.2) are mean values taken from literature and, where needed,
adjusted bydatagiveninchapter4and5.Inthesechaptersparametervaluesof 8 Solanum
tuberosumcultivars varying in earliness and grown in the Netherlands, Tunisia (winter,
spring and autumn seasons) and Rwanda (2 altitudes), represent a range of values for
Dutchcultivarsthat arecurrently grown.Given aspecific environment oftemperature and
daylength, desired cultivar characteristics for responses to these (especially on tuber
initiation andtuber growth rates) canbe evaluated bythe model tocalculate the potential
tuberproduction insuchanenvironment.
Secondly, the estimation of potential tuber yields in various regions (Fig. 6.1) can be
improved considerably by the use of a dynamic dry matter allocation as in the model,
rather than assuming a fixed harvest index of about 0.75 at crop senescence. LINTULPOTATO takes into account prohibitive low or high temperatures for sprout growth
before emergence in Phase 0 (Fig. 6.2). Theparameters related to thetuber initiation rate
(Phase 1),which is temperature and daylength dependent, can be given values such that
the length of Phases 2 and 3 are sufficiently long so that the total length of the growing
season fits intheperiod suitablefor potatogrowth,between 2and30°C.
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Table 6.2

Listofacronyms andequationsused in LINTUL-POTATO

Acronym Meaning andsource
A

10
day

Initial longevity ofadaily leaf class.(Chapter3)
Julianday

Value

Unit

1000

°Cd

Input

d

-

E

T.l

Relativeeffect oftemperatureonlight-use efficiency

Fig.6.3b

E

T.s

Relativeeffect oftemperatureonrateofleaf senescence

Fig.6.3e

E

Relativeeffect oftemperatureondevelopment rate until

Fig. 6.3c

T.ti
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tuber initiation
E

T.t

E

T.e

Relativeeffect oftemperatureonrelativetuber growth rate

Fig. 6.3d

Relative effect oftemperatureonsprout growth rate

Fig. 6.3a

fl

Fraction ofdaily shootdrymatterproduction allocated totheleaves

ho

Initial fraction ofdaily shootdrymatter production

0.8

-

Output

allocated totheleaves (Chapter3)
fsht

Fraction ofdaily totaldrymatter production allocated tothefoliage

Output

-

fst

Fraction ofdaily shootdrymatterproduction allocated tothestems

Output

ftub

Fraction ofdaily totaldrymatter production allocated tothetubers

Output

-

Gs

Sproutgrowth rate (MacKerron andWaister,1985)

1

mm"Cd"1

i

Indexdaily leaf class

Index

d

I

InterceptedPAR

Output

MJnr2

'o

Total incidentPAR

Input

MJnr2

k

Extinction coefficient (Spitters andSchapendonk, 1990)

1

-

LAI

Leaf AreaIndex

Output

m^nr2

LAIC

Critical leaf areaIndex (Chapter3)

6.0

m^nr2

LAI0

Initial leaf areaIndex (Spitters andSchapendonk, 1990)

0.0155*NPL

m^nr2

LUE

Light-useefficiency (Chapter4)

2.5

gMJi

NPL

numberofplants

4.4

#m-'

P

Photoperiod

Input

h

Pd

Planting depth

Input

cm

r r

Relativegrowth rateoftubers (Ingram andMcCloud, 1984)

0.37

gg'd1

8 tub
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Acronym Meaning and source

Value

Unit

R[

Relative increaserateleaf area (Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990)

0.012

m 2 m 22<j-l

Rfh

Senescence ratedue toshade (Chapter 3)

0.1

d"1

Rfi

Development rateuntil tuber initiation

Calculated

SLA

Specific leaf area (van Oijen et al. 1995)

0.0023

St

Leaf longevity

Output

Ss[,

Senescence dueto shading

Output

STQ

Constant incalculating start tubergrowth (Chapter 5)

0.119

STp

Daylength parameter calculating starttuber growth (Chapter 5)

STj

Temperature parameter incalculating starttuber growth (Chapter 5)

t

time

tem

Dayof emergence

m2g

6.2 10"4

h1
3

-5.8 10-

oC-l

Input

d

Output

d

Theeffect of different temperatures and daylengths on the length of the growing season,
expressed as the period when the ground is (partially) covered by green foliage is shown
in figure 6.4 together with the development of the proportion of light interception, the
fractional daily assimilates partitioning to the tubers, and tuber dry matter production,
usingthestandardvalues ofLINTUL-POTATO aspresented inTable6.2. andassuminga
daily solarradiation level of 9MJ nr 2 throughout the season. Thefigure shows the effect
of growing potatoes at mean daily temperatures of 10, 17 and 25 °C throughout the
growingseason atdaylengthsatemergence of 11and 17 h.
At 10 °C the rates of emergence and initial light interception are low. Emergence takes
place on day 21 and the start of tuber growth takes place on day 33which is too early to
enable the crop to reach full ground cover. Ground cover reaches a maximum of about
60%.Because ofthe subsequent lowtotal growth rate thefraction of drymatter allocated
tothetubers increases rapidly and it takes about 40 days from tuber initiation until 90%
of the dry matter is allocated tothe tubers (Table6.3).The rate of senescence of the crop
is low, resulting in a relative long growth cycle of about 270 days. Because of the low
ground cover and the low growth rate at 10 °C the tuber dry matter production is only
12.3 tha-1.
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Simulated development of lightinterception (A,D),dry matter partitioning tothetubers (B,E),
total and tuber dry matter production (C,F) at 10(
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At 17 °C, emergence and initial growth are faster than at 10 °C. Emergence is brought
forward by 12days and the start tuber growth is 18days earlier. The higher crop growth
rate at 17°Callows thecroptoreach 95 %ground cover.Both tuber growth rate andleaf
senescenceratesarehigherat 17°Cthan at 10CCleadingtoareduction inthe senescence
periodto 37days.Thetotal length of thegrowth cycle of the crop grown at 17°Ccropis
153days.Duetothehighgrowthrates andtheearly allocation of drymattertothetubers,
this crop produced 16t ha-1 tuber dry matterby theend of the growing season. At 25 °C
emergence takes place after 7 days but tuber initiation is not brought forward (see
Fig.6.3c) but takes place two days later than at 17 °C. The initial tuber growth is very
slow and, therefore, the end leaf growth (end of phase 2,Fig.6.2) is only reached onday
70. The total growth cycle is as long as at 17 °C . The greater rate of senescence
counteracts theeffect ofincreased foliar developmentbecauseof areduced fraction ofdry
matterallocated tothetuberwhichalsoexplainswhytuberdrymatterproduction doesnot
exceed 12tha _1 .
Carrying out the simulation for 17 h (Fig. 6.4 D,E,F) rather than for a daylength of 11
hour (Fig.6.4 A,B,C) showsthat thelengths of the growth cycles areincreased and that a
greateramountoflightisintercepted.Theincreased growthcycleresulted from adelayin
tuberinitiation (Table6.3),whichdelaysdrymatter allocation tothetubers.Theincreased
growth cycleincreased total drymatterproduction in tha"1from 13.3(at 10°C) and 18.9
(at 25°C) at 11 hour daylength to 19.0 and 22.1 at 17 hour. The tuber dry matter
production increased less than total dry matterproduction. Theincrease was largest at 10
°C(4.61)andsmallest at25°C(0.61)
Table 6.3.

Simulated end of phase 1,2 and 3 (Days After Planting, DAP),total and tuber yield at theend
ofthegrowth cycle atdaylengths of 11and 17hour.

Temperature

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total yield

tuber yield

(DAP)

(DAP)

(DAP)

(t ha )

(tha- 1 )

Photoperiod

Photoperiod

Photoperiod

Photoperiod

Photoperiod

11 h

17 h

11 h

11 h

11 h

11 h

10 °C

33

41

72

89

274

300

13.3

19.0

12.3

16.9

17 °C

15

18

32

42

153

162

17.8

19.7

15.9

16.9

25 °C

15

23

70

87

162

173

18.9

22.1

11.7

12.3

17 h

17 h

1

17 h

17h
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Themodelisnotyetfully validated here.Comparison withindependent dataiscarried out
in chapter 7.LINTUL-POTATO simulates the trends in tuber dry matter production and
crop behaviour as reported in literature: earlier tuber initiation under short days leads to
earlier senescence (Haverkort, 1990;Ewing and Struik, 1992). At 10°C total dry matter
production waslowerthan at 17°Cwhich agreeswithliteraturedatafrom NgandLoomis
(1984), Ingram and McCloud (1984) and Spitters (1990) who reported optimal yields
between 15 and 22 °C.Total dry matter differed only slightly between 17 and 25 °C as
wasalsofound byMarinus andBodlaender (1975)comparing plant performance at 16,22
and28°C.Inlongdays,thegrowing seasonislonger at25than at 17°Cbutthetuberdry
matter production is lower due to reduced harvest indices at higher temperatures (Ben
KhederandEwing, 1985andManrique, 1992).
We also used LINTUL-POTATO to determine the optimum temperature for potato
growth at varying daylengths. The range of temperatures tested throughout the growing
season varied from 2to 28 °Cand the simulations were carried out for daylengths of 11,
14and 17h.Theresulting totaltuberdrymatterproduction ispresented in figure 6.5.The
highest tuber dry matter production at the 11 h daylength is achieved at about 17 °C.
Longer days (e.g. 17h)broaden theoptimumrange of temperatures and centre it at about
14 °C.
Tuberyield(103kgdmha')

Temperature°C
Figure 6.5

Simulated relation between tuber dry matter production by thetime of crop senescence versus
mean daily temperature throughout the growing season at daylengths of 11(
and 17 h(- - - ).

), 14 (

)
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The range of optimum temperatures for potato production calculated by LINTULPOTATO shown in Figure 6.5 includes the optimum temperatures reported in literature:
13°Cby Spitters (1987), 14-22 °CbyIngram and McCloud (1984), 16-24 °Cby Ngand
Loomis (1984), 18°CbyBorah andMilthorpe (1962), 15-22°CbyMidmore (1992),1820°CbyManrique(1992)and21°CbySandsetal.(1979).
Thewider range of optimum temperatures in long daysthan in short daysis explained as
follows. The optimum crop growth rate is between 18and 24 °C (Fig. 6.3B) and is not
affected bydaylength. Shortdaysbringforward tuberinitiation andreducethetotal length
of the growth cycle and/or the maximum level of light interception, hence total and tuber
drymatterproduction.Longerdaysatlowtemperatures however,retard tuber initiation to
such an extent (Fig. 6.3C) that it leads to longer growth cycles and/or higher maximum
levelsoflightinterception resulting inhighertotalandtuberproduction.
Thephenomenon of a wider optimum temperature range for growth of the crop in longer
days,may wellexplain the adaptability of potato to a wide range of climates.Besides its
short day and low temperature origin, the crop also performs well in ecoregions with
higher temperatures such as the Mediterranean area and the continental summer, because
the prevailing daylength during the growing season here is longer than in the centre of
origin.
Compared toexperimental research LINTUL-POTATO yieldsmorecommonly applicable
information. In experiments the lateness of a crop is beside daylength, affected by other
factors such as cultivar and seed age. The optimum temperature for tuber production,
assessed in an experiment, therefore, is always specific for that experiment. Which may
explain thedifferences inoptimumtemperaturesreportedinliterature.
The model LINTUL-POTATO simulated temperature and daylength responses similar to
those reported in literature.Theconcept of drymatter allocation therfore is avalid tool to
explain variation in potato production under different climate conditions. Accurate
quantification of the variables for cultivars differing in lateness and comparison of the
modelwithindependent dataisreported inchapter7.
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EXPLORATION OFIDEOTYPES FOR POTENTIAL
TUBER DRYMATTER PRODUCTION

P.L.Kooman and R.Rabbinge
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a crop simulation model for potato (LINTUL-POTATO, Chapter 6) is
parameterized with data from a series of trials in various countries at different latitudes
and longitudes and is then validated against independent data. It is subsequently used to
evaluate the constraints for higher potato yields in non limiting conditions. LINTULPOTATO incorporates theeffects of temperature and daylength. It simulates the variation
between locations well but is less successful at simulating the observed variation among
cultivars. Experiments carried out under optimal conditions for tuber dry matter
production were simulated better than experiments under adverse conditions. This was
attributable to side effects under high temperatures and the more critical role of crop
managementinthese situations:neitherofthesefactors wasincluded inthe simulation.
After validation, LINTUL-POTATO was used to explore the yielding abilities of and
constraints to potato production, using meteorological data from each tenth degree
between 0 and 60° latitude at 0, 1000 and 2000 m above sea level. The highest tuber
yieldsinasinglegrowth cyclewerecalculated tobeat 30°Nand2000mabove sealevel.
Southwards or at lower altitudes, it was not the length of the growing season but the
growth cycle that was shortened by high temperatures. Northwards the growing season
contracted because of low temperatures in winter. The length of the growth cycle was
determined by the moment of tuber initiation and the temperature at the beginning of the
growing season.Thecultivars used toparameterize the model covered only a small range
of thevariation inthe potato genepool.Intropical montane climates,tuber initiation was
such that full light interception was reached and maximum tuber yields were obtained
from the given cultivars. In the subtropics at sea level the cultivars used to parameterize
the model tended to be too early, leading to sub-maximal light interception which in its
turn resulted in sub-maximal tuber dry matter production. In short growing seasons the
tuber initiation of these cultivars was often too late and the growing season ended before
the growth cycle was completed. This resulted in too much dry matter being allocated to
thefoliage andledtolowharvestindicesandtuberyields.
Itisconcludedthatthemodelisauseful toolfor calculating attainable tuberyields and for
identifying thedesirablegenetictraitsfor potatoatvariousgeographical locations.
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INTRODUCTION
Tuber yields in potato are influenced substantially by temperature and daylength.
Variation in sensitivity to these factors among cultivars has been described by various
authors (Ben Kedher andEwing, 1985;Ewing andStruik, 1992;chapter 5).However,itis
difficult to select potato cultivars according to temperature and daylength as yielddetermining factors because temperature anddaylength arenotconstant over the growing
season and their interaction with other environmental conditions cannot be ruled out.
Temperature anddaylength affect variousphysiological andmorphological characteristics
of the potato crop. Therefore the response of the crop growth and tuber dry matter
production totemperature will vary from year toyear andfrom location tolocation.For
example,Fahemand Haverkort (1988) found alarge difference incropreactions between
crops grown inaMediterranean spring andaMediterranean autumn,whereas theaverage
temperature between these growing seasons hardly differed. More important than the
average temperature wasthe seasonal course of the temperature: increasing during the
springanddecreasinginautumn.
Cropgrowth modelsenabletheenvironmental effects atthelevelofsingleplant organsto
extrapolated tothegrowth ofacomplete cropover the season inacontinuously changing
environment (Spitters and Schapendonk 1990). In the present study the crop model
LINTUL-POTATO wasused to elucidate thereaction of the potato crop to temperature
and daylength andto reveal howpotential tuber production is restricted by geneticand
environmental factors. TheLINTUL-POTATO model wasfirstcompared tothedata sets
used tobuild theit (parameterization), anditsusability wasthen studied bycomparingit
with independent datasets (validation). The validated model was used in a feasibility
study, in awide range of environments between 0 and60°latitude andat0, 1000 and
2000mabovesealevel.

Modeldescription
The model used in this study is schematically represented in Figure7.1 and has been
described indetail inchapter 6.Itcalculates totaldrymatter production from theamount
of incident photosynthetically active radiation and thelight-use efficiency. Thefractionof
PAR intercepted is afunction of theleaf area index. Tuber yield is calculated from the
total dry matter increment and the fraction of dry matter allocated to the tubers.The
allocation tothetubers starts attuber initiation anddependsontheamount ofbiomassin
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Tubers

Figure7.1

Schematic representation of theLINTUL-POTATOcrop growth model. (LUE is the light-use
efficiency, SLA thespecific leaf areaand LAItheleaf are index)

thetubers,theirrelative sink strength,temperature andthetotal drymatterincrement.The
drymatterthatisnotallocatedtothetubers,isusedfor stemandleaf growth.Inthemodel
leaf senescence depends on temperature and on the amount of leaf formed, to take into
accountreallocation effects.

Parameterization
The LINTUL-POTATO parameter values in the present study have been partly derived
from literature and partly from empirical data (Table5.2). The model part that calculates
totaldrymatterproduction andinitialleafgrowthhasbeentakenfrom Spitters (1987).The
dry matter allocation part and the temperature dependent leaf senescence are developed
initially to explain differences in earliness under temperate conditions in the Netherlands
(chapter 3).Inchapter 3it was found that differences in earliness between cultivars were
explained not only bydifferences in dry matter allocation, but needed acorrection in leaf
senescencerate,dependingontheamountofleavesformed.
The parameter values of the major processes that are influenced by temperature (total
growth,sinkstrengthof thetuber andleaf senescence rate)havebeentaken from Kooman
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Table7.1

Experiments used to parameterize LINTUL-POTATO. (For a complete description of the
experiments, seechapters4 and 5)

Land

Place

Netherlands
Rwanda

Tunisia

season

years

latitude

Wageningen

summer

1991,1992

51°58'N

5°49'E

Kinigi

Wet

1991,1992

1°49' S

29°73' E

Rubona

Wet

1991,1992

2°45'S

29°73' E

Saiida

Spring

1991,1992

36°30'N

10° 0' E

Autumn

1991,1992

Winter

1991/92

34°52'N

10°59'E

Monastir

longitude

and Haverkort (chapter 6). The parameter values of the relation between cultivar and
climateareexpressed intheeffect oftemperature anddaylengthonthetuberinitiationrate
(Table4.2).Inthemodeldifferences inlocation areassumedtobe determined by weather
andthelatitude.
The simulation of the crop started at emergence. The other model parameters are kept
constant overcultivars and locations.After parameterisation theobserved values for tuber
initiation date andtuberdrymatterproduction intheexperiments werecompared withthe
simulatedvalues.

Validation
The usability of LINTUL-POTATO was tested by running the model against empirical
data obtained at locations and experiments other than those used to parameterize the
model. The experiments used for the validation are summarized in Table 7.2. They were
gathered from literature and personal communications and were selected to cover awide
rangeofclimatological conditions,DésiréewasusedmostlybutdataonAlpha andSpunta
werealsoavailableinsomeexperiments.
The minimum set of data for a location consisted of monthly data on temperature and
radiation; usually daily data were available. The daylength was calculated from the date
and the location (Spitters et al., 1989). The simulation of the experiments started at the
day ofemergence anddepended onthecultivar-specific tuberinitiationparameters.
Thevalidationisincompletebecauseexperimental factors suchasageandquality oftuber
seed may have influenced the behaviour of the crop. In the experiments on which the
model was based (Table4.2), production was aimed at maximum tuber yields. Not all
experiments usedfor validation (Table7.2) hadthis objective.
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Data setsused for validation of themodel.

Cultivar

Location

Experiment

Reference.

Alpha

Netherlands

Cultivartrials.

Gmelig-Meyling andBodlaender 1981

Alpha

Netherlands

Cultivar trials

Caesar et.al. 1981

Désirée

Hawaii

Altitude trials

Manrique etal. 1989.

Désirée

Peru

Drought trials

Versteeg 1985.

Désirée

Philippines

Mulching

VanderZaagetal. 1986

Désirée

Philippines

Shadingand daylength

VanderZaagandDemagante 1987

Désirée

Tunisia

planting date

Fahem 1991

Spunta

Tunisia

seedage

Fahem 1991

Israel

Cultivar and

Levypersonal communication

Planting date

unpublished.

Cultivar

Kooman,own data

Alpha
Désirée
Spunta
Alpha
Désirée

Netherlands

unpublished.

Explorationofinteractions betweengenotypeandclimate.
Weatherdata. For the evaluation of climates by means of simulation with LINTULPOTATO, 7weather stations were chosen from a weather database (Muller, 1982, 1987)
at approximately each 10° latitude between 0° and 60° N (Table7.3). The stations were
all from continental climates to exclude maritime influence. At each weather station the
mean monthly values averaged over a period of 30 years were available for minimum
temperature,maximumtemperature anddailyglobal radiation. Forthecalculations,mean
monthly values were assigned to the days in the middle of the month and daily values
were derived by means of linear interpolation. Subsequently the temperature was
normalized at sea level using an adiabatic lapse rate of 6°C per 1000 metre increase of
altitude (Seeman et al. 1979).Thus the sensitivity of potato to temperature was tested by
reducing the daily minimum and maximum temperature by 6 and 12°C, coinciding with
temperatures at approximately 1000 and 2000 m above sea level. Radiation levels were
notchangedwith altitudeinthissensitivity analysis.
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Table7.3

Locations ofweather stations.

Country

Place

Longitude

Latitude

Burundi

Bujumbura

29° 21' E

3° 23' S

Sudan

Malakal

31° 39'E

9° 33' N

Niger

Bilma

13° 23' E

18°39' N

Jordan

Amman

35° 57'E

31°57'N

Spain

Madrid

Poland

Warsaw

20° 59' E

3°24'W

40°25'N
52°09'N

Russia

Petrograd

30° 18'E

59° 58' N

Potentiallengthof thegrowingseason.For the three altitudes,the length of the growing
season at every weather station was calculated. Under non-limited conditions the growth
is restricted by temperature only. Three temperature constraints were used to determine
the potential growing season. Firstly the minimum temperature had to be above 5°C,
because below this temperature there is a risk of night frost. Secondly, the maximum
temperature had to be below 35°Cbecause higher temperature may cause heat damage.
The final constraint was that the average temperature had to be below 28°C, because at
higheraveragetemperatures respiration rateishigherthanthephotosynthesis anditwould
not be rational to grow potatoes at these temperatures. After determining the length of a
growing season the potential dry matter production in such a season was calculated by
multiplying the amount of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR = 0.5 * global
radiation) using a maximum light-use efficiency of 2.5 g MJ_1 as a function of
temperature (chapter6).
Determination of ideotype. The ideotype with respect to temperature and daylength at a
given location is defined as the cultivar with a moment of tuber initiation such that the
maximum tuber dry matter production is reached. If tubers are initiated before this
moment, not enough foliage is formed to sustain the subsequent tuber growth. Tuber
initiation after theidealmomentleadstotoomuchdrymatterbeingallocated tothe leaves
attheexpense of tuber yield.Theideotype was determined byvarying the tuber initiation
date andcalculatingtheresulting tuberdrymatterproduction.Theemergence datewasset
onthefirst daythattemperature didnotrestrictpotatogrowth.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parameterization
Theresultsofthemodelsimulation werecompared withthedatafrom locations andyears
used to construct the model. Some of the trials were not used because they did not fulfil
the prerequisite that growth and development were not affected by factors other than
temperature and daylength (chapter 5). These were Tunisian autumn 1991 and 1992
becausethe seed wastooyoung,Tunisian winterbecause of night frost and variable seed
age, and Rubona 1992 because of a dry spell at the start of the growing season. Two
model results, time of tuber initiation (Fig.7.2a) and tuber dry matter production
(Fig.7.2b),werecompared withactually observeddata.
The time between emergence and tuber initiation determines the length of the growth
cycle and tuber yield, (chapter 4,Ewing and Struik, 1992).The model assumes that tuber
initiation is affected by daylength and temperature but that temperature influences other
processestoo(chapter 6).Thegeneral trend inthemoment of tuber initiation is simulated
well, but on average, a little late (Fig.7.2a). The difference between locations and years
(between different temperature and daylength regimes) were simulated better than
differences betweencultivars.
The variation among cultivars per location was simulated less well than the variation
between locations. Generally the ranking in earliness was simulated well but the
differences between cultivars were smaller than observed. For example in the
"Netherlands 1991" trial, tuber initiation was observed between 14 and 26 days after
emergence andwassimulatedbetween 21and28days.When theobserved values showed
little variation at a location, such as in Kinigi for example, the simulated variation was
alsoless.
The three experiments which were not used to estimate the relations in the model show
the greatestdifferences between observed and simulated. For the "Tunisian autumn" trials
the simulated variation among cultivars was between 10 and 17 days whereas the
observed values ranged between 3 and 11days in 1991 and between 11and 20 in 1992.
The large observed variation in this growing season was attributable to the relatively
young seed. The seed originated from the Tunisian spring season and was too young,
resulting in an irregular and slow emergence with a large variation. This was also found
by Fahem (1991).In the "Tunisian winter" trial, seed from the same source was used but
atplanting the seed was older; in this case the model simulated tuber initiation tooearly.
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Figure7.2

Simulated versus observed values for tuber initiation (dae: days after emergence, 7.2a) and
tuber dry matter production (ton ha"l, 7.2b) for the experiments used to parameterize the
model. The symbols represent the locations: the Netherlands (V), Kinigi (A), Rubona (O),
Tunisian Spring(O),Tunisian Autumn (D) and Tunisian Winter (+).The open symbols are for
values 1991and thesolid onesvalues for 1992.

In Rubona 1992, a dry spell at the beginning of the season retarded emergence; after
emergence this resulted in a fast tuber initiation which led to the length of the period
between emergence and tuber initiation being overestimated by the model. On average,
thetuberdrymatterproduction wasslightly overestimated butthedifferences intuberdry
matterproduction betweenlocationsweresimulated well(Fig.7.2b).
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Thelower simulated variation intuber initiation date andthepartly simulated variation in
leaf longevity per growing season resulted in less simulated variation in tuber dry matter
production, among cultivars than was actually observed. In the "Tunisian autumn" and
"winter" trials, total and tuber dry matter production were underestimated by the model
for two reasons. The crops here grew under low light intensities and therefore light was
used more efficiently, leading tohigherproduction than estimated (Haverkort andHarris,
1988;Manrique et al., 1991).Secondly the model tended to simulate tuber initiation date
a few days too late, which had severe repercussions for tuber dry matter production,
especially, sincethegrowingseasonisshort.

Validation
Figure7.3 shows the comparison of the simulated tuber dry matter with the observed
values of the experiments in Table 7.2. LINTUL-POTATO overestimated most of the
experimental yields. In low-yielding trials the tuber dry matter production was
overestimated more than in high-yielding trials. At the top end of the range, tuber dry
matter production was underestimated. Closer examination of the data clarifies these
results. The underestimated data are from trials with the late cultivar Alpha in the
Netherlands in experiments of Gmelig Meyling and Bodlaender (1981) and Caesar et al.
(1981). These were all aimed at maximum tuber production. In the parameterization
section of this chapter it was explained that the model tended to underestimate late
cultivars in temperate climate zones, so this result was expected. The lowest yields were
found in the Philippines (Vander Zaag et al. 1986; Vander Zaag and Demagante 1987)
and in Tunisia (Fahem, 1991). The experiments in the Philippines were carried out at
relatively high temperatures and were not aimed at maximum tuber yields. The
experiments in Tunisia included seed age effects, which were not included in the model.
In the Israeli spring season, seed imported from the Netherlands was planted in three
dates. Later planting affected the crop in two ways: firstly the seed was older, and
secondly as the spring progressed the temperature rose and the conditions for potato
worsened. The decreased growth later in the season was simulated by the model but the
decrease in the observed tuber production was much stronger than simulated. This is
partly attributable to the age of the seed but is largely the result of the environmental
conditions.Later inthe springboth temperature andradiation increased sharply. The crop
in the experiment was affected more byunfavourable temperatures than simulated by the
model, probably because high temperatures are associated with a high evaporative
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Simulated tuber dry matter versus observed tuber dry matter for a series of experiments in
different climates (table 7.2), including planting date and seed-tuber age treatments. The
'simulated = observed' lineisthe solid line and thedotted lines show the rangebetween 50%
overestimation and 50% underestimation.

demand attheendof thegrowing season (Levy 1986a, 1986b)whichreducescropgrowth
(Manrique 1991). Experimentally unfavourable conditions give lower yields and more
variation(Grashoff 1990),evenwhenmanagement isoptimal.

Explorationofinteractionsbetweengenotypeandclimate
The length of the growth cycle is the crop characteristic that determines the total dry
matterproduction (chapter4).Inthefollowing section first thetotaldry matter production
for aseriesof growing seasonsindifferent climates isevaluated andthen theideotype for
each season is determined by varying the tuber initiation date. This analysis enables the
constraints topotential tuber yield tobe examined. Finally, the day of tuber initiation for
the cultivars used to build the model is calculated as a function of temperature and
daylength andcompared withtheideotypes.
Potential dry matter production and length of the growing season. The potential dry
matter production is defined as the production by a closed canopy during the period that
potato growth is possible. Temperature restricted the growing season and affected the
light-use efficiency. In Figure7.5a the figures for potential dry matter production are
given for 0 to 60° latitude North at temperatures expected at approximately 0, 1000and
2000metreabovesealevel.
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Figure 7.4

Simulated and observed tuber dry matter production of cultivar Alpha in Israel at three
different planting dates (day numbers46(

,O),76(— , D) and 106(

,0)).

First, production seasons at sea level were evaluated. At the equator and 10°N the
temperatures aretoo high for growth. At 30°N in the winter season the temperatures are
sufficiently lowtoallowashort growingseason of about90daysresulting inaproduction
of 191ha-1 totaldrymatter.Northwards,twogrowing seasonsperyearappeared, aspring
and an autumn season, bounded by low temperatures in winter and high temperatures in
summer. The spring season has higher radiation levels and yielded about 30 t ha-1. The
autumn season starts slowly because of high temperatures innitially and the growth rate
levels off quickly because of low radiation levels in late autumn and winter. At 50 and
60°N the production shifts to the summer season. LINTUL-POTATO calculated a
maximumtotaldrymatterproduction of301ha-1at50°Nand201ha-1 at60°N.
Iftheminimum andmaximum temperatures were loweredby 6°Ccorresponding with an
altitudeof 1000mabovesealevel,attheequator andat 10°Npotatogrowth waspossible
throughout the year. This led to year-round potato dry matter production potentials of
about901ha-1, northwardstheseasonbecameshorterbecauseofcoldwinterperiods.The
potential production diminished until a potential of only about 6 tons of dry matter per
hectareremained at60°N.Ifthetemperatures wereloweredby 12°C,corresponding with
an altitude of 2000mabove sealevel,asimilartrend isfound. Attheequator, yearround
production is possible and Northwards the growing season became shorter until at 50°N
no potato production was possible at these low temperatures. These results correspond
wellwiththoseobtainedbyHaverkort(1990).
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Determinationof ideotypeand constraints topotential tuberyield. An ideotype is the
potato cultivar thatgiven the growing season has such atuber initiation date that enables
maximum tuber dry matter production to be obtained. Varying the tuber initiation date
over the growing season and calculating the associated length of the growth cycle and
tuberdrymatterproduction revealstheideotype.
ThegrowingseasonsinTable7.3wereexaminedtoidentify thefactorsrestrictingtuberdry
matter production. Figures 7.5b and 7.5c show the length of the growth cycle and the
accompanying tuber dry matter production. At sea level up to 20 °N the length of the
growing season limited the dry matter production. At 0 and 10°Nno potato growth was
possible. At 20 °N the tuber dry matter production decreased with later tuber initiation
(Fig.7.5c, 20°),and the growth cycle was cut off at the end of the growing season (Fig.
7.5b,20°).Thisagreeswithresultsfound byHaverkort (1990).Intheautumn season at30
and40°Nasimilar situationoccurs,thegrowingseason isfully used andtuber dry matter
production decreases with later tuber initiation. In the spring season at these latitudes an
optimum appears. Here, early tuber initiation results in a restricted leaf growth and the
growth cycle is shorterthan the growing season.Attheoptimum,the growth cycle equals
thegrowingseasonandiftuberinitiationoccurslater,thegrowthcycleiscutoff attheend
of thegrowingseason.This was found in experiments in the Mediterranean areabyLevy
(1986a) and Fahem (1991). Further North at 50 and 60°N the seasons shorten and the
optimummomentshiftstoearlierintheseason.InDutchexperiments,VanHeemst(1986)
andSpitters(1987)found thatearliertuberinitiationresulted inloweryields,whichmeans
thatallcultivarsintheseexperimentshadtheirtuberinitiationbeforetheoptimumdate.
Athigher altitudes the growing season shorten with increasing distance from the equator.
Attheequatorthe growing season enables afull growthcycle andmaximum tuberyields.
At 2000 metres altitude the season becomes too short to accommodate the growth cycle
and this restricts dry matter production at latitudes north of 30°N. At 1000 metres
altitude,at20°N,theseasonlengthrestrictstuberproduction becauseof awarmperiod in
summer and above 50°N the restriction is caused by the long cold winter. At the other
locationsthegrowthcyclefits intothegrowing season.
To be able to define an ideotype, three situations have to be considered with regard to
conditionsatthestartofthegrowingseason andthelengthofthegrowing season.
1) tuber initiation may limit only the length of the growth cycle and not tuber yield
(at0°latitude,Fig.7.5b,7.5c,0°),
2) it may limit both the growth cycle and tuber yield (for example at 40°N, 1000 and
2000mFig.7.5b,7.5c40°)and
3) itmayrestricttuberyieldbutnotinfluencethegrowthcycle(60°NFig.7.5b,7.5c60°).
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Ifonlythelengthof thegrowth cycleisrestricted (first situation),theideotype initiatesits
tuberssoearlythatthemaximumtuberyieldisreachedattheminimumlengthofthegrowth
cycle.A shorter growth cycle reduces therisksthat occur during the season and allowsa
secondcroptobeplanted. (Haverkort 1990).Theideotypeinthe second situation initiates
itstubers onthedaythatenablesthecroptofillthe growing season.Inthethird situation,
tuberyieldsarerestrictedbyearlytuberinitiationbecausethetotalamountofleavesformed
do enable to full light interception so the ideotype initiates its tubers at the moment that
thereisabalancebetweenmaximumlightinterceptionandahighharvestindex.

CONCLUSIONS
LINTUL-POTATO simulated the variation in the observed data well. The effect of
daylength and temperature appeared to be the main factors affecting tuber initiation. A
later start of tubergrowth led toanextension of cropgrowth because of acombination of
prolonged leaf growth and slower leaf senescence which explains a considerable part of
the variation in yield. The differences between locations were simulated better than the
variation amongcultivarsatalocation.
When the model was compared with independent data sets, the simulations agreed more
with the observed values if the tuber yields were higher. These higher yields agree with
more favourable conditions for potato production and this must be taken into account
when these models are compared with empirical data. It remains to be seen if simulated
yields evercanbe attained inthetropical environments in spite of the side-effects of high
temperatures suchashighdiseasepressureandahighvapourpressure deficit.
Exploration with LINTUL-POTATO showed that the desired traits of ideotypes for
different latitudes and altitudes concern theonset andthe duration of the growing season.
Inlonggrowing seasonsthegrowthcyclelimitedpotential tuberproduction.Therefore the
potential tuber production differed less than the total dry matter production among
different climates.
The model is based on a small genetic selection of cultivars bred in temperate climates.
The maximum range of likely possibilities is not covered in this study but the general
trends simulated in this study are representative for potato. In conclusion: the model
LINTUL-POTATO is a useful tool for identifying the constraints to tuber production
potentials.

CHAPTER 8

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Theresearchpresentedinthepreviouschaptersfocused ononecentral question:
Whatistheinfluence of radiation, temperatureanddaylengthonthepotentialtuberdry
matterproductioninpotato?
An examination of the literature reveals that there have been two types of study to date:
Those that relate tuber dry matter production directly to climatic factors and those that
relate crop processes to temperature and daylength. The former have resulted in various
rules of thumb (e.g. high temperatures give lower yields, short days give higher yields see Haverkort 1990) but do not unravel the mechanisms involved in the interaction
between crop and environment and therefore yield little explanation. Studies of the
secondtype,suchastheextensiveresearchontheinteraction betweenclimatic factors and
tuber initiation as reviewed by Ewing and Struik (1992), demonstrate the interaction
between plantprocesses andenvironment but donotexplain theimpact of this interaction
onfinal tuberproduction.
The present study combined the positive aspects of these two types of research. It
unravelled theprocesses underlying tuberyield and demonstrated theinteraction between
plant growth anddevelopment processes andclimate. Subsequently theimportance ofthis
interaction for tuberdrymatterproduction was assessed. Thusthis study is anexampleof
production ecology research. The advantage of this typeof research is that it studies crop
andenvironment asanintegrated system.Theconclusions drawntherefore beapplied toa
broadrangeof environmental conditions.

Combininggenotype-environmentexperiments withsystemsanalysis,
ausefulapproach
In this study, empirical results and models were combined, to analyse the interaction
between potato dry matter production and climatic factors. Experiments were used to
determine processes that are important for tuber dry matter production (chapter 3).
Subsequently the relation of these processes tothe climatic factors radiation, temperature
anddaylength andthegenetic variation intheseprocesses werequantified (chapters4and
5). Thequantitative information from theexperiments was used in a simulation model to
assess the effect of the separate processes on tuber dry matter production. Figure 8.1
showsthesequenceof stepsfollowed inthisstudy.

Generaldiscussion
Systemsanalysis, awaytogaininsightinrelationsbetween cropprocesses
Aseriesofmodelsthat simulatepotatocropgrowth anddevelopment already existed (e.g.
Ng and Loomis, 1984; MacKerron and Waister, 1985; Haverkort and Harris, 1987;
Spitters and Schapendonk, 1990). These models were constructed to handle specific
problems at specific locations,asis apparent from theirdiffering levelsofcomplexity and
processes they included. Thepresent study required a model that could be applied over a
wide range of climates. Testing various Dutch models over a series of years in Scotland
(chapter 2) revealed that there was no difference in their ability to simulate tuber dry
matter production accurately. However, all the models, needed to be reparameterized.
This was easier in the simple models that included fewer processes than in the complex
modelsbut the latterbetter explained the processes involved. There was nodifference in
simulation ability between thelevels of complexity, soconcentration could befocused on
the processes needed to explain variation over climates. In the models tested dry matter
partitioning was driven by temperature-dependent development. This descriptive way of
modellingcouldnotaccount for thedifferences between climates anddidnotexplain why
tuberyields differed.
Differences in tuber dry matter production between cultivars are attributed to differences
inearliness (Moll et al., 1987;Spitters, 1987).When apotato starts toallocate dry matter
to the tubers early in the season, it does so at the expense of the leaves, and leaf growth
ceases early, resulting in a short growth cycle and a low tuber dry matter production.
Starting allocation tothetuberslater,will resultin abundant leaf growth, ashortperiodof
tuber growth and low tuberyields.Toestablish which processes affect earliness in potato
thefollowing hypothesis wasformulated: differences inearliness areduetodifferences in
dry matter allocation, and a dominant tuber sink governs this dry matter allocation
(chapter 3). This hypothesis was included in a simulation model. In a series of
experiments the dry matter allocation was recorded and subsequently simulated with the
model which yielded earliness and tuber dry matterproduction. Much of the variation in
earliness and tuber yield could be explained in this way. Three parameters affecting the
earliness in a potato crop were identified. In addition to the timing of tuber initiation, it
was found that relative tuber sink strength and leaf longevity also contributed to the
explanation of the variation in tuber dry matter production between cultivars. Early tuber
initiation, a strong tuber sink and short leaf longevity lead to a shorter growth cycle and
lesstuberdrymatterproduction.
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Figure 8.1
Chapter 1

Aims andconclusions of thechapters inthisthesis.
Aim:To determine and quantify theeffect of
climate onpotential tuber dry matter
production and thevariation intotal dry
matterproduction amongcultivars.

' (^'à'àon:Whatiey^lofmodelliag:isnee(.ledinthisstudv ?
Chapter 2

""*

".,"."

Aim:Todetermine thelevel of detail needed Conclusion:Different levelsof
topredict tuber yield andtoassess thegeneral complexity do notdiffer intheir ability
applicability ofexisting models.

topredicttuberyield.Explanation is
lesssatisfactory insimple models and
parameterization ismoredifficult in
complex models.

Question:.muchcropcharacteristicdeterminesmberyield?
Chapter 3

Aim:To testthehypothesis thatearliness is

.W'

Conclusion: Tuber initiation, leaf

determined bydry matter allocation.

longevity andtuber sink strength, are the
major crop characteristics that determine
theearliness of apotato crop.

* -'-X • '

••' •
Chapter 4

•"

'

.

Question:Whichcropcharacteristicsarcinfluenced bydieclimate? '
Aim:To analysethe variation intuber dry

Conclusion:Variation in length of the

matter production amongcultivars and

growth cycle isthe main factor

locations, and theinfluence of temperature,

explaining variation intuber dry matter

daylength andradiation onthis variation.

production, andthisfactor isaffected by
temperature and daylength.

|th cycle''affected bydäylwigthand'temperature?
Chapter 5

Aim:Toanalyse theinfluence oftemperature Conclusion:The influence of
anddaylength onthe
,
, „,
,
.
length ofthegrowth cycle.

temperature anddaylength was strongest
during thephase from emergence to
tuber initiation. Theshift in sink
priorities inthisphasealsoaffected the
subsequent phases.
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^Question:WHa(ar£;'thé£Qfi5eqÖ£ncesi.o£
?v'mattérpr(xlùct'ioft^2f^:?V£'::•'•:'•'iV^sl
Chapter 6

Aim:Tointegratetheeffect of temperature

Conclusion: Integration provides

and daylength of separateplantprocesses ina information ontheinteraction between
model toexplain variation intuber drymatter daylength and temperature ontuber
production.

production andexplains the differences
intuberdry matterproduction reported
inthe literature.

QuestijMU'.Tq.whatextentdoesthemodelexplain\ariationintuberyield andwhatarc- constraîntsr'foï'tuberdrymatterproduction ?
''-••!.'J"
Chapter 7

Aim:Totest theusability of themodel,to

Conclusion:LINTUL-POTATO

define ideotypes inrelation totheclimate and simulates differences between locations
toevaluateconstraints topotatoproduction.

better than differences between
cultivars.
The favourable situations for potato
production aresimulated better than
unfavourable ones.
The ideotype of potato depends on
conditions atthebeginning ofthe
growth cycle and the length ofthe
growing season.

Systems analysis enabled us to detect the flaws in the existing models and to clarify the
relation between dry matter allocation and tuber production. However the relation to
climate is not revealed, and therefore the simulation model could not be applied over a
wide range of climates. To obtain this information, experimental research needs to be
doneonhowthevariationindrymatterallocation isaffected byclimate.
Systems analysis andexperiments indifferentclimates, awaytoelucidate inthe relations
between cropandclimate.
Temperature, daylength andradiation determine potential dry matterproduction. Previous
studies often covered only a limited range of climates (Manrique, 1989a; Haverkort and
Harris, 1987) or did cover a wide range of climates but compared only a limited number
of processes (Tai and Young, 1989; Van der Zaag and Doornbos, 1987) or a limited
numberofcultivars(Manrique 1989b).
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In the present study the variation between cultivars and climates was analysed step by
step,reaching a greater level of detail at each step (chapters 4 and 5).The shaded blocks
in Figure 8.2 indicate the most important factors identified in each step of the analysis.
Tuber dry matter was determined by total dry matter, and the variation of that was
accounted formainlybythevariation inlightinterception, whichinturnwasexplainedby
duration of light interception. When this duration was divided into three phases, the first
phase was found to be most important although the variation in the other phases also
contributed to the variation in light interception. These phases can be determined well in
experiments sincetheycoincide withtheperiods of leaf growth,competition between leaf
and tuber growth and leaf senescence (chapter 5). Relating the length of these phases to
temperatureanddaylengthenablestheeffects ofthesefactorstobe quantified.
The first phase,before tuber initiation, was shortened by highertemperatures and shorter
days. In phases 2 and 3 the effect of temperature and daylength was less clear. The
variation in the length of phase 1was caused by a shift in sink priorities between tubers
and leaves. When phase 1was shorter fewer leaves were formed and these leaves lasted
shorter. This explained part of the variation in phases 2 and 3. Differences between
cultivars could be attributed to differences in the sensitivity totemperature and daylength
for thelengthofphase1.
Thevariationintuberyieldbetween locationswasexplainedbest.OnlyintheNetherlands
was the variation between cultivars found to be significant. Here the variation in tuber
initiation data was largest, resulting in an asynchronous development of the different
cultivars under differing weather conditions. This led to a variation in earliness between
cultivars and to differences in tuber dry matter production. At the other locations the
daylength was relatively short and the short day advanced the time of tuber initiation and
diminished the variation in tuber initiation date between cultivars. The cultivars were
moresynchronized andtherefore thedifferences inearlinessbetweencultivars were found
tobenolongerstatistically significant.
Systematically analysingthecrop,stepbystepidentifies theprocessesthatplay arecrucial
at each level of analysis and reveals their relation within the crop. If only one level is
studied, thereisariskthattheprocesses studied areonly of minorimportance orthatthey
do not yield the information required. Theprocesses found in a stepwise analysis will be
determinative for potatoproduction irrespectiveoflocation andcultivar.
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growing season istooshorttoallow afull growthcycle,earlytuber initiation leadstolow
yields,especially if the conditions favour tuber growth. Latetuber initiation also leads to
lowyieldsbecausetoomuchdrymatterisinvested intheleavesatthecostofthetubers.
Let us consider three actual situations. The first is tropical highlands. Here, year-round
potato growth is possible, so the growing season is extremely long and the potential for
drymatterproduction ishighintheory.However, thecultivarsuseonlyasmallpartofthe
available growing season, and the use of late cultivars leads to more partitioning to the
leaves and only slightly higher tuber yield. In tropical highlands, genetic restrictions are
responsible for the large difference between potential dry matter production in a growing
season and in a growth cycle. In the second situation, a temperate maritime climate, the
growing season is shorter than in tropical highlands. The potential yields are therefore
lower than in the tropics. The growth cycle of the ideotype, however, fits neatly in the
growing seasonandtherefore itiseasytoobtain yieldsclosetopotential production ofthe
growing season. The reason that tuber yields are high in temperate climates is that the
growth cycle fits in well with the length of the growing season. The third situation is
found in the Mediterranean spring season. The growing season is relatively short, but
because of favourable temperatures and radiation levels during the season the potential
production is high. However, the growing season is too short to accommodate a growth
cycle. Even the ideotype for this growing season does not finish its growth cycle, but
earliertuberinitiation meansthattoofew leaves areformed tomaintain an adequate daily
dry matter production. Hence, timing is more important here and if a cultivar is slightly
too early or too late, this has major repercussions for tuber yield. Because of the more
difficult situation and the year to year variability in the weather, yields seldom approach
potentialproductionhere.
This study has shown that nosingle cultivar attains the highest yields at every location.
Potato's sensitivity to temperature and daylength means that a cultivar gives the highest
yields in only a limited range of environments. In practice some cultivars (for example,
Désirée) are distributed over an area that covers awider range of climates than expected
from the results of this study. This is because these cultivars give farmers an acceptable
yield in all these climates. Other properties such as adequate resistance to diseases,
tolerance of abiotic factors and an adequate dormant period often play a greater role than
yielding ability.
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Applicationofthemodelinthedevelopmentandintroduction
ofnewcultivars
The knowledge obtained in this study about the crop-climate system can be used in the
introduction of new cultivars. Three phases can be distinguished. The first phase is
making crosses and selecting of new genotypes. Subsequently, genotypes and new
cultivars are introduced by an international organization such as the International Potato
Centre (OP) or by commercial companies such as those found in the Netherlands,
Schotland and France. The final phase is the widespread adaptation of a cultivar by
farmers. In each phase, different components of the genotype-environment system areof
importance. The breeder changes physiological characteristics; with the introduction of a
newcultivarboth cropcharacteristics andenvironment havetobeconsidered; and incrop
management,itisonlytheenvironment duringthegrowingseason that matters (Fig. 8.3).
Ineachphase,modelscanbeusedtosupportdecisions,butineachphasesystemsanalysis
willplay adifferent role.

Plantbreeding
The first phase in the creation of a new cultivar is plant breeding. The aim of plant
breeding is to improve physiological and morphological characteristics so that a cultivar
fits thegrowingenvironment.Presently itisdifficult tobreedcultivarsfor acertain target
Figure 8.3

Activities related to elements in the crop environment system during different phases of the
development andimplementation of anew cultivar.

Activities

Breeding

Elementsofthecrop-environment
system
<->

Introduction ofcultivar

<->

Cropmanagement

<->

Cropphysiology

Cropandenvironment

Environment
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climatebecauseit isnotproperly understood which traitsdetermine tuberyield inrelation
to climate. After a laborious selection procedure a genotype that is suitable for a given
climateisidentified. Systems analysis maybeof helptorationalize breeding and improve
its efficiency. It helps in identifying ideotypes and the plant characteristics that can be
used as a selection criterion. One advantage of a simulation model is that hypothetical
genotypes canbe evaluated and used to give direction tobreeding. Additionally, it shows
the interaction with other plant characteristics and how a change in plant characteristics
affectsfinalyield.Forexample:theideotypeinthisstudyhadamomentoftuber initiation
that led to maximization of tuber yields (chapter 7). The selection criterion in the study
presented in chapter 7was thedate of tuber initiation, because in theexperiments genetic
variation was found in this cropcharacteristic. If genetic variation is found in other crop
characteristics (such as the rate of dry matter allocation to the tuber, and leaf longevity)
this may be included in the definition of ideotypes. The effect of earlier tuber initiation
could be undone by alonger leaf longevity. Insight into these kinds of relations will give
thebreedermorepossibilities ofbreedingfor highertuberdrymatterproduction.
Defining ideotypes and selection criteria is not the only way systems analysis is useful. It
alsoenablesthesensitivity ofthedifferent cultivar parameters toclimatetobe established
in parental lines. Once it is known how this sensitivity is inherited, the performance of
newly bred cultivars can be evaluated with a simulation model in the early stages of a
breeding programme. This enables cultivars to be bred and evaluated for different
climates without testing them in all these climates and therefore makes breeding more
efficient.
Introductionofcultivars
Atpresent,theintroduction of anewcultivar demands anenormous amount of work.Itis
common to test a series of genotypes in a wide range of locations so tons of seed tubers
aresent all overtheworld sothat genotypescanbe tested and selected for their suitability
in these situations. The idea behind systems analysis and modelling is to establish
relations which arevalid beyond the conditions in which these relations arederived. This
means that it is not necessary to test new cultivars at every location, but that a series of
well-chosen locations can be used to derive the relation between climate and the crop.
With the help of a simulation model it is then calculated how the crops behave at other
locations or in other growing seasons. In this study we derived the parameters that were
important for potential tuber production and using the parameters derived at the test
locations we were able to give an overview of the potential production of potato in
climatesbetween theequator and60°N.Cultivars will alwayshavetobetested atvarious
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locations to confirm model results and to obtain information about features not included
inthemodel.However, acultivarthatisexpected togivelow yieldscanbeexcluded from
experimental screening andthismakesthetestingof newcultivars more efficient.
Amodel is also useful when screening cultivars in thefield.The outcome of a screening
experiment is always influenced by climate and crop management. For example; long
days, young seed, too much nitrogen and a slight water shortage at the beginning of the
growing season have a similar effect on dry matter allocation in the crop (Ewing and
Struik, 1992; Haverkort, 1990). By calculating the potential yields as defined by the
climate andcomparing these withtheexperimental results,theeffects of climate andcrop
management canbeisolated, andthismakes iteasiertoinfer therightconclusions.Atthis
stage of introduction of new genotypes, the ideotype for a given location can be used to
direct management in such a way that an existing genotype approaches the ideotype as
much aspossible.Anearly cultivar canbe madelaterby applying more nitrogen or using
younger seed. In situations where the genotype deviates only slightly from the ideotype,
thisway ofimproving yieldismuchfaster thanbreeding anewgenotype.
Managementofthe crop
Cropmanagement depends onenvironmental parameters once thecultivar ischosen. Ina
potato crop, yield can be improved by a wide range of measures. A model can help in
various ways to ensure that appropriate decisions are made in crop management. Thus
before planting the crop, risks that may damage the crop can be estimated and the
management adjusted sothatyields aremaximized atan acceptable risk.Forexample,the
planting of early potato crops in theNetherlands is seriously affected by the risk of night
frost. Using historical weather data the risk of frost damage can be evaluated with a
simulation model. The trade-off between lower yields at later planting and accepting a
greater risk of frost is then determined and gives a criterion for deciding an appropriate
stategy.
During the growing season the crop management can be adjusted on the basis of
information from thefieldand ananalysisdonewiththehelpof amodel. Forexample,if
the beginning of the growing season has been colder than usual, which was the case in
North-western Europe in 1994.This has repercussions for crop growth during the rest of
the growing season because of a lagging growth and a change in sink priorities. Using a
model,the expected maximum yield is estimated and the amount of e.g. nitrogen needed
tosupportthiscanbeadjusted accordingly.
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At the end of the season the actual growth of the crop is compared with model
calculations. The difference between calculated and observed values is analysed and the
causesofthisdifference areidentified. Insubsequent growingseasonsthesecausescanbe
taken away leading to a higher production, a more efficient use of resources and less
pressureontheenvironment.

Finalremarks
More information on variation among cultivars is needed to improve the potential for
using system analysisinbreeding andcropmanagement. Astheresearch presented inthis
thesis shows, at present LINTUL-POTATO is best suited for use in the introduction and
testing of cultivars at different locations. If supported with sufficient experimental
information thismodel isauseful toolfor determining whatcultivar tobreed,whereand
whentogrowitandhowtogrowit.
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SAMENVATTING

Oorsprong en verspreiding
Aardappelen komen oorspronkelijk uit het Andesgebied in Zuid-Amerika. Aan het eind
van de 16e eeuw werden ze geïntroduceerd in Spanje en van daaruit verspreidde het
gewas zich door de rest van Europa. In de rest van de wereld zijn aardappelen in de
meeste gevallen geïntroduceerd vanuit Europa. Missionarissen en kolonisten namen de
knollen vanaf het begin van de 17eeeuw mee naar tropische en subtropische gebieden.
Aanvankelijk werden ze in deze gebieden alleen gegeten door de Europeanen. Lokale
bewoners begonnen vaak pas aardappelen te eten in tijden van voedselschaarste en dan
vaakalleennogingebiedenwaardeaardappel makkelijk tetelenwas(Horton 1987).
Sinds het begin van de zestiger jaren is de met aardappelen beteelde oppervlakte in
tropische en subtropische klimaten toegenomen met 70% en zijn de opbrengsten per
hectare ongeveer verdubbeld. Mede door de afgenomen produktie in de gematigde
klimaatsgebieden is het relatieve belang van deze tropische en subtropische gebieden
toegenomen. De consumptie hier is echter nog laag door de relatief hoge prijs van
aardappelen in vergelijking met ander voedsel. Er worden meer aardappelen
geconsumeerd wanneer deproduktiekosten omlaaggaan hetgeenbereikt kanworden door
meeraardappelen teproduceren tegenlagerekostenpereenheidprodukt (Midmore 1992).
De huidige lage opbrengsten kunnen meerdere oorzaken hebben waaronder met name de
slechteaangepastheid vanaardappelen aanwarmeklimaten (Haverkort, 1990).

Doelvanhetonderzoek
Alhoewel deaardappel inbijna alleklimaatsgebieden geteeld wordt,lijkt hij toch hetbest
aangepast tezijn aan gematigde klimaten meteen langedag.Dehoogste knolopbrengsten
worden dan ook verkregen in noordwest Europa en noordwest Amerika (van der Zaag
1984; Stol et al. 1991). Op dit moment zijn de opbrengsten in tropische en subtropische
klimatenlaagenweinigstabiel.Omtebepalenofditkomt doordegebrekkige aanpassing
van het gewas aan de omstandigheden in de tropen en subtropen, is het effect van het
klimaatopdepotentiëleproduktiebestudeerd.Destudiedieinditproefschrift beschreven
is,exploreert depotentiële enhaalbare opbrengsten vandeaardappel en heeft alsdoelhet
effect van deklimaatsfactoren (temperatuur, daglengte en zonnestraling) op de potentiële
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knolproduktie te bepalen en te kwantificeren. Daarnaast heeft deze studie tot doel de
genetischevariatieindereactieopdeklimaatsfactoren teanalyseren enteverklaren,ende
verworven inzichtentebenuttenbij deontwikkelingenintroduktie van aardappelrassen.

Deaanpakvan hetonderzoek
In het verleden zijn verscheidene studies gedaan naar de interactie tussen de groei van
aardappelenhetklimaat.Dezestudieszijn intweegroepenteverdelen.Deeersterelateert
de knolopbrengst direct aan klimaatsfactoren; de resultaten uit zulke studies bieden
vuistregels maar geven weinig inzicht in hoe de opbrengst tot stand komt. Dit wordt
geïllustreerd metdeknolopbrengsten. Bij hogetemperaturen enkortedagisde opbrengst
lager is dan bij lange dag en lage temperaturen (Tai en Young, 1989). Andere studies
relateren individuele karakteristieken van de plant aan temperatuur en daglengte. Een
voorbeeld hiervan is het overzicht van Ewing en Struik (1992) dat ondermeer de relatie
tussen knolinitiatie en verschillende klimaatsfactoren bespreekt. Zulk type onderzoek
geeft aanhoedeplantwordtbeïnvloed doorklimaatsfactoren maargeeft niet aanhoedeze
invloeddoorwerkt opdeuiteindelijke knolopbrengst.
Hoofdstuk 1van dit proefschrift geeft aan dat men meer inzicht in het gedrag van een
gewas en de variatie in knolopbrengsten krijgt wanneer het gewas en zijn omgeving als
een geïntegreerd geheel wordt bestudeerd. Daartoe worden aspecten van eerdere studies
gecombineerd. Na vaststelling van deinvloed van het klimaat opcrucialeprocessen inde
plant zijn degevolgen vandeze invloed opdeuiteindelijke knolopbrengst bepaald. Deop
dezemanierberedeneerdeconclusieshebbeneenbredegeldigheid.
Om de invloed van het klimaat op het gewas te onderzoeken in deze studie, is
experimenteel onderzoek gecombineerd met het gebruik van simulatiemodellen. Om te
bepalen welk simulatiemodel het best voldoet, zijn een serie in Nederland ontwikkelde
modellen, getest onder Schotse omstandigheden (hoofdstuk 2). Na herparameterisatie
bleken aldeze modellen, onafhankelijk van hun complexiteit, de drogestofopbrengst juist
te kunnen simuleren. De modellen waren echter niet overdraagbaar naar andere klimaten
met substantieel verschillende temperaturen en daglengten. In alle geteste modellen werd
de drogestofverdeling aangestuurd door een temperatuurgestuurde ontwikkeling. Dit was
een te simpele weergave voor het doel van de onderhavige studie en daarom was een
nieuwe relatie nodig die de drogestofverdeling beschrijft. Om de toepasbaarheid van de
tot dan bestaande modellen te vergroten zijn de cruciale processen bestudeerd die de
drogestofproduktie bepalen. Op basis van literatuur (Moll et al., 1987;Spitters, 1987) is
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gehypothetiseerd (hoofdstuk 3) dat de lengte van een groeicyclus (en dus de opbrengst)
afhangt vandedrogestofverdeling naardeknol.Dezehypotheseismodelmatig getestmet
behulpvaneen serieexperimenten die inNederland werden uitgevoerd. En inderdaad, op
basis van de geformuleerde hypothese werd de drogestofverdeling goed gesimuleerd. De
variatie in drogestofopbrengst onder verschillende omstandigheden wordt echter niet
geheel verklaard uit de variatie in drogestofverdeling, want naast de drogestofverdeling
blijkt delevensduurvandebladeren ookvanbelang.
Om de effecten van temperatuur, daglengte, en straling op de drogestofproduktie van
aardappelen te bepalen zijn veldproeven in het kader van deze studie uitgevoerd in
Rwanda (op2hoogten),inTunesië (in het voorjaar, herfst en winter) en in Nederland (in
de zomer). Om de interactie tussen het klimaat en de genotypen te bestuderen zijn acht
Nederlandse rassen van verschillende vroegheid getoetst. Detotale drogestofproduktie en
knolopbrengsten zijn geanalyseerd in termen van lichtonderschepping en de omzetting
van dit onderschepte licht naar drogestof (hoofdstuk 4). De variatie in knol- en totale
produktie bleek merendeels te verklaren uit de verschillen in dehoeveelheid onderschept
licht.Dehoeveelheid onderschept lichtisopgedeeld inlichtintensiteit en delengte vande
groeicyclus.Deefficiëntie vandeomzettingnaardrogestof vanhetondei cheptelichtwas
lager bij hogere straling. De belangrijkste variabele die uiteindelijk de variatie in
lichtonderschepping (dus in knolopbrengst) verklaart, is de lengte van de groeicyclus.
Korte dagen bij opkomst en hoge temperaturen tijdens het groeiseizoen verkorten de
groeicyclus.
Om de relatie tussen knolopbrengst en de klimaatsfactoren (temperatuur, daglengte en
straling) te kwantificeren is de groeicylus in drie fasen opgedeeld (hoofdstuk 5).Door de
lengte van elke fase aan temperatuur, daglengte en straling te relateren is de invloed van
dezeklimaatsfactoren opdegroei en ontwikkeling duidelijk gemaakt. Hoge temperaturen
enkorte dagenverkorten deeerstefase tussen opkomstenknolinitiatie;de matewaarin is
rasafhankelijk. In de tweede fase, van begin knolgroei tot einde loofgroei, heeft de
temperatuur nog enig effect op de drogestofverdeling. De laatste fase, van eind loofgroei
toteind gewasgroei,wordt verkort doorhogetemperaturen en straling. Delengte van fase
1ismedebepalendvoordelengtevandelatere fasen.
Deinformatie uit develdproeven inNederland, Tunesië en Rwanda is gecombineerd met
informatie uit de literatuur omhet overzicht tecompleteren van derelaties diede invloed
perfasebeschrijven vantemperatuur, stralingendaglengteopdedrogestofaccumulatie en
-verdeling. Dit resulteerde in het model LINTUL-POTATO dat is beschreven in
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hoofdstuk 6. LINTUL-POTATO is gebruikt om de gevolgen van verschillende
combinaties van temperatuur en daglengte voor een 'standaard' aardappelgewas te
verkennen. LINTUL-POTATO simuleerde waarden van drogestofopbrengsten die
overeenkomen met die gevonden in de literatuur. Het model laat bovendien zien dat de
aardappel onder lange dag beter aangepast is aan een breed bereik van temperaturen dan
bij korte dag hetgeen mede verklaart waarom een grote spreiding in optimale
temperaturen voorknolgroei gevonden wordt.
In hoofdstuk 7zijn berekeningen met LINTUL-POTATO vergeleken met uitkomsten van
de veldproeven die zijn gebruikt voor de ontwikkeling ervan (verificatie). Tevens vond
validatie plaats met onafhankelijke data afkomstig van die proeven die op verschillende
locatiesindewereldwarenuitgevoerd (e.g.Fahem, 1991;vanderZaag 1986;Manriqueet
al. 1989).Door het opnemen van temperatuur- en daglengterelaties is het model goed in
staat om verschillen in drogestofopbrengst tussen verschillende locaties te verklaren. De
verschillen in drogestofopbrengst tussen de rassen worden minder goed gesimuleerd,
mede doordat in de veldproeven die de parameterwaarden opleverden, de variatie tussen
rassen opde (sub)tropische locaties geringbleek. Bij devalidatie van LINTUL-POTATO
bleek dat de overeenkomst tussen gesimuleerde en waargenomen waarden beter was
naarmate de opbrengsten hoger waren. Het is duidelijk dat bij lage waargenomen
opbrengsten van in de literatuur gerapporteerde proeven, naast de opbrengstdefiniërende
factoren (temperatuur, lichten daglengte),groeibeperkende en groeikortende factoren een
rolspeeldenbijdeopbrengstvorming.
Het model LINTUL-POTATO biedt goede mogelijkheden om de opbrengsten voor een
groot bereik vanklimaten te verkennen. In hoofdstuk 7is voor elk klimaat voor elke 10°
tussen de evenaar en 60° noorderbreedte op zeeniveau, 1000 en 2000 meter hoogte, de
knol- en de totale drogestofproduktie, en het ideotype bepaald. De lengte van het
beschikbare groeiseizoen bepaalt de totale drogestofopbrengst terwijl de lengte van de
groeicyclus de knolopbrengst bepaalt. Knolopbrengsten zijn relatief laag indien het
groeiseizoen korter is dan degroeicyclus als gevolg vaneen te late knolinitiatie en indien
de groeicyclus korter is dan het groeiseizoen als gevolg van een te vroege knolinitiatie.
Deze verkenning verklaart waarom de potentiële opbrengsten in het tropisch hoogland
veel sterker afwijken van deopbrengsten die alleen op grond van temperatuur en straling
kunnen worden gerealiseerd dan in gematigde klimaatsgebieden. De hoge opbrengsten in
de gematigde gebieden laten zich verklaren doordat de lengte van de groeicyclus van de
gebruikterassengoedaansluitopdelengtevanhet groeiseizoen.
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Inhoofdstuk 8,tenslotte, zijn devoordelen van degebruikte benadering (systeemanalyse,
veldproeven, modelbouw enverkenningen) bij deontwikkelingenintroductie van nieuwe
rassen besproken. De verworven inzichten kunnen gebruikt worden om ideotypen te
ontwerpen,omselectieprocedures efficiënter temakenenomverschillen tussen potentiële
enactueleopbrengsten teverklaren.
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